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Abstract

The objective of the Hybrid Wireless Network with dedicated Relay
Nodes (HWN*) architecture is to interface the Base Station (BS) Ori
ented Mobile Network (BSON) and the 802.fix based Mobile Ad hoc
Wireless Network (MANET) so that one system can be utilised as
an alternative radio access network for data transmissions, while the
incorporation of Relay Nodes (RN) is to extend the communication
coverage, optimise medium resource sharing, increase spatial reuse
opportunity, stabilise MANET link and create more micro-cells. The
HWN* keeps the existing cellular infrastructure and a Mobile Ter
minal (MT) can borrow radio resources from other cells via secure
multi-hop RN relaying, where RNs are placed at pre-engineered lo
cations. The main contribution of this work is the development of a
HWN* infrastructure framework and related algorithms. The frame
work addresses the inter-network traffic handover management, cross
layer routing, node mobility models, RN positioning algorithms, the
HWN* system topology, the HWN* time duplex multiplexing link
scheduling scheme and the ad hoc nodes clustering scheme for the
HWN* MANET component to increase current communication sys
tem capacity, improve Quality of Service (QoS), and optimise trans
mission delay and packet delivery quality. The research also presents
network self-optimisation & self-configuration strategies by applying
computational intelligence techniques and autonomic computing.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The goal of this chapter is to present an overview of the research motivation,
proposition, challenge and contribution. A chapter by chapter synopsis of the
thesis is given at the end of the chapter.
Going back to the 19G()s, some mobile users were not connected to the Piiblic
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) and thus can not directly call residential
lines when moving [8]. The evolving cellular telephone industry was originally
focused on i)roviding voice communications but the ever increasing demand for
multimedia mobile services required new architectures to extend indoor and out
door coverage, increase network capacity, improve service cpiality and reduce
application delay.
This thesis proposes a novel hybrid wireless network architecture that not
only includes cellular network features but also provides advanced features, such
as features include ad hoc networking incorporation, integrated dual radio access
interfaces and differentiated services. As more bandwidth is needed to support
multimedia services such as mobile broadband applications, current solutions
require more base stations to increase the system capacity and reduce the cel
lular cell sizes. However, this approach results in extra costs in equipment and
wiring. An alternative approach is to install wirelessly linked multi-functional Re
lay Nodes (RN), which also creates smaller cell sizes, provides packet relay func
tions, introduces flexibility and largely mitigates pass loss. For example, suppose
the direct path loss between points A and B separated by a distance r is given by
LPab =
where k is a frequency dependent constant. If a RN is introduced

between A and B, at a distance ta from A and
from B, then the combined
path loss in the two paths A and B., and B and B is given by: LBab =
As r — rA tb, it is obvious that LPab — k(rA P t'a)'^ > LBarb — k[r\ + r^)
given r,
and r/j > 0. Thus relay nodes introduce a signihcant power advantage
which allows higher data rates without increased power in the wireless channel,
reduce mobile power consumption, and improve the channel reuse performance.
The here proposed Hybrid Wireless Network with Dedicated Relay Nodes
(HWN*) is composed of a cellular network, a mobile ad hoc network and a
meshed relay network component. The proposal brings out many challenging
research questions as the structure lends itself to complex changes in topology,
medium access, resources sharing and communication path selection. The mobile
in the network has two interfaces. The ad hoc interface has limited transmission
range thus multi-hop communication and RN infrastructure support are required
for data exchange. The cellular interface offers robust communication but the bot
tleneck is at the resource sharing between base stations and relay stations, which
requires the development of a novel traffic sharing approach between entities.
In order to exploit the advantages of this infrastructure, algorithms and proto
cols have been proposed to tackle resource management aspects e.g inter-network
traffic management and heterogenous network route selection in a distributed
manner.
Figure 1.1 presents a simplihed HWN* architecture. It includes three commu
nication tiers: the mobile terminal tier with both cellular and ad hoc interfaces,
the meshed RN tier with both cellular and ad hoc interfaces and the base station
tier with the cellular interface. The RN assists multi-hop ad hoc communication
and controls ad hoc netw'ork connectivity. The meshed RN component can deploy
algorithms to resolve routing issues as the packet transmission can be extremely
unstable in normal ad hoc networks due to high mobility and interference. The
RNs frequently act as traffic coordinators to improve the system performance.
Choosing the optimal number of RNs and their locations are critical problems
for HWN* system capacity planning and analysis. The HWN* itself presents a
dilemma between traditional cellular service, RN assisted cellular service, ad hoc
service and relay supported ad hoc services because data may be forwarded in
any service type.

Figure 1.1: The Hybrid Wireless Network with Dedicated Relay Nodes (HWN*)
architecture

Hybrid wireless networks with multi-interfaces towards 4G wireless networks
is still being developed and as yet no real world prototype has been deployed
yet. Here, the HWN* represents a possible realisation of the hybrid wireless net
work concept. The HWN* and associated algorithms are proposed and evaluated
by means of computer simulation [5] to analyse the operations of node mobility,
scheduling algorithm, handover, routing, resource sharing and topology design
schemes. The complexity of the HWN* system is such that performance eval
uation does not lend itself to pure mathematical treatment but more accurate
evaluation is only possible by means of computer simulation. The simulation also
provides more practical options for parameter changes.

1.1 Contribution

1.1

Contribution

The HWN* framework needs to consistently adapt to the changing network con
ditions including heterogeneous devices that join and leave the network, and
must support distributed algorithm design to realise a ubiquitous communica
tion environment. In real life hybrid netw'ork deployment, the use of the HWN*
infrastructure and proposed algorithms can result in fewer packet transmission
delay, lower probability of traffic handover dropping, and allows more subscribers
to benefit from high speed multi-media services.
The research has reviewed the state of the art of the cellular network, ad
hoc networks, relay structure and recent hybrid network structural approaches to
provide an understanding of the effectiveness of HWN*. The major achievement
is the architectural design of a cost-effective HWN*, which results in minimal
impact on existing cellular and MANET structures. The thesis defines a cellular /
MANET interface and fixed RN interface, which has the functionalities necessary
to support micro cell coverage, cellular & MANET inter-network load balancing,
MANET support and cascaded routing. Apart from the HWN* architecture and
framework, the other core contributions of this research can be summarised as
follows:
Network Design In order to maximise the spectrum usage and facilitate load
balancing, RN positioning planning has been developed and investigated.
One proposed approach focuses on heuristic relay placement to explore the
node mobility pattern’s impact, cellular system, MANET and relay charac
teristics.
Network Capacity The capacity of a single cell in a HWN* depends on the co
channel interference in the cellular system and multiple access interference
in the MANET system. Algorithms such as inter system load balancing,
adaptive packet routing, TDD link packet scheduling methods have been
investigated to increase the HWN* per cell capacity as well as the per node
capacity.
Transmission Delay For large scale hybrid networks, more components are
added to the system. Therefore simple route management algorithms may

1.2 Thesis Outline and Publications

produce larger end-to-end transmission delays, which results in a slower
application response time. The design of cascaded routing has contributed
a novel approach to deal with complex systems over several layers. The
algorithm includes several route change triggers and considers cross layer
design in overlayed networks.
Quality of Service The HWN* is expected to provide services with varied QoS
requirements, which results in complex user management. The research
provides a user classihcation strategy with differentiated service class pro
files for the evaluation of traffic admission, mobility management, handover
management and cascaded routing. For inter-network handover, conges
tion control between service classes has been introduced, which discourages
applications from using heavily loaded cellular resources and encourages
MANET usage.
Algorithm Optimisation The research contributes two optimisation techniques,
a genetic algorithm based TDD link scheduling and a neural network based
HWN* system optimisation. A conceptual autonomic computing based
HWN* is also presented in order to realise system self-coiihguration, selfoptimisation and partially realise self-healing and self-protection. To reduce
the cost on human operation, the HWN* conducts a self-learning process on
the implemented algorithm behaviour. System configurations are adjusted
accordingly using a feed forward neural network based autonomic element.
The algorithms and optimisation strategies developed as part of this research
aim to benefit resource management and routing for HWN*. These methodologies
have potential for the use on cooperative vehicle networks including vehicle-tovehicle communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, and wireless
sensor network packet relay and medium access optimisation.

1.2

Thesis Outline and Publications

The thesis overview is generalised in flow chart Figure 1.2. The remainder of the
thesis is organised as follows;

1.2 Thesis Outline and Publications

Figure 1.2: Research outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 presents the concept of hybrid wireless networks, reviews current re
search work that addresses network integration, and proposes hybrid wire
less network with dedicated relay stations architecture of this thesis. It also
discusses the state of the art of the conventional cellular component, ad hoc
component, relay conception and related algorithms in the context of the
HWX*.
Chapter 3 introduces the HWN* management framework, describes detailed
problems of the HWN*, and proposes related schemes to solve the difficul
ties as follows:
As a research focus, the intra network and inter network handover man
agement for the framework is proposed considering Quality of Service
(QoS) and relay structure. Mobile subscribers are classified into three

1.2 Thesis Outline and Publications

classes according to their differentiated service requirements. Conges
tion avoidance control and adaptive handover mechanisms are pro
posed for efficient cooperation within HWN* networking context.
• The Adaptive Distributed Cross-layer Routing (ADCR) for the frame
work considering cross layer and QoS issues is proposed. A mobile
may borrow the cellular data channel available via secure multi-hop
RN load balancing, where relays are placed at pre-engineered loca
tions. The mobile can also comimmicate with each other or access
internet ubiquitously. Cascaded ADCR establishes a better path for
the source to arrive at the destination across mobiles, relays and base
stations.
• A heuristic relay positioning algorithm and a packing based relay place
ment are proposed. As multi-hop ad hoc communication is a key el
ement of the framework’s four communications modes; cellular transniission, cellular transmission with relay support, multi-hop ad hoc.
and multi-hop ad hoc with relay support, the clustering management
of ad hoc communication is addressed.
• The Time Division Duplex (TDD) is deployed on both uplink and
downlink. The radio access scheduling is a critical aspect for physical
layer optimisation thus a TDD link scheduling scheme for HWN* is
contributed using Genetic Algorithm (GA) optimisation. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) optimisation techniques is first introduced here and
more AI techniques are discussed.
The chapter concludes that the proposed algorithms can be applied to
HWN* for the seek of a better system performance compared to conven
tional cellular network, AIANET and other hybrid network structures.
Chapter 4 discusses the system modelling and describes the simulation models
developed as part of this study. The constituent simulation model entities
and parameters are detailed. It also generally reviews the physical layer
characteristics and a study has been carried out on node mobility schemes
to realise realistic node movement.
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Chapter 5 presents an analytical method for the network capacity with respect
to RN numbers and proposes strategies for computer simulation evaluation.
Key elements in representing network revenue such as network throughput,
end-to-end delay, service quality, channel usage ratio and overall perfor
mance are analysed and compared to other hybrid networks, system and
algorithms.
Chapter 6 summarises outcomes of the research, concludes the novel HWN*
structure with related algorithms, and presents an overall discussion of the
research. It also provides future directions that this research work can take.
Appendix A presents autonomic computing principles including self-conhguration,
self-healing, self-optimisation and self-protection. It also proposes the ter
minology definition for possible autonomic HWN* framework and initial
system evaluation result.
Appendix B provides a brief introduction on neural networks and genetic algo
rithms followed by a discussion on AI based communication network appli
cations.
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Chapter 2
Hybrid Wireless Network:
Challenges & Solutions
2.1

Introduction

Congestion is becoming more and more prevalent in onr urbanised society. Drives
w'ait in traffic jams and people (pieue at airports to check in. Congestion ajo
occurs in any wireless network for a number of reasons. For example, thee
may be a shortage of BSs, it may be nnecononiical for a business to provide t.e
level of service necessary to prevent waiting, or there may be limited spectrin
for the amount of service that needs to be provided. The increase of celhur
capacity needs much smaller cell sizes, thus a much denser node infrastructue
is required with the consequence of increasing the cost. Meanwhile, the burey
nature of traffic and radio channel impairment are also important reasons wy
queues are not easily predicted and avoided. Effective resource managemot
and route scheduling are key aspects in facilitating heterogeneous networki.g
environments. In HWN* the relay nodes can be used to mitigate these problens.
Hybrid wireless networks provide combined medium access methods selectd
from cellular, MANET, IP and 802.lx. They have received significant researh
interest as a consequence of system capacity advantage and reasonable infrastruture cost [79] [132]. The novel HWN* infrastructure in this research is expeetd
to provide stable, high-speed and economic communication services in most sa
nations including urban city with both cellular and MANET coverage, indo*r
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environment and remote areas without cellular coverage and thus is a challenging
design goal. The chapter starts with a state of the art of various proposed hybrid
networks and design objectives comparison. It then provides rationale behind the
HWN*, and presents the HWN* system concept and architecture. The HWN*
service is further supported by the novel algorithms and protocols proposed for
the Medium Access layer (MAC) and the network layer, cooperation between
cellular network, MANET and relay structure, and system optimisation mecha
nisms. The chapter therefore effectively explores the cellular system, MANET,
relay structure, resource management difficulties and ad hoc network path prob
ing to develop algorithms and protocols for the HWN*. The HWN* infrastructure
improvement and proposed algorithms are also inspired by this exploration.

2.2

Hybrid Wireless Networks

Hybrid wireless networks are defined as an integrated infrastructure that pro
vides seamless serviees over several ludworks. Extensive research [132] [79] [16]
has been carried out in hybrid network architectures. However, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge, most of research focuses on the infrastructure itself and
few distributed algorithms and protocols have been proposed to explore hybrid
wireless network practical usage at medium access layer and routing layer. Cur
rent algorithm suites are normally for system capacity, relay station placement
plan, cooperative resource sharing and path discovery based to improve only the
cellular network performance [1] [2]. These solutions leverage the presence of
persistent resources to support relay networks, but rely on the fact that ad hoc
multi-hop services being underestimated and multiple interface technology is not
comprehensively considered.
The service oriented algorithms based on differentiated traffic evaluation for
hybrid wireless networks is also a blank area left for further investigation. As
most previous proposals [16] only concentrate on the infrastructure design and
presume that differentiated services will be supported based on existing cellular
differentiated service proposals.
For the design of effective resource and routing management algorithms, al
gorithm with centralised control approaches [36] should be avoided as network
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scalability issues largely jeopardises the hybrid wireless network performance.
The cost savings possibly by avoiding central control motivates this research to
propose algorithms that consider cross layer communication and differentiated
services, and work in a decentralised manner that influences the global system
performance through local conditional changes. The challenges for communica
tion service provision have increased in many respects in recent years. Compe
tition among providers demands a continuous reduction of production costs and
improvement of product quality. Artificial intelligence and autonomic computing
principles can be introduced to optimise the proposed algorithm performance and
system performance.
Including the novel HWN* infrastructure proposal, the development of as
sociated algorithms and protocols for the infrastructure is the main motivation
for this research work to realise high-capacity with guaranteed QoS. The HWN*
management framework and related algorithms and protocols does not require
a brand new ubiquitous radio access technology [132] or focusing on multi-liop
based cellular networking technologies [IG] and [79], but rather, the work inte
grally utilises existing cellular, ad hoc and relay technologies in an integrated
fashion, and combines their advantages and overcomes their inefficiencies.
The thesis addresses several issues from radio resource optimisation and rout
ing perspectives, evaluates proposed algorithms in the HWN*, and finalises the
management framework for the next generation of wireless communication net
works. The thesis is also concerned with the provision of fixed relay nodes to
subscribers in both urban and remote areas and also implementing coordinated
cellular and MANET radio access. It devises a framework for studying the trade
offs of interworking between the two systems, identifies and answers the specific
design space questions such as: How to share the resource between different ser
vice classes? How many relay nodes are sufficient with reasonable cost? What
is a proper plan for RN placement? What network parameters should the plan
consider? What protocols are necessary to facilitate the load balancing between
the two systems? How to handle network routing in heterogenous environment?
Why the infrastructure uses relays and MANET to reduce the number of wired
BSs? Can we apply optimisation techniques to resource sharing problems? The
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study answers these questions in order to demonstrate that the proposed in
tegrated infrastructure, can be used to provide enhanced data communication
services towards 4G mobile communications.

2.2.1

Hybrid MANET-Cellular Network

The state of the art infrastructures are first divided by this thesis to hybrid wire
less network without dedicated relay node, hybrid wireless network with flexible
relay node, and hybrid wireless network with location fixed and dedicated re
lay node as presented in Figure 2.1. The HWN* using fixed and dedicated RN
research is motivated by MANET-cellular integrations and celhilar-802.11x com
binations therefore this section explores the advantage and shortcomings of these
systems.
Recent research in MANET-cellular infrastructure integration attempts in
clude Multi-hop Cellular Network (MCN) [81], Multi-Power Architecture for Cel
lular Networks (MuPAC) [78], integrated Cellular and Ad hoc Relaying system
(iCAR) [78], Self-organising Packet Radio Networks with Overlay (SOPRANO) [79]
and 1ST-WINNER [132] (See Figure 2.1).
The basic rational of MCN is a cellular network evolution and the MCNs
concentrate on cellular radio access technology. A MT and BS have a direct
connection in a conventional cellular network, but a MT may reach the base
station via relays by using multi-hopping. The relay is soft MT based which
refers to client relay with ad hoc frequencies. The relay node may be also an
infrastructure node according to [81]. However, it only generally concludes that
the relay has capabilities like those of the base station such like an ad hoc node
access point. It does not exactly specify problems such as packet routing methods.
Figure 2.2 presents an example of multi-hop cellular networks [81] [124] with
soft MT relay using ad hoc frequencies. The analysis and simulation results in
[124] indicate some observations for the throughput comparison between conven
tional Single hop Cellular Network (SCN) and MCN. The throughput of MCN
is better than that of SCN and increases as the transmission range decreases.
The node use a transmission range r that is a fraction 1/A: of the cell radius R
where r = R/k. The parameter k is referred to as the reuse factor. The research
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Hybrid Wireless Networks

Systems without
dedicated relay nodes

Systems with flexible
relay nodes

Systems with location
hxed and dedicated
relay nodes

;^MCN^

^ MuPA^

y

k

SOPRANO

^ADF^

^WiLL^
_____ ^

(

f

Figure 2.1: Classification of hybrid wireless network infrastructures

explains these two observations by illustrating the different increasing orders,
and k respectively, of mean number of channels such as simultaneous transmis
sions in a cell, and mean hop count, as the transmission range between source
node and destination node decreases by k times. But unfortunately the actual
gain will be lower. First of all, large control overhead is produced since every
node may perform routing updates even when there is no topology change, if a
MAXET routing protocol is deployed for multi-hop routing. And it exists a large
possibility of relay MTs absence. The main disadvantage of the absence relay
MTs is the latency in route discovery and link failure. On the other hand, as ad
hoc frequency is assumed for packet relaying, a small topology change may result
in medium access failure on the fragile ad hoc link.
^fuPAC [106] is an extended work based on MCN with focus on node flexi
ble power management. The architecture is exactly the same as MCN. Each MT
implements a 802.11 interface. The use of multiple transmission powers helps Mu-
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Figure 2.2: A presentation of ninlti-liop cellular network with soft MT relay

PAC achieve rnaxiniised spatial reuse without siibstaiitially increasing the number
of hops. The work certainly improve the system capacity performance since the
possibility of a path break in MiiPAC is lower than MCX once the algorithm is
used. Throughput Enhanced Wireless in Local loop (TWiLL) [107] is also an
extended work based on MCN. It has been proposed by the same researchers and
focuses on the power management of wireless multi-hop local loop to increase the
hybrid system capacity. However, here it is highly possible that nodes increase
the trarismission power to reduce the path break probability and hop distance.
It should also implement a distributed power management algorithm at each MT
which is computationally expensive, otherwise the power management has to be
coordinated by BS central control cause no dedicated relay node is used.
iCAR [78] is not difficult to be evolved from the cellular network and it can be
also categorised as one type of MCNs. Other than increase the system capacity
through node power management or longer hop distance. The infrastructure
works on adaptive traffic load balancing in this multi-hop cellular infrastructure.
It is the first hybrid wireless network that looks at the horizontal handovers
between cellular access through MANET access. Excessive cellular bandwidth
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available in surrounding cells can be borrowed to the congested cell through
dedicated ad hoc relay modes named primary, secondary and cascaded relaying.
The channel borrowing evaluation results indicate the improvement on packet
congestion delay over conventional cellular networks and MCN, and it verifies that
with a limited number of relay nodes, the call blocking and dropping probability
in a congested cell as well as the overall system can be reduced. However, the
simulation evaluation of iCAR system suffers unfair packet contention problem
as all packets are treated exactly the same. An extra bandwidth can be allowed
to any packets without considering packet priority, packet transmission require
ment and QoS. For example, an urgent communication request or instant request
can be blocked or terminated due to the contention and unreasonable channel
borrowing. And this is also why differentiated traffic input should be introduced
for hybrid wireless network evaluations. The iCAR has introduced a novel con
cept called “managed mobility” of relay nodes based on its signaling protocol and
node mobility model. The relay node movement provides assistance on channel
borrowing in congested coinmunication areas but at the expense of complex and
two layered route management (MT layer and Relay Layer). Furthermore, each
relay station in iCAR must be equipped with location tracking system with extra
cost. Another drawback of iCAR is that a system does not explore the MANET
whth relay node support capability. It only intends to reuse the cellular resource
via multi-hop ad hoc relaying.
SOPRANO [79] is a scalable architecture that assumes the use of multi-hop
cellular and asynchronous CDMA with spreading codes to support high data
rate Internet and multimedia traffic. The general idea of SOPRANO is not
much different to iCAR other than IP network support and cross network con
nection. It focuses on connection establishment and node power control based
self-organisation, and investigates the formulation for an optimum transmission
strategy. Again, a power management algorithm is proposed to adaptively selec
tion transmission power, which is similar to MuPAC. The system presents high
capacity bounds that illustrate how the technique helps in trading off conserved
power for a multi-fold capacity advantage. How^ever, both SOPRANO and iCAR
which rely heavily on soft MT based multi-hop traffic relay underestimate the
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usage of an alternative MANET with dedicated and location fixed RN infrastruc
ture since fixed relay nodes are not considered.
European Commission Information Society Technologies (1ST) WINNER project
proposed the WINNER system [132]. What WINNER focuses on is the Research
& Development of a brand new beyond 3G radio interface technologies needed
for a ubiquitous radio system. The RNs are deployed to incorporate with BSs
realising an efficient and flexible spectrum usage and spectrum sharing environ
ment, where the RNs only implement their new ubiquitous radio interface. The
RNs are planned and share the same Radio Access Technology (RAT or refereed
as interface) with BSs and MTs. Ad hoc communication is prohibited in this
architecture and one can see the WINNER as an evolving node-oriented multi
hop cellular network with relay support. One disadvantage of WINNER can be
the implementation cost. Significant updates are recpiired for the base station
radio network controller, relay node and end-user ecpiipment apply the novel ra
dio interface. The telecom providers may not ready to replace a new radio access
deployment without significant system performance improvement compared to
current 3G cellular system.
HWN* has major differences from other cellular MANET hybrid networks.
Table 2.1 summarises in a nutshell the important issues for proposed Hybrid
Wireless Network with Relay Stations HWN*, WINNER and SOPRANO archi
tectures. Detailed comparison between iGar, MuPAG and MGN can be found
in [118]. Although advanced technologies such as location tracking make soft
relay based infrastructure feasible, the route recalculating and reconfiguring in
systems such as MGN, TWiLL and MuPAG, without dedicated relay nodes, can
be unstable. Meanwhile, there are other fundamental problems such as relay
node absence and packet relaying third party terminal security. Using dedicated
and location fixed relay node provides method to enable reliable digital commu
nications therefore in system evaluation Ghapter 5, therefore, the research will
compare system performance between HWN* with dedicated RNs, MGN with
soft relay, SOPRANO and WINNER. SOPRANO is considered other than iGAR
since GDMA based SOPRANO presents better results [79] in terms of system
capacity and network delay.
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2.2 Hybrid Wireless Networks

With dedicated and location fixed RNs support, the adaptive and scalable
HWN"^ is proposed in Figure 2.3. It has four basic communication modes, which
is cellular communication, RN supported cellular communication, MANET com
munication and RN supported MANET. With the assumption of coded and mod
ulated digital communications. Node X can transmit information to Node Y via
one or more RNs. The dedicated RN can be part of a cellular network and a
MANET. The nodes X and Y can be a BS, a MT and/or a dedicated RN. And,
communications could be either uplink communications (link from MT to BS),
downlink communications (link from BS to MT), MT to MT communications or
BS to RN communications. In order to analyse this topology by graph theoreti
cal methods, traffic flows and nodes in rectangle area is emphasised in Figure 2.3
to help understanding the network capacity estimation. The graphic theoretical
capacity estimation will be detailed in Chapter 5. In other words, two MTs may
communicate directly or through an intermediate node (The node can be a RN
or a group of RNs). The MT can be also accommodated into cellular network
with the help of dedicated RNs. Therefore, the relay structure can be viewed as
a means of extending the communication coverage of either a cellular network
or MANET. MANET and cellular netw'ork are mutually supported through the
use of RN structure. The performance of individual MANET or cellular network,
respectively, is also enhanced by RN support.
Figure 2.4 presents the topology of the HWN* used for mobility manage
ment and cross-layer routing. The RNs create a mesh structure to support node
communication through RN infrastructure. The procedure is similar to 802.11
node-to-infrastructure communication but a virtual backbone is constructed be
tween RNs. The BSs may connect to an IP network via fixed lines or RNCs
type switching nodes. The HWN* assumes that there exists wireless connections
between RN and BS, and between RN and RN.
The following scenario explains how HWN* works to fairly share the radio re
source. A longer MT traveling distance is used to present better HWN* handover
concept with two radio interfaces. As in TDMA based cellular systems, when a
MT is involved in a call admission or handover process in a congested cell, but is
not able to find an admission channel or alternative channels, the data transmis
sion will be terminated. For example in Figure 2.5, where MT A currently being
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Figure 2.3: Hybrid wireless network with dedicated relaying nodes

connected to MT B and is moving out of Cell 1 into Cell 6. A request for BS
handover will be sent as soon as the power level by AIT A goes below a certain
threshold all along its trajectory noted by a red line. A successful handover will
take place within a few hundred milliseconds depending on the moving speed
before the received power from BSs reaches an unacceptable level. When AIT A
arrives in Cell 6, if the congestion persists for a period of time during which the
AIT moves farther away from the other neighbouring cell border thus causing the
received power level from BS 6 to fall below the acceptable level, handover will
fail and the call will be permanently terminated.
However, in the HWN*, the data session does not have to be dropped even
when the cellular congestion in Cell 6 persists. When AIT A moves into the
congested Cell 6, apart from the BS association, it also associates itself with a
RN using either ad hoc frequencies or cellular frequencies, the RN possibly relays
the data session to AIT A using multi-hop relaying structure and the downlink
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Figure 2.4: HWN* topology for mobility management, routing and channel allo
cation studies (not considering multi-hop ad-hoc communications)

transmission can use either ad hoc frequencies or borrowed cellular frequencies.
Furthermore, the relaying path can be extended to areas with no cellular net
work coverage, in particular places such as indoor buildings and mountains area,
to increase the HWN* system capacity and offer high data rate services. The
cross-layer routing algorithm considering ad hoc communication characteristics
discussed in Chapter 3 is implemented for path finding between MT, RN and
BS. When a MT moves to “No Cellular Service” area, RNs can relay data packet
to core network; other MTs, acting as “moving relay node”, may be trusted
for multi-hop ad hoc packet delivery and the MANET communication is left for
further integration to the HHW*; the MT itself can send packets directly to a
destination using point-to-point ad hoc communication. Cellular frequencies and
MANET frequencies may be both or selectively used during packet delivery. For
example, if a packet relay path from a sender to a destination is MT to RN to BS,
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Figure 2.5: Multi-hop combined transmission example of cellular resource relaying
using fixed RXs

the corresponding frequencies used is MANET frequencies, MANET frequencies
or cellular frequencies, and cellular frequencies. RN and BS communication only
uses cellular frequencies but not MANET frequencies.
The HWN* is a generic system and works with any off-the-shelf air interface,
as an example, for the cellular part of HWN*, Time Division Alultiple Access
(TDMA) based system is used. This means that every individual transmitting
channel required as part of the chain between any two terminals is created by
allocation of time slots such as multiple time slots in Enhanced Data rate for
GSM Evolution (EDGE). Variability of data rate is achieved by allocating dif
fering number of time slots. The TDMA cellular interface allows the HWN* to
take advantage of multi hop connections formed through RNs with more flexible
implementation compared to Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) [121].
Table 2.2 presents the HWN* network deployment scenarios against physical
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layer link duplex model, medium access method, spectrum usage, node move
ment speed, transmission rate and overall scenario capacity. Traditional MANET
scenario can not support high node mobility speed and data transmission rate
without the presence of infrastructure node such as 802.llg access point or dedi
cated RN [66], thus high mobility and data rate can be realised in RN supported
MANET. System capacity of cellular network or RN supported cellular are op
timised as the introduction of RN optimises the resource sharing performance.
The physical layer implements a single carrier with a variable data rate and the
propagation model used will be described in Chapter 4. For the MANET, it is
proposed to implement CSMA/CA or synchronised CSMA/CA considering IEEE
802.lie QoS standard for delay-sensitive traffic and the RN is given priority in
terms of medium access. The RN priority access will be detailed in cross-layer
routing algorithm proposal introduced in the next chapter.
Large scale deployment of dual-interfaced RNs are cost-effective as the equip
ment can be based on an integration of a modihed 802.11 access point and cellular
packet relaying function node. Each RN associates with one BS so that the ra
dio resource usage in each RN can be coordinated. A decrease in BS density
can be compensated by an increase in RN density, in order to maintain constant
performance. The RN has properties and functionaries of:
• Two radio interfaces: The cellular interface and the AIANET interface.
• The RN extends the cellular service range and optimises cell capacity.
• The RN minimises node transmitted power.
• The RN covers remote areas, supports inter network load balancing.
• The meshed RNs provide an alternative communication mode which is
MANET with RN infrastructure for MANET based resource management
and routing.
Theoretically, both the HWN* system capacity and the average packet deliv
ery ratio per MT, compared to traditional 2G and 3G cellular networks, should be
improved because the RNs provide relay capability as the substitution of a poor
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quality single-hop wireless link with a better-quality link encouraged whenever
possible. The disadvantage of the RN integration is that whether in reality the
infrastructure can be realised or not due to feasibility issues. Telecom provides
should first agree, design and prototype such equipment. After identify air in
terfaces for MANET access and cellular access, both software and hardware are
required to be upgraded on actual relay nodes.

2.2.2

Hybrid Cellular and 802.llx Network

One of the main features of next generation mobile communications system, is
represented by the realisation of handover and inter-operability between hetero
geneous network types including both cellular network and non cellular networks.
IEEE 802.21 group has already been working on these issues for between 802 net
works and non 802 networks, but only at proof of concept level. IEEE 802.11
a/b/g networks operate mostly in infrastructure modes. An access point coordi
nates the transmission among nodes within its radio coverage area, called service
set. A mobile only associates with one access point at a time. All the nodes
associated with an access point communicate with each other either through the
access ])oint or directly coordinated by the access point. Roaming across access
points is supported. The access points generate beacons periodically that con
tain the network-id and cell-id in addition to other information. The mobile node
associates with the access point by sending associate request frame to the access
point. When the mobile nodes moves to a new cell where it receives a beacon
with the same network-id but a new cell-id, it associates with the new access
point by sending re-associate request frame that includes the MAC address of
the old access point. The new access point can communicate with the old access
point after download the context information.
When a cellular system and 802.llx technologies are co-exist and integrated
[112], IEEE 802.21 proposed hybrid network combinations should be also cate
gorised as a hybrid wireless network. The cellular radio cells are more in capacity
than 802.llx access point, the integration gives operators the opportunity to
inter-network load balancing by transferring services between cellular network
and 802.llx hot spots. By doing so, cellular cell congestion will be alleviated and
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the bandwidth is recycled for future real time connections. However, the inter
networking experience of cellular and 802.1 lx integration should not be directly
borrowed to be applied to the HWN* system. The main reasons are as follows:
• In crowded areas such as a town centre, airport, sport stadium etc, the
deployment of these 802.llx access point originates an 802.llx hot spot.
Therefore, traffic has to be switched across different networks and vertical
handover is necessary. Contrary to horizontal handover, which forwards
an active connection from one cell to another of the same Radio Access
Technology (RAT) (RAT is equivalent to radio access interface), a vertical
handover implies switching from a serving cell of a given RAT to another
RAT. Neither the cellular BS nor 802.llx accf^ss point provides mechanisms
for vertical handover thus the MT is the only place to handle this. Different
from cellular 802.1 lx infrastructure, HWN* proposes that both vertical and
horizontal handover decisions are controller in each MT with RN assistance.
• Inter-network load balancing proposals for cellular and 802.llx have al
ready been proposed in the literature [112] [113]. Depending on the level
of integration that is necessary, approaches can be taken to combine differ
ent systems was also considered by 3GPP. However, as stated previously,
the basic infrastructure of cellular and 802.llx integration and the HWN*
is largely different. An 802.llx access point only has parts of the HWN*
RN functionalities. It does not have a cellular interface and switching ca
pability, but only 802.llx interface; thus the cellular resource, in cellular
802.llx integration, can only be balanced vertically and the cellular hori
zontal handover and MANET routing can not receive any benefit from the
access point. Dedicated RN relay facilitates both horizontal and vertical
cellular resource sharing and provides simple and robust route management
support.
The vertical handover and handover management algorithm proposed in the
next chapter is dedicated for the HWN* infrastructure. This does not follow
IEEE 802 based authentication, authorization and accoutring or IP based billing
procedures.
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2.3

HWN* Cellular Network Component

The MT, RN and BS entities of HWN* are sharing and competing for the cellu
lar resource. As the HWN* deploys a TDMA based cellular interface, it handles
multiple types of services which are voice calls, wireless applications and instant
video traffic. Radio resource management of the TDMA HWN* component is the
system level control of co-channel interference and other radio transmission char
acteristics between entities. It involves strategies and algorithms for controlling
parameters such as call admission, node power management, channel allocation
and handovers. The objective of resource management is to utilise the limited ra
dio spectrum resources and radio network infrastructure as efficiently as possible.
As inter and intra HWN* handover algorithm will be proposed in Chapter 3, the
thesis details the HWN* handover resource management procedures in Section
2.5 with related research on traffic admission and channel allocation.
The HWN* is a generic system so it works with any off the shelf wireless
system. Other cellular component can be also deployed in the HWN* to provide
higher data rate services. For example, in Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA)
[126], the reduction of cell size and interference can improve the system capacity
performance [9] [3]. The HWN* deploys a TDMA cellular component as an
example. Meanwhile, the TDD link scheduling, instead of Frequency Division
Duplex (FDD), is considered for physical layer as an aside contribution to the
research.
TDD is regarded as the most efficient way to support both uplink/downlink
load asymmetry and high data rate in a 4G cellular mobile network [29]. It allows
an asymmetric flow for uplink and downlink transmission which is more suited to
data transmission. A common carrier is shared between the uplink and downlink,
the resource being switched in time. Users are allocated one or more time slots for
uplink and downlink transmission [28]. The TDD-TDMA interface may enable
maximal usage of available spectrum with high traffic load density [28]. A FDD
s\'stem [121] can be used. FDD channels are comprised of frequencies with equal
bandwidth. Since each channel has a fixed bandwidth, the channel capacity of
each frequency also is fixed and equal to that of all other channels in the frequency
band. This makes FDD ideal for symmetric communication applications where
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of data transmission of TDD link and TDD frame

the similar information flows in both directions, such as voice communications.
TDD operates by toggling transmission directions over a time interval. This
toggling takes place very rapidly and is imperceptible to the user. Thus, TDD
can support both symmetrical and asymmetric data services. TDD also handles
a dynamic mix of both traffic types.
Figure 2.6 presents an illustration of data transmission of TDD link in the
HWN* with an example of TDD carrier and frame. For example, in 3GPP UMTS
standard [121], each frame consists of 15 time slots. Any packet can be allocated
to any time slot for either uplink or downlink transmission. The link scheduling
algorithm within these time slots gives the system the freedom of adapting the
channel environment.
One simple TDD system link scheduling called adaptive switching point is
proposed in [35] for TDD based cellular network. All cells are configured the same
at the beginning of the allocation. However, if any cell can not allocate a time
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slot to a MT but still has an empty time slot, the switching point for the current
cell can be activated to allocate time slot to a new MT. The scheme attempts to
allocate more MTs without considering much the same entity interference which
will be introduced in the next Chapter 3. The simulation results in [35] show
that the scheme provides improvement on system capacity, per node throughput
and end-to-end link delay as compared with same switching point (SSP) [34],
where the link scheduling changing point between uplink and downlink in each
cell is the same. Another drawback of the scheme is that it ignores the fact that
different cells support different type of services and different traffic loads in that
the same entity interference is largely different. The thesis will propose a genetic
algorithm based TDD scheduling algorithm in Chapter 3 considering the same
entity interference and different service types.

2.4

HWN* MANET Component

MANET is an important component of the HWN* and its performance directly
influences HWN* performance, protocol development and component cooperation
between cellular network, MANET and widely discussed Relay Node(RN) [119].
In order to explain the rational behind MANET functionalities in the HWN*,
this section hrst provides a brief MANET review.
Previous approaches addressing hybrid wireless network mostly start from an
existing cellular infrastructure. They add MANET as an extension for the in
frastructure network such as in iCAR and MCN. So they assume close stitches
of cellular BSs and do not consider pure ad hoc traffic with dedicated RN struc
ture or even ad hoc traffic with BSs. From the view of MANET, this is very
inefficient. The HWN* proposes to let ad hoc traffic use RN based infrastruc
ture as an express way. Therefore, after MANET review, the section provides
details on MANET capacity and route management improvement based on RN
structure. Instead of replacing the whole wireless infrastructure with brand new
radio access technology such as in WINNER project, HWN* intends to explore
maximal usage of existing MANET as well as cellular network. From medium
access and network layer perspectives, dual-interfaced HWN* obviously has more
flexibility than the WINNER system. The medium access tasks are separately
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considered and meshed RNs provide another robust layer to facilitate routing
protocol implementation.
The concept of MANET is where a collection of two or more devices equipped
with wireless communications and networking capabilities [4] [94] [95] [96]. MANETs
are created dynamically in an ad hoc manner as the name refers. They have short
life span and other distinguishing characteristics are briefly listed as follows:
• Dynamic topologies; MTs are potentially moving arbitrarily, thus the net
work topology, consisting of both bidirectional and unidirectional links, is
typically multi-hop and changes randomly and rapidly in a unpredictable
manner.
• Multi-hop routing: For the sake of battery power reduction and system
capacity enhancement, a node coiiimimicating with the destination node
relays a packet via intermediate nodes (not the special routers but the
ordinary member of the MANET) before the destination is reached.
The scales for MANETs are diverse varying from small (2-10 nodes), medium
networks (11-100 nodes) to large-scale dynamic networks (> 100 nodes). The
design of network communication protocols, for example message exchange be
tween MANET nodes and relay nodes, is a difficult problem, especially when the
network becomes large. Decision must be made locally and no global view of the
infrastructure should be used, otherwise central nodes have to manage other nor
mal nodes which results in scalability issues and enormous network delay. On the
other hand, in order to facilitate multi-hop communication, nodes must provide
routing functionality and support the discovery and maintenance of destination
routes in a distributed manner [5]. In Chapter 3, MT clustering issues without
infrastructure support are addressed considering a newly defined neighbour rela
tionship to relief the computational cost on traffic routing, the usage of neighbour
relationship definition can also be derived for the investigation of sensor networks.
With RN based infrastructure support, in practice, the first step toward in
creasing capacity in a wireless network, specifically for a multi-hop ad hoc net
work, the task is to increase the capacity of infrastructure nodes. The research
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in [66] [105] concludes that in a random topology with arbitrarily placed infras
tructure nodes, if their number exceeds
logn, the capacity are improved
largely, more details on the RN numbers analysis will be introduced in Chapter
5. Additionally, the relay structure can be viewed as an effective way to leverage
spatially distributed infrastructure and possibly to extend the communication
coverage. [105] has also shown a sharp cutoff bound on the throughput that can
be achieved in the system irrespective of the number of infrastructure nodes. The
argument is based on observing that some types of traffic fluctuation can system
atically limit the per user throughput and the cutoff is a direct consequence of
the random traffic model they have adopted. As the HWN* implements a real
istic attractor mobility model, RNs have no power-constraints and meshed RNs
limit the number of hops between source node and destination node, certainly,
the actual number of RNs can be adjusted based on experiment observation.
The meshed RN layer, allows for continuous connections and reconfiguration
of blocked paths by connecting the source node and destination node with an
alternative i)ath (puckly. The RNs create a fully connected network with higher
capaeity when compared to pure MANET infrastructure with high level of mo
bility.
For RN node placement to support MANET communieation, the HWN* first
defines the transmission range of all MANET entities including RN and MT is
one hop distance. [66] has concluded that when a MT communicates with a RN,
the other neighbour RNs may not be able to get a channel. Since the AIANET
has a very wide interference range which is nearly 2 hop distance, the neighbor
RNs within 4 hop distance can not transmit at once. It means that 6 neighbor
cells of RN 1 are not available when a center cell is being used as shown in Figure
2.7 A. The HWN* cellular network component does not have this interference
problem because of the MAC layer characteristic. Unfortunately the MANET
communication does not support a multiple access at the same time unless a node
has multi-antenna or multiple NIC. Regarding the interference range, 4 hops are
concluded as the best distance between two RNs with the maximum efficiency.
The Figure 2.7 B presents a piratical R,N placement with limited interference.
The heuristic algorithm of RN placement considering both MANET and cellular
components properties will be detailed in next Chapter 3.
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RN placement plan A to support MANET

RN placement plan B to support MANET

Figure 2.7: A presentation of relay nodes positioning to support HWN* MANET
coinponent

2.4.1

MANET Component Medium Access

Two modes, which are MANET and MANET with RN of HWN* use MANET
based medium access. Although the RN has been integrated into HWN* to
improve system capacity, assist routing management and potentially save nodes
transamination power, still, the HWN* MANET component medium access has
two options:
• The RN does not provide control for medium contention.
• The RN in provides control for medium contention and coordinates medium
access.
For the second option, The challenge should be carefully addressed such as to
what extent the RN can assist medium access.
Specihcally for these two options, two medium access methods can be im
plemented for HWN* MANET component, which are the asynchronous MAC
protocol and the synchronous MAC protocol.
In the asynchronous model where the RN does not provide control for medium
contention, the RN and the plain MT are treated exactly the same as each other.
All the nodes are competing for the medium resource and do not strictly follow
the same time. In the second option, all nodes are synchronised to the same
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time, which is achieved by a timer broadcasting a regular beacon from an ad hoc
cluster head (More detail of MANET clustering issues will be discussed in the
next chapter). All the ad hoc nodes within this cluster listen for this beacon then
synchronise their clocks according to the cluster head time.
Considering the structure of the HWN*, the synchronous (slotted) MAC pro
tocol [72] is used for the HWN* MANET component since both the RN structure
and the cluster heads after selection can provide beacons for time synchronisa
tion. Distributed methods such as contention based protocols are widely adopted
for MANET medium access. In this research. Carrier Sense Multiple Access with
Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) is used to coordinate medium access. The diffi
culties for contention based MAC’s are widely recognised such as hidden terminal
and exposed terminal problems [71].

2.5

HWN* System Mobility Management and
Resource Reuse

As stated in previous Section 2.3. The section delicately discusses the resource
management challenges experienced in the HWN* cellular component. The han
dover knowledge will be extended to be applied in the HWN* framework in Chap
ter 3 with a HWN* inter-network traffic handover management proposal. As the
handovers tightly relate to the channel allocation with frequency reuse technique,
the section also briefly discusses the channel allocation procedures.
The resource management has a two-fold tasks. The first one is on the network
side [38] including communication traffic admission control and adaptive traffic
load balancing. The other problem is link connection based functions including
handover control which handles and makes the handover decisions, and node
power control.
It is widely known that smaller cellular cell ranges allow greater spectral
reuse and larger capacity. However, as a tradeoff, smaller cell systems cause an
increasing number of handovers with possible call termination. The overlaying
cell concept provides coverage and service for high-speed users, so hierarchical cell
architectures can therefore serve all types of user classes with different services
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Figure 2.8: Typical intra cellular network handover process

and speed. For example, the RN network and BS network generate a two layered
hierarchical cell structure.

2.5.1

Channel Handover Procedure

Figure 2.8 illustrates a HWN* TDMA based horizontal handover process of cel
lular network, where the communication of MT is transferred from BS 0 to BS
1, without the presence of relay nodes.
A handover session may be blocked when no free channels are available in the
new cell or the C/I is under the acceptable entry limit. If k represents a MT
under consideration, BS 0 represents the MT was associated, BS 1 represents the
BS that currently communicates with MT, and BS 2 represents an interfering BS
like a nearby BS of BS 1. BS 1 should provide the highest average received signal
level for the MT. Furthermore, the signal from BS 1 should be sufficiently large
with respect to the sum of the interference signals from other BSs such as BS 2.
The situation has been changed due to the integration of RN into the HWN*
cellular component. The RN handover participation makes additional handover
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scenarios, and increases the number of handover and signaling overhead. For ex
ample, in TDMA, as shown in Figure 2.8, normally a hard handover is employed
where MT starts communications with a new BS when disconnecting from the
old BS, whereas in CDMA, soft handover [50] is used where MT starts communi
cations with a new BS without disconnecting from the old base station. The soft
handover’s service quality is improved due to the diversity provided by the extra
channel path at the cell edge if compared with hard handover. It is proposed
that the TDMA can also use soft handover if a RN is located under coverage of
several BSs. The RN associated with BSs and compare the signal quality from
both sides. A MT associated with the RN can deploy a soft handover algorithm.
No equipment such as RAKE receiver is required as in 3G or Digital Enhanced
Cordless Telecommunication system (DECT).
As BSs may create macrocells and RNs create microcells, the macrocells radius
are usually several kilometres and signal quality in the uplink and downlink is
approximately the same. The transition region exists between cell edges and
the handover should allow some delay to avoid pingpong effect, in which the MT
takes time to decide a cell to stay on. However, this delay should be short enough
to preserve the signal quality otherwise the interference may increase when the
MT penetrates the new traffic (This cell penetration effect can be named as cell
dragging). Macrocells have relatively gentle path loss characteristics [23] [25] [26],
so the time period used to average the signal strength variations should be long
enough to get rid of fading fluctuations.
Erom a cellular system point of view, handovers can be also classified as
Intercell handover if the original and transferred channels are associated with
different BSs, or Intracell if the old and new channels are associated with the same
BS. From QoS perspectives, the blocking of a handover session is less desirable
than blocking a new session [48] [49]. The radius of microcells are much smaller
compared to macrocells. The proposal of this infrastructure creates an effective
way of increasing the capacity of cellular systems, but handover management
becomes more difficult since mircocells are more sensitive than macrocells as
much larger interference is also introduced. This is due to short-term variations
such as traffic and interference variations, long-term alterations sueh as buildings
and blocks, and the incremental growth of radio network [24] [27]. Therefore, the
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Poi

MT trajectory

Figure 2.9: A horizontal and vertical handovers scenario presentation in HWN*

HWN* should plan RN’s positions with a suitable algorithm considering handover
procedures.
The vertical handover refers to a MT changing the tyi)e of radio access it
uses to access a sup])orting infrastructure [121]. The HWN* vertical handover
is between cellular access and MANET access. For example in one scenario, as
shown in Figure 2.9, a MT with both MANET and cellular interfaces start moving
using a trajectory from point 0 to point 4. The corresponding MT can be any
node using any radio access. At point 0, the MT is connected to the destination
node through standard cellular BS without RN. At point 1, the MT is associated
with a RN and the RN connects to cellular BS. The handover between point 0
and point 1 is horizontal as only cellular access is being used. At point 2, the
MT is associated with a RN using RN supported MANET service. The handover
between point 1 and point 2 is thus vertical since the access has been changed
from cellular access to MANET access. At point 3, the MT communicates with
the destination node directly through multi-hop ad hoc access. The handover
between point 2 and point 3 is also vertical as only the routing path was being
changed within MANET access. And finally in point 4, the MT is connected
back to a BS after another horizontal handover from MANET access to cellular
access.
For the HWN*, the research defines that intra-system mobility (handover)
management diverts the traffic within a network. It includes:
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• The horizontal traffic handover from a MANET access to another MANET
access.
• The horizontal traffic handover between a MANET access and another
MANET with RN access.
• The horizontal traffic handover from a cellular access to another cellular
access.
• The horizontal traffic handover between a cellular access and another cel
lular with RN access.
Inter-system mobility iiiaiiagement diverts the traffic from one network to the
other network. The definition includes:
• The vertical trafhc handover between a MANET access and a cellular access.
• The vertical traffic handover between a MANET access and a cellular with
RN access.
• The vertical traffic handover between a MANET with RN access and a
cellular access.
• The vertical traffic handover between a MANET with RN access and a
cellular with RN access.
The physical channels or terrestrial channels involved in a session is being
changed while maintaining the call in inter-system mobility management. This
change is possibly triggered by the movement of a MT, or caused by spectrum,
capacity or netw’ork management issues. IEEE 802.21 [51], initially established
for the integration of 802.11 WLAN and 802.16 WiMax, has been working on
the development of common standard across 802 media, definition of Layer 2
triggers, definition of media independent information to enable laptop to detect
and select networks effectively and mechanisms to transport this information
and these triggers over all 802 media. It also intends to propose a bridging 802
standard to other handover standards such as 3GPP and lETE. However, neither
802.21 nor cellular network research organisation provides dedicated mechanisms
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to deal with infrastructure such as the HWN*. Therefore, in Chapter 3, the
thesis proposes traffic management algorithms considering layer 2 and layer 3
cross-layer issues, the HWN* component characteristics, and user QoS to support
the infrastructure.

2.5.2

Channel Allocation

The frequency reuse concept is the fundamental to solve cellular component spec
tral congestion. It offered high system capacity with a channel reuse [128]. Each
BS is allocated a portion of the total number of channels available to the entire
system and nearby BS are assigned different groups of channels so that all the
available channels are assigned to a relatively small number of neighbouring BSs.
Neighbouring BSs are assigned a different groups of channels so that interference
between the users in different cells is small [39]. Due to the RN’s participation
in the HWN*, each RN is treated exactly the same as BS in terms of cellular
channel usage.
In channel reuse, cells labeled with the same number use the same group of
channels. The same channels are never reused in some neighbouring cells where
interference happens, but may be reused by other neighbouring cells without in
terference. The K cells that collectively use the complete set of available frequen
cies is called a cluster. A tessellating reuse cluster of size K can be constructed
if:
K=

ij + j'

(2.1)

where i and j are non-negative integers and i >= j . It follows that the
allowable cluster sizes are K = 1,3,4,7,9,12... [40]. The minimum distance D
at which cells can use the same frequency is based on the cluster size. D can be
determined as:
D=
D
Where, R
K

rV^

reuse distance
cell radius
cluster size
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The horizontal handover of the HWN* cellular access and the vertical han
dover from MANET access to cellular access must follow the cellular channel
reuse and allocation procedure to avoid channel interference. The failure of chan
nel allocation results in handover blocking.

2.6

HWN* System Routing and Switching

The HWN* consists of heterogeneous nodes with diverse characteristics. These
heterogeneous nodes have various characteristics such as QoS requirement, mobil
ity behaviours, medium access methods and interference. Conventional wireless
routing schemes [109], are devised for the evaluation of homogeneous ad hoc
networks without infrastructure nodes and can not be directly applied on the
HWN* system without modification. These algorithms may be adequate for the
transmission of traffic types such as non-time critical UDP packets but not time
critical video traffic. In this section, conventional routing methods such as AODV
are investigated to set lower bound benchmark and Multi-hop Cellular Network
(MCN) routing algorithms are studied. The study provides foundation on how
a reactive routing algorithm can be designed in dealing with cross-layer, service
(quality and node heterogeneity in the HWN*.
Routing protocol design requires efficient distributed algorithms to determine
network organisation, link scheduling, and routing. Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) proposed Ad Hoc On demand Distance Vector (AODV) Routing
[109] [110]. It is a combination of both Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and
a reactive version of Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) protocol.
It has route discovery and route maintenance of DSR and uses the hop-by-hop
routing, sequence numbers and beacons of DSDV, in which when a router receives
new information, it uses the latest sequence number. If the sequence number is
the same as the one already in the table, the route with the better metric is used.
Stale entries are those entries that have not been updated for a while. Such
entries as well as the routes using those nodes as next hops are deleted.
Routing protocol design for the HWN* must efficiently handle several inherent
characteristics of MANET component and relay structure:
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Dynamic Topology Mobility of nodes lends to unprediible network topology.
Variable Capacity The wireless link is constrained sir it has lower capacity
than wired link, traffic congestion is typical. Hover, since a MANET
is a component of the HWN*, the infrastructurrelay services are also
required to be accommodated. These demands wihcrease as multimedia
computing and networking become more mainstrea
Physical Security Mobile networks are more vulnera? to physical security
threats such as eavesdropping and jamming attack
The inherent characteristics make protocols such aDSR and AODV not
adaptalde for the HWN* although they are executed in astributed fashion with
on-demand actions. Apparently, in DSR and AODV, everiode is treated equally
in terms of routing, but the MANET with RN structure q)hasises the RN usage
and assigns i)riorities to the access RN, which has a mu larger capacity than
a normal node. On the other hand, the RNs generate aesh networking layer,
therefore in MANET with RN support mode, this fully caected layer maintains
a smaller and simpler routing table when compared tcVODV or DSR based
MANET routing tables. After the meshed routing tabhas been established,
there is no need to flood every neighbouring node again tind the corresponding
node.
There also have been several reported approaches toiake routing effort in
multi-hop cellular networks. The routing algorithm in [4M5] is based on AODV
with very small modification. The basic idea is that it tr to assign as much as
responsibilities to cellular BS to let MT access BS datase. First of all, MCN
structure and HWN* structure are entirely different aslCN does not include
dedicated RN node with dual interface. And the focuT this work is to effi
ciently connect multi-hop MANET to cellular network \hin minimal distance.
Hierarchical Cellular Multi-hop Networks (HCMH) [46]:oposes a hierarchical
structure for multi hops and network convergence. A sellite network takes a
top coverage (layer) and 2G, 3G, and WLAN take loweayers. The routing at
lower layers multi-hop communication is not even addrsed. Unified Cellular
and Ad-hoc Network Architecture (UCAN) [47] utilises'oxy mobile terminals
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to communicate with a base station. WLAN connections are used for multi-hop
communications among mobile terminals. Only the proxy mobile terminals can
use the cellular bandwidth to communicate with the base station. To resolve the
route request flooding problem in UCAN, a Distributed Spanning Tree (DST)
algorithm is proposed. DST uses a proactive routing mechanism employing a
tree structure for route discovery. It creates a tree structure of mobile terminals
and uses a number of control messages to maintain the tree structure.
In the previous routing proposals for MCN where the structure was intro
duced in Section 2.2.1, the performance metrics are load-balancing, hop count,
and cell capacity increase. Not much research has been performed for cross layer
medium and routing co-investigation and QoS. Moreover, the HWN* has a dif
ferent infrastructure therefore in the next Chapter 3, a distributed cross layer
routing algorithm with three sub-routing modes for HWN*, as a contribution to
make local routing decision in heterogonous networking environment, is proposed
in Chapter 3 and evaluated in Chapter 5. One sub-routing algorithm used on
MANET with RN support mode iinplemented the label routing originated from
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks with modification. The algorithm
considers the mode architecture and provides predictable, guaranteed quality of
service. From end to end, every component in the MANET with RN support
mode provides a high level of control.
The HWN* cellular component has two switching options which are circuit
switching and packet switching [97]. Packet switching is used and the units of
information carriage in packet switching are individually routed between nodes
over data links. The advantage of packet switching over circuit switching is that
it can be used to optimise the use of the bandwidth available in a network, to
niinimise the transmission latency such as the time it takes for data to pass across
the network and to increase robustness of communication. Current wireless net
works usually split data into packets and each packet is labelled with the complete
destination address and routed individually [129]. One exceptional case is ATM
network where cell switching is used. The multiplexing technology combines the
benefits of circuit switching at guaranteed capacity and constant transmission
delay and packet switching at flexibility and efficiency for intermittent traffic.
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2.7

Conclusion

The integrated HWN* infrastructure is composed of a cellular network, an ad
hoc network and relay structure. HWN* can potentially increase system ca
pacity, balance medium resource usage, improve ad hoc system stability, reduce
infrastructure costs and finally achieve cellular & MANET integration, through
the implementation designed relay node with multi-functionalities. In order to
fulfil HWN* and dedicated RN design objectives, algorithms and protocols in
dealing with heterogenous network resource management and routing issues, as
the research focus of this thesis, will be further proposed in next Chapter 3 and
evaluated in Chapter 5.
This chapter has reviewed the state of the art of the HWN* and concluded
HWN* topology, deployment scenarios and system characteristics. It reviews
other hybrid cellular MANET networks composed of different network component
with varied design objectives. The benefits and disadvantages of projects such
WINNER, iCAR, MCNs and SOPRANO have been concluded. Dedicated and
location fixed P.N is integrated in HWN*, other than moveable relay node. It
also reviews the hybrid 802.11 non-802.11 integration to explain the difference
between vertical and horizontal handovers and verify the benefit can be achieved
by transferring a certain part of the load to another RAT. However, the review
finds that the inter-networking experience of UMTS WLAN integration can not
be directly borrowed to the HWN* system due to infrastructure discrepancies.
The cellular component characteristics discussed in Section 2.3 has concluded
the core cellular service structure and RN supported cellular structure. The
section also reviews the art of TDD uplink downlink scheduling and explores
the inefficiency of existing scheduling algorithms. Section 2.4 discussed MANET
structures and problems associated with MANET application. It explains why
RN infrastructure for MANET interface can be utilised to establish reliable rout
ing path in the dynamic environment. Section 2.5 introduces the HWN* cellular
component resource management with emphasis on the HWN* vertical and hor
izontal handovers. It identifies the handover scenarios considering the RN struc
ture. Section 2.6 discusses the routing strategies for other hybrid systems and
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concludes that those algorithms can not be adapted to the HWN* due to h
differing infrastructure and mesh relay integration.
In the next Chapter 3, the HWN* framework will propose algorithms an(
tocols to address radio recourse management and routing problems. A Iran
mechanism and a routing algorithm over two components considering Qo‘
cross-layer issues are implemented as a distributed local process at the nel
layer with nodes making local decisions that affect global performance [5].
RN placement algorithms and the HWN* formations consider the archite
characteristics and node mobility model. A TDD link scheduling algorith
an aside contribution of the thesis, will be proposed to increase link caj
based on genetic algorithm optimisation.
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Chapter 3
HWN* Management Framework
and Algorithms
3.1

Introduction

Tiie previous chapter examined liybrid wireless networks with respect to the pro
posed HWN* architecture and algorithms. Because the HWN* is composed of
a cellular network, an ad hoc network and cellular and MANET interfacing RN
component, four communication modes are classified: A) cellular communication
(also called BSON which refers to a base station oriented network), B) R,N sup
ported cellular communication (BSON RN), C) MANET and D) R,N supported
MANET. The presented research mainly focuses on modes A, B and D, while
multi-hop (> 2 ad hoc hops ) MANET in mode C is left for further investigation.
In order to realise a HWN* deployment, algorithms and protocols to facilitate
network management must be designed. The presented research here does not
cover all aspects of HWH* in this regard but proposes selected key algorithms and
protocols. Apart from the design of the HWN* infrastructure, the main research
focus lies in resource management issues at the MAC layer and at the network
layer, and certain HWN* network components. Specific issues addressed within
this research are:
1 How to mutually balance traffic between the cellular network mode and the
MANET mode of HWN*?
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2 How to design a distributed routing algorithm specifically for the HWN* ar

chitecture?
3 How to find an optimal way of placing RNs considering mobility, medium access
and routing issues?
4 How to solve TDD link packet queuing for uplink and downlink packet schedul
ing?
5 What node mobility model should be implemented to reflect HWN* MT mo
bility patterns?
6 How can algorithm tuning be achieved for improved performance?
7 Is it possible to apply autonomic computing principles to HWN* to reduce the
management complexit^T
This chapter answers questions 1-5 and the novel proposals will be evalu
ated in Chapter 5. Techniques such as computational intelligence and autonomic
computing will be detailed in Appendix A and Appendix B, separately. A genetic
Algorithm has been applied to TDD link scheduling for optimisation to answer
question 6, and an initial HWN* system level performance after autonomic com
puting optimisation will be presented in Api)endix A to answer question 7.

3.2

HWN* Handover Management

In the HWN* context, each communication mode exhibits different capacity char
acteristics therefore selecting the most appropriate mode for a particular service
request is critical to provide QoS to the end user. A balanced distribution of
load between the available modes is also critical to avoid one mode becoming
excessively loaded and leading to an unstable state. As discussed in Chapter 2, a
plethora of proposals exist that attempt to optimise traffic handover for cellular
networks and heterogenous networks [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [7]. Such approaches
are designed specifically for different network infrastructures. In contrast to this,
the HWN* requires an algorithm that includes the traffic transfer function from
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the cellular network to the RN supported MANET. Another novelty of the HWN*
mobility management is that user segregation is provided to guarantee QoS to
particular user classes by the prioritisation of user requests when the HWN*
system approaches a congested state. As the RN provides stable infrastructure
support for a MANET [66], it will be necessary for the HWN* to switch more
service from the cellular service to the MANET service. The HWN* concentrates
on the mode selection based on differentiated user negotiation, multiple handover
triggers and congestion control.
The mobility management procedures, for the cellular transmission mode and
cellular with RN mode as explained in Chapter 2, refers to a process of transferring
a MT from its serving BS to another BS. The RN using cellular frequencies relays
the handover traffic but does not have a traffic admission functionality. While for
the MANET mode and MANET with RN mode, the procedures refer to a new
path finding process, which is described as part of the cascaded ADCR routing
algorithm. In order to mutually mitigate the traffic burden between modes, the
HWN* dynamically balances the radio resources.

3.2.1

HWN* User Differentiation

To delivery user QoS objectives in heterogenous wireless networks, the author in
[7] recommend that when designing service class oriented user profiles, the service
categorisation should not be complicated, so the implementation, monitoring and
management costs proposed are kept low. The user types of the HWN* are similar
to [7], as a balance between too simple and too complex, three service classes are
devised to describe subscriber behaviour;
• High profile users (HPUs)
• Normal profile users (NPUs)
• Low profile users (LPUs)
Principally, HPUs get the guaranteed QoS service and users are assured an
amount of bandwidth, firm end-to-end delay bounds and no queue loss for data
flow. Next are NPUs with less QoS guaranteed medium access opportunities
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compared to HPUs, but the users will get service as close as possible to the one
received by HPUs. LPUs are a best-effort class with absence of QoS specification
using the currently available medium resources. HPUs have the highest access
priority in any of the communication modes of the HWN*, and traffic admission
of NPUs and LPUs has to consider the impact of ongoing HPUs sessions. NPUs
are also configured to have a higher probability than LPUs in terms of resource
acquisition and this probability is decided by an Association Level (AL) set,
which will be described later. Inter-system (network) mobility management and
Intra-system mobility management are addressed separately to reduce system
complexity.
A MT locally links an application with a service class based on the particular
QoS requirement. The choices are flexible as one subscriber may link normal
voice calls with HPUs and Voice over IP (VOIP) calls to LPUs. According to the
differentiated service requirements [123], in default profiles, real time collabora
tion such as wireless gaming and business telephony are associated with HPUs;
Interactive multimedia, telephony and rich data applications are linked to NPUs;
Lightweight browsing and file exchange applications are configured as LPUs.
MANET RN and MANET modes can potentially become the primary commu
nications methods if distributed management, link reliability and security prob
lems of the MANET mode can be solved. Specifically for the VIANET mode,
the issue is that data relaying via a third party soft MT’s is not safe. Data re
laying via provider owned fixed relay node can be a possible solution. The R,N
integration largely moderates the problem by providing reliable relays between
communication parities. HPUs are initially configured to search for cellular based
service, NPUs search for a MANET RN service while LPUs search for MANET
service by default. The signalling, path discovery and route establishment for
MANET and MANET RN modes are completed before the BSON and BSON
RN modes, if all four modes are available. Inter-system and intra-system traffic
handovers are only triggered when it is essential to avoid unnecessary network
management expense.
Table 3.1 presents the mobility management classification and relationship
between HWN* network entities. The meshed RNs are connected with each other
through a dedicated virtual wireless backbone using ad hoc frequencies, and each
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RN is associated with one or more BSs using cellular channels. The handover
process between a MANET and a MANET RN mode is actually a re-routing
process but it is translated as intra network handover for naming consistency.
The control entity for inter network mobility cooperation is called the HWN*
Mobility Controller and is responsible for managing the modification of a route
in an attempt to maintain or enhance the QoS level. This is located in each
BS and a BS periodically monitors receiver specifications and filtering, analyses
frequencies in use by nearby MTs, RNs and BSs, locates MTs so that the terrain
blocks interfering signals, and can use directional antennas to reduce unwanted
signals. The BS also gathers the information on the MANET with RN mode
channel availability from its associated RN. A MT, either with differentiated
service implementation or not, makes a distributed decision on inter-network and
intra-network handovers based on information gathered from its associated BS
mobility controller and information after probing one hop point to point direct
coinmunication.

3.2.2

Service Class Oriented Handover Management

I. High Profile User Application
Communications for HPUs requires immediate and consistent service, the
triggers that can initiate the handover from cellular service to ad hoc service are:
• The need for a higher data rate channel in a limited transmission range;
Cellular spectrum congestion or serving cell overload; Subscribers manu
ally change to an ad hoc service; the cellular network is not available due
to unexpected reasons such as power outage. Network activities may re
quire service providers to transfer all calls and data to facilitate equipment
maintenance and service upgrades.
• The effective Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) falls below a predefined level,
intra cellular network handover can not be processed due to channel degra
dation; A handover from a cellular service to an ad hoc service allows the
required user QoS to be maintained with the handover relieving the traffic
burden of a congested cellular network.
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The HP Us handover process from an ad hoc service to a cellular service is
initiated by the MT’s local estimation, based on triggers defined as;
• MT velocity increases thus the ad hoc link quality degrades quickly; the
MT moves away from fixed RN coverage; and inadequate RNs.
• Ad hoc service congestion; subscribers manually change to a cellular service;
no sustainable route for time-sensitive data to meet QoS restrictions.
To obtain an effective handover process, while reducing the unnecessary han
dover rate, it is proposed to setup a dedicated Status Check Point embedded
in the HWN* Mobility Controller where the necessary measurements are
taken and then fed back to the handover algorithms of the nodes involved. The
check result indicates the likelihood of a handover, which depends on interference
level and physical layer information such as Bit Error Rates (BER), velocity,
buffer size, etc. Since the HPUs ai)plications have higher priorities over NPUs
and LPUs, subscribers from this profile are more likely to get an accept ticket,
which is issued by the Negotiation Unit in continuing with traffic handover
(Figure 3.2). If an accept ticket is not issued, the AIT will not use the sta
tus check data to request continuing with the handover process unless the status
check point data necessitates handover. Then the mobility controller will decide
to accept, queue or reject the AIT handover request.
Figure 3.1 illustrates an example of the Status Check Point handover op
eration from a BSON to a AIANET, which is the second step of the HWN* inter
network handover algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.4. At the beginning of the
process, a AIT examines whether one or more conditions are violated based on
information obtained from surrounding AIANET & RNs, handover necessity and
physical conditions. The required information is then passed to the Feedback
Unit, which decides whether the AIT should be switched to the AIANET service
or not. A handover is necessary if the AIT passes all three conditions. The feed
back unit will issue an acceptance ticket or queue the handover message when
system is busy. Any violation of a condition results in an immediate handover
termination.
IT Normal Profile User Application
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Figure 3.1: Traffic handover status check for high profile user from a BSON to a
MANET

The NPUs are expected to be the most heavily used service class in HWN* as
voice communications will be still the predominant traffic type. For better QoS
provision, subscribers may prefer to switch from a MANET based service to a
cellular service. After securing a pass ticket in the Status Check Point, NPUs
applications will go through another process managed by the Negotiation Unit,
which is a resource sharing monitor for HPUs, NPUs and LPUs and this process
is the third step of the inter network handover algorithm, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.2 shows negotiation process for a NPUs application handover from
a MANET to a BSON. The mobility controller first updates the channel status
table, then the Association Level (AL) between user classes are decided and fed
back to the HWN* Mobility Controller. (The AL is a set of parameters
monitoring channel availabilities, an AL that scores higher than the threshold
means that the channels are already occupied by ongoing sessions). The AL set
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Figure 3.2: Negotiation process for normal profile user from a MANET to a
BSON

is further subclassified as AL in the BSON, BSON RN, MANET and MANET
RN. ALnh stands for the association between NPUs and HPUs, while ALni is
the association between NPUs and LPUs. The inter network handover continues
when the NPUs’ AL score is within the threshold, which indicates the admission
of NPUs handover does not affect ongoing LPUs and medium access resources
are available. The handover triggers for NPUs applications are similar to HPUs
applications except for the QoS requirement.
III. Low Profile Users Application

The fixed RN mesh provides a practical infrastructure to stabilise ad hoc
service and increase service capacity [66]. In order to evaluate the capability of
the mesh RN layer, the LPUs with short voice calls, web browsing and lightweight
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data transfer applications are configured to be mostly served by MANET RN
mode and pure MANET mode.
The LPUs inter network handover process in the Status Check Point and
Negotiation Unit is similar to NPUs handover process. The Negotiation
Unit first determines the
ALih for the four network modes, respectively,
and then continues the handover process. The triggers for inter network handover
o: intra network re-routing include: topology changes, MT routing failure and
security.

3.2.3

Handover Algorithms

A time-sensitive multimedia application has restrictions on end-to-end transmiss;on delay, while FTP data transfer needs a minimum guarantee on packet losses.
Farther actions such as channel transfer and re-routing are required before service
terniination happens. The handover algorithms in the HWN* should allow sub
scribers to seamlessly move without droi)ping their communication session and
considers differentiated QoS issues, for example, it must guarantee QoS for HPUs
tliat agree to pay more than NPUs and LPUs.
Tw'o handover types are therefore used as described previously, Intra Net
work Handover occurs when a MT enters into another entity that belongs to
tlie same network with a cellular TDMA MAC interface. An Inter Network
Handover happens when a MT leaves the serving network and communicates
wthi another entity that belongs to a different network.
The flowchart in Figure 3.3 shows the handover algorithm for a BSON intra
mtv/ork handover (where the serving BS is changed) and BSON RN intra net
work handover (where RN participates in traffic relaying and the serving BS is
clanged). The RN under signal coverage of multiple BSs provides information
t( the roaming MT. For all user classes, the intra network handover is selected
bTore considering inter network handover. After obtaining pass tickets from the
S:atus Check Point and the Negotiation Unit, the Network Selector entity
embedded in the mobility controller informs the MT if the RN should participate
o] not, then the MT makes a local decision. The intra-network handover steps
aie summarised as follows:
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Figure 3.3: Intra network handover flowchart for BSON and BSON RN inodes

1. For N MTs, 0 < z < A^, sort MTi in descending order based on the weighted

calculation equation:
IR

r=

0.5

X

a + 0.25 x d + 0.25 x 7

(3.1)

where a stands for service class value(HPUs is 1, NUPs is 0.66 and LPUs is
0.33), P stands for QoS requirement ranging between [0,1] and 7 stands for
service urgency ranging between [0,1]. HPUs are assigned a doubled weight
factor 0.5 on service class value a to prioritise their places in the queue;
2. Order the MTs waiting for handovers in a queue from higher weighted appli

cations to lower weighted applications; For K triggers, 0 < j < iP, calculate
Triggerj of each MT and decide whether an intra network handover is re
quired and the handover time;
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Figure 3.4: Inter network handover flowchart between ad hoc and cellular services

3. If the media access constraint in surrounding BSs, RNs and MTs are not
violated, continue; Handover the sessions, or acknowledge it as an intra
handover failure; Fail all handover requests which did not pass the checks,
for N=N-1, go back to step 1.
The inter network handover is a switching process between ad hoc and cellular
services. The associated algorithms are shown in Figure 3.4. Similar to the
intra network handover, the Status Check Point is activated to avoid extra
expense, and the Negotiation Unit keeps monitoring the channel availability
status and updating the AL in a short interval to grant or reject handovers.
The Network Selector always tries to divert the traffic back to intra network
handover. Once it conhrms that the intra network handover is not possible, if the
MT is currently communicating in ad hoc mode, the selector searches available
BSs in neighbouring cells. If the MT is in cellular mode, it looks for either direct
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communication with the other MT or searches for a fixed RN to instigate two hop
communications (The research currently only investigates the MT ^ MT one hop
direct communication scenario and leaves multi-hop pure ad hoc communication
for further research). The Network Selector uses several short network search
expire times for both intra-network search and inter-network search to make sure
a MT is not isolated during the network selection process. The inter-network
handover steps are described as:
1. For N MTs, 0 < i < N, sort MTi in descending order based on weighted
calculations involving service class, QoS requirement and service urgency of
equation 3.1;
2. Order the MTs waiting for handovers in a queue from higher weighted
applications to lower weighted applications; For K triggers, 0 < j < K,
calculate Triggerj of each MT to determine whether a handover is required
and the handover time;
3. Try to divert the sessions to Intra Network Handover before Inter Net
work Handover. Check the media access constraint, then the MT makes
a handover decision; Fail all handover requests that did not pass the checks,
for N=N-1, go back to step 1.

3.3

HWN* Routing Management

Most communications networks have switches or routers connected by a wire-line
or others through wireless links. Efforts must be invested to avoid congestion,
compute the next route, discover medium resources and gather data. This section
proposes a novel cascaded Adaptive Distributed Cross-layer Routing (ADCR)
scheme for the HWN* framework, using a minimal number of hops and considers
dynamic routing models aimed at reducing latency, preserving communications
and delivering good overall and per node throughput. A cross-layer network
design that seeks to enhance the system performance by jointly designing MAC
and network layers is also adopted.
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The cascaded ADCR includes three sub packet transmission modes labeled as
One-Hop Ad-Hoc Transmission (OHAHT) for point-to-point direct communica
tion (this mode can be extended to apply to MT-to-RN communication), MultiHop Combined Transmission (MHCT) for radio resource relaying using fixed RNs
or MTs, and Cellular Transmission (CT) for a traditional cellular service. Figure
3.5 presents the hybrid wireless network with a relay node (HWN*) structure to
consider routing issues. The RNs of the core network compose a mesh structure
with fixed routing tables using ad hoc frequencies, while BSs are connected to
each other via wires and the link between the RN and BS are established using
cellular channels and directional antennae. In areas without infrastructure sup
port, as indicated in Figure 3.5, two MTs may communicate directly, or through
intermediate MTs. When a MT transmits packets to a BS through RNs, the
RNs extend the signalling coverage of the BSON thus enhanced resource sharing
performance is expected. The Multi-hop MANET commimication scenarios are
left for further investigation.
d'he C^oS flows can consume all the bandwidth on certain links, thus creating
congestion for, or even starvation of best effort sessions. Statically partitioning
the link resources can result in low network throughput if the traffic mix changes
o\^er time. Thus, a mechanism that dynamically distributes link resources across
traffic classes based on the current load conditions in each traffic class is critical for
performance. By proposing the cascaded Adaptive Distributed Cross-layer Rout
ing (ADCR) for HWN*, the framework discourages applications from using any
route that is heavily loaded with low priority traffic. Traditional routing strate
gies that use global state information are not considered. Problems associated
with maintaining global state information and the staleness of such information
is avoided by having individual MTs infer the network state based on route dis
covery statistics collected locally, and perform traffic routing using this localised
view of the network QoS state. Each application, categorised by the service class
with the choice of three possible transmission modes, maintains a set of candidate
paths to each possible destination and route flows along these paths.
The selection of the candidate paths is a key issue in localised routing and has
a considerable impact on how the ADCR performs. The high priority traffic is
given high priority in accessing comparatively expensive cellular resources, while
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Figure 3.5: The hybrid wireless network with relay nodes structure considering
routing issues

low priority traffic tries to access lower cost ad hoc resources. Per MT bandwidth
is used as the metric for local route statistics collection since it is one of the most
important metrics in QoS routing. Furthermore, important metrics such as endto-end delay can be improved by an increased bandwidth as long as the traffic
load is not largely increased.
As in QoS based investigation for inter system handover management. Traffic
sessions are divided by HPUs, NPUs and LPUs. In case of network congestion,
CT mode may temporarily become unavailable to NPUs when HPUs are not fully
accommodated, while LPUs sessions may be only granted MHCT and OHAHT
mode access to mitigate network congestion, reduce transmission delay and im
prove per MT throughput.
To avoid having higher traffic classes being influenced by lower traffic classes
in terms of queueing delay, a waiting time limitation is placed on each traffic
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class using a forced starvation packet switch model. A traffic flow maintaine two
queues: a slot queue and a packet queue. The slot queue is decoupled for tiafhic
class identification from the packet queue for transmission.
The RN is specially designed so that it reserves QoS guaranteed free charneds
for signalling information exchange in the slot queue. Each MT and RN n.aintains a routing table. A RN’s routing table contains the information of ether
fixed RNs thus the routing delay and multi-hop signaling overhead in MANET
RN mode are largely reduced. On the other hand, a RN can also analyse the cur
rent system traffic load condition through feed-back from other fixed RNs. The
purpose of bandwidth reservation is to let RNs that receive the relaying discevety
command in the slot queue check if they can provide the bandwidth required for
the connection.
Start and hnish tags are associated with slots but not with packets.
a packet arrives for a flow, it gets added to the packet queue, and a new sbt is
added to the slot queue. Corresponding start and finish tags are assigned tc the
new slot. The way to raise priority in slot cpieue is that the packets related to a
high profile have shorter back-off time to increase the probability of early niecium
access. As for the status table maintenance, information flooding is restricted to
a limited scope. Once a positive acknowledgment message is confirmed by a
requesting RN, the relay paths will not be changed unless resource contention
happens. Given the fact that maintaining global RNs channel status in each
RN slows down RN response time, each RN only updates neighbouring RNs’
information, periodically.
The cascaded ADCR scheme includes three sub packet transmission models,
which are the OHAHT, the MHCT and the CT as illustrated in Eigure 3.6. The
communication commands for the MHCT mode are defined in Table 3.2.
Time-sensitive multimedia applications have restrictions on end-to-end trans
mission delay, while FTP data transfers need a minimum guarantee on packf^t
losses. The ADCR should therefore consider differentiated QoS issues whilst guaranteing HPUs that agree to pay more than NPUs and LPUs. However, due to the
high priority of premium traffic, the global network behaviour as a consequence
of this service class, including routing and scheduling of premium packets, may
impose significant influences on traffic of other classes. These limitations could
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BS&RN AssociationO
{
For N MTs In a cellular cell. 0 < i < N;
SIR • = Received signal quality evaluation of MT I from the serving BS;
For N MTs In a cellular cell. 0 < I < N:
TTL = 1;
TRecelve neighbouring Information from surrounding RNs*/
For N MTs. 0 < I < N . M RNs, 0 < J < M;
SIR 1 = Received signal quality evaluation of MT I from surrounding RNs,
Sort SIR ^ In descending order from high SIR to Low SIR;
Associated RN = the RN with Max(SIR
i);

)
ADCR RoutingO

One-hop Ad hoc Transmission

{
D6(l) > Node I's distance from serving BS:
DR(I) - Node I's distance from serving RN;
r Ider^lfy which traffic class the packet belongs to. HPU, NPU or LPU*/
Trafflc_Class_Dlscovory ();
r Individual packet routing with three sub models. OHAHT, MHCT and CT/
One_hop_adhoc_transml8slon{):
Multl_hop_comblned_transmlsslon();
Cellutar_transmlssionO;
Node I Is scheduled to Initiated a packet transmission at time T(k);
switch(serv1ce_class)

□

MTA

{
case HPU():
r Evaluate QoS requirement and urgency based on weighted calculations */

Evaluatlon();
rCheck media access constraints for three transmission models*/
Medla^checkQ;
/Try to use the transmission models In order of CT. MHCT then OHAHT*/
HPU_routing():

°ick & Data

fAck & Data

I

I

I

Multi-hop Combined Transmission

□

case NPUO:
Evaluation():
Medla_check();
/*Try to use the transmission models In order of MHCT, CT then OHAHT*/
NPU_ routIngO;
case LPU():
EvaluatlonO;
Media_check(};
TTry to use the transmission models in o
LPU routingO:

\ck & Data

MTA

9

$

MTB

....... I........................................

r of OHAHT, MHCT then CT*/

Cellular T ransmission

Figure 3.6: Formal ADCR algorithm and simplified transmission mode illustra
tion

degrade the performance of low-priority classes with respect to some important
metrics such as the packet loss probability and the packet delay, are often called
the inter-class effects. Figure 3.6 also presents a corresponding process of a MT’s
association with its serving BS and RN, and a simplified ADCR algorithm. As
presented in script of Figure 3.6, if the source MT continues transmitting directly
until the SIR falls to a certain level, the traffic re-routing or handover will be
initiated. In re-routing, the model selection priority for HPUs is CT > MHCT
> OHAHT, while priorities for NPUs and LPUs are AIHCT > CT > OHAHT
and OHAHT > MHCT > CT, respectively. The inter intra network handover
triggers were discussed previous sections.
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3.3.1

One-Hop Ad-Hoc Transmission

In OHAHT, the requesting MT first broadcasts SEARCH messages to every node
in its transmission range including its associated RN and BS. For example, MT
A in Figure 3.6 broadcasts SEARCH messages, if the destination MT B is within
its transmission range and there is no ad hoc based media contention between
MT A and MT B, MT B can respond to MT A with an ACK message. Once MT
A confirms the acknowledgement, it starts a connection SETUP session imme
diately. The OHAHT transmission model can be extended to multi-hop ad hoc
communication and it is only activated on demand.

3.3.2

Multi-Hop Combined Transmission

The MHCT involves R.Ns acting as intermediate nodes for message relaying. BS
provides assistance on cellular link establishment using cellular location registers.
Figure 3.6 shows the connection setup process for communication between MT A
and MT B via the RN infrastructure. MT A hrst broadcasts SEARCH messages
to every node to find MT B. After the SEARCH session, MT A may hnd that
the cellular resources can be used through R,Ns by receiving three ACK messages
from the serving BS of MT B, RNs and the MT B. It may also hnd that the
ad hoc frequency based RN mesh is adequate for communications by receiving
two ACK messages from the serving RN of MT B, and the MT B, respectively.
These positive acknowledgements require MT B to send an ACK to its serving BS
and serving RN, then the serving BS and the serving RN feedback the ACKs to
MT A. Once the positive ACK is conhrmed, MT A can either start a connection
SETUP from MTA
RN, then RN
BS, and hnally BS
MTB, or from
MT A —> RN then RN —> MTB. The DATA transmission process follows the
same packet delivery route, and further route discovery is prohibited to reduce
the signalling overhead.
The label routing concept [120], originated in Asynchronous Transfer Mode
(ATM) [12] netwwk is introduced to MHCT mode since the position of RN is
hxed and label based RN switching provides faster packet forwarding than routing
because its operation is relatively simple. For example, the current IP network
uses destination-oriented forwarding to determine the next hop and the route
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lookup is based on the destination IP address. The longest-prefix match required
in the IP address lookup mechanism is slow. The label routing based lookup tech
nique uses a simpler forwarding mechanism which has advantages as embodied
in multi-protocol label switching. The source node or destination node ID may
use the existing IP addresses thus each label contains two IP addresses.
The label is a hxed-length identifier. Multiple labels can identify a path or
connection from source MT to destination MT. The structure of label has four
parts [120]. The first part CAST of the label is 3 bits and relates to cast options.
Only unicast is considered in the current research. As practically the RN mesh
can be very large, the second part of the Label is 20 bits which includes a node
identiher and is unique in the network ensuring conflicts do not occur. The third
part is a 3 bits QoS, which means class of service. The last part of the label is
TTL. All label information has a time-related restriction. After time out for a
label, all corresponding entries will be deleted from the label routing table. Label
routing uses a label to directly index into a connection table entry to determine
the next hop, lending itself to a simpler lookup iniplementation than the complex
IP routing and hop-by-hop IP address lookup. All intermediate nodes in the
virtual connection can forward packets more efficiently.
The path from a source MT to a destination MT is identified by multiple
labels. The protocol distributes labels and set up new route after the path is
computed by the routing protocol. The path finding process dynamically ini
tialised by the LREQ packet carrying a unique label and flow information, where
low path setup delay is guaranteed. The path between MT and destination MT
is composed of multiple segments. The path is separated by segments and all
data packets are relayed by these segments. Each segment is a real connection
between two nodes and labeled by the sending-side node of label relay message
in this segment. Figure 3.7 presents an example routing presentation and routing
tables for three nodes MT A, RN B and MT C. The relay nodes only need to find
the available entry indexed by a label in the packet, swap it with the respective
Label out of this entry, and then send it out to the next relay node. Furthermore,
the fixed RN placement reduces the frequency of label entry changes with reliable
service.
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Figure 3.7: Presentation of routing presentation and routing tables for three
nodes MT A, RN B and MT C

In finding the destination AIT, the source AIT creates a LREQ message in
which the packet contains IDs, sequence number and service class of the source
AIT and the destination node ID. This packet also contains traffic flow informa
tion, a broadcast ID, and a hop count that is initialised to zero. All RNs that
receive this message will increment the hop count. If a RN does not have any
information about the destination node, it will record the neighbour’s ID where
the first copy of LREQ is from and send this LREQ to its neighbours. LREQs
from the same node with the same broadcast ID will not be processed more than
once. Figure 3.8 gives an example of label routing in AIHCT. In this example,
there are eight nodes with duplex connection link.
AIT A first creates a LREQ message and sends it out to its associated RN.
Figure 3.8 illustrates the propagation of the LREQ across the RNs and the reverse
path at every RN. The reverse path entry is created for the transmission of the
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Figure 3.8: Label routing illustration for multi-hop combined transmission

reserved label for this path. This label is embedded in the label reply message
(LREP). The reserve path entry will be maintained long enough for the LREQ
to traverse the path and for RNs to send a LREP to the source MT. Once a path
is found in the relay structure, the source MT will check the sequence number
(SEQ) of the destination MT in the current path in order to avoid stale path
information. It should be at least as great as the value in the LREQ. Otherwise
the existing path in the table will be discarded. If SEQ > SEQireq-, it checks in
the current path whether the QoS requested by the source MT has been satisfied.
If not, this request will be discarded. If the source MT still can not find the
destination MT B, MT A will increment the hop count in the LREQ by one and
then broadcast it to its neighbors. Any duplicated LREQ with same source node
ID and same broadcast ID will be discarded. Normally relay based label routing
should have a maximum hop count. However, there is no energy constraints and
node mobility issues in our relay infrastructure, thus theoretically any hop count
threshold can be possible. The routing aims to keep the hop count as small as
possible to avoid abused path volatility. If the sender of a LREQ does not receive
the reply message, each node only re-sends the LREQ once for each connection
request.
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The RN only creates a LREP with the total hop count of this path if hop count,
sequence number, and path QoS are all acceptable, the new sequence number of
the destination MT is the largest one between SEQ and SEQlreq, the best QoS,
and a label from its label pool. Then this LREP will be sent back to the source MT
along the reverse path entry. The third plot in Figure 3.8 shows the propagation of
the LREP along the reserve paths. Note that both RN C and RN F fail to send the
LREP due to hop count, sequence number or QoS issues. The path between the
source MT and the destination MT is composed of multiple segments and all data
packets are relayed by these segments. Each segment is a real connection between
two nodes and labeled by the sending-side node of the LREP in this segment.
For example in the path MTA
RNA ^ RN D ^ RNE ^ RND ^ MTB
showed in the last plot of Figure 3.8, RNs A, D, E and B set up the labels of
the segments between A and D, D and E, and E and E respectively. MT A and
R,N A, MT B, RN B and its associated BS are the other two segments. Since the
topology of the relay structure is meshed, the source MT can receive more than
one LREP. There is a hop count field in the LREP. This field records the total
number of hops of the path. The source MT will choose the smallest hop count
from the LREPs in the specific limited time. All LREPs that are received after
this time threshold will be ignored. If some available LREPs have the same hop
count, the path that has the largest destination sequence number, which means
it is the latest path, will be chosen.
The MHCT mode can be also extended for multi-hop ad hoc transmissions
that can be applied to remote environments without infrastructure node support.
The basic mechanism is almost the same except MTs replace fixed RNs and act
as traffic switching nodes. The source MT first tries to establish a connection
destination node. If there is no path which can reach the destination node in its
local label routing table, or the mobility constrains of MT relaying are violated,
the source MT will initiate another path discovery until TTL is reached.

3.3.3

Cellular Transmission

The last plot in Figure 3.6 shows the connection setup of the CT model between
MT A and MT B via cellular BSs. MT A first broadcasts SEARCH messages to
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every node to find MT B. After the SEARCH session, the MT A finds that it is
able to communicate with MT B directly via BSs, while the connection can be
setup through a virtual wireless backbone. The positive acknowledgement of a
connection requires MT B to send an ACK to its serving BS, then the serving BS
informs the serving BS of MT A or the BS feedbacks the ACK to MT B when both
MT A and MT B share the same serving BS. Once the positive ACK is confirmed,
MT A starts connection SETUP from MTA
BS, then BS
BS, and finally
BS
MTB. The DATA transmission process follows the same packet switched
delivery route. The cellular transmission also includes cellular transmission with
RN support. For cellular based RN connection, the packet tries to establish a
link with a BS first then the traffic will be connected to BS RN mode.
Dynamic channel allocation can be realised in a distributed manner given
that the channel usage does not break the two channel interference constraint
which are cosite constraint where there are ininimum channel separations within
a cell and non-cosite constraint where iniiiimum channel separation between two
adjacent BSs is ke})t.

3.4

HWN* Topology Design Algorithms

As the HWN* includes both cellular based services and MANET based services
with four communication modes, the formation of HWN* should address problems
raised by cellular system, MANET system and relay structure. This section
focuses on two important issues as follows:
1. The dynamic nature of MTs location makes infrastructure free MANET
mode difficult to manage, a novel node clustering algorithm is proposed with
a new definition of node relationship considering a bi-directional neighbour
hood. The clusterhead selection is critical for synchronised medium access
of HWN* MANET service.
2. The packet relaying concept is not new, but large-scale deployment of stan
dardised and location fixed RNs is novel thus there is a need for new algo
rithms to roll-out a RN placement plan. Two algorithms named heuristic
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placement plan and packing based planing are devised considering cellu
lar and MANET system characteristics, resource sharing, routing and node
mobility.

3.4.1

MANET Mode Clustering

Fast topology changes make it difficult to predict MANET mode node bahaviour,
nevertheless, the node may be limited by battery power and frequent node clus
tering is computationally expensive because of the power depletion as well as
the wireless capacity problems [100]. A large number of messages and signalling
overhead are passed during the process of cluster formation. In order to sup
port efficient and stable routing in HWN* MANET mode, an algorithm must
be developed to address the node clustering problem. The clusterhead (CH) is
seen as the most stable node in a cluster and it has information on other cluster
nodes. The RN could be allowed to participate in the CH selection if acting as
a normal member of MANET and it is highly possible to be selected as CH for
small domain MANET node management.
In clustering algorithms, clusters are usually formed hrst and the CHs are
then elected based on criteria such as routing, resource allocation and power
control [103] [104]. The intermediate MT acts as a data processing host and
packet Relay to other infrastructure nodes. However, the CH selection in the
HWN* context should consider the HWN* structure and characteristics. One
important criteria added to CH selection algorithm is that the potential CH
considers physical distance between itself and the RNs. It is benehcial if the CH
can directly communicate with a RN to facilitate multi-hop ad hoc communication
with RN support.
The association and disassociation of CHs to and from clusters perturb the
stability of network and thus reconfiguration of the CH is unavoidable. Frequent
node mobility and CH change adversely affect the performance of other protocols
such as scheduling that rely on it [103]. Consequently, the clustering scheme
should preserve its structure as much as possible when nodes are moving or the
topology is changing.
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Figure 3.9: Different transmission radius for node A and node B

Most researeli on clustering [104] assumes each node has a symmetric trans
mission radius. However, the fact is when node A is within coverage of node B,
it does not mean node D is located within the transmission range of node A (see
Figure 3.9). In this case, node B can forward packet to A directly, but A must
rely on the intermediate routers to set up the link with node B. The section
addresses actual situation caused by unidirectional links and implementations of
this work can be simplified as:
• A new definition of Neighbour is given, which is different from previous
definitions with the assumption of the bi-directional link status of every
two adjacent nodes. The link status of a MT and its neighbour definition is
one part of the MANET component manager for sending control message,
selecting clusterheads and maintaining the topology.
• Reducing the frame overhead by design a new mechanism, which allows the
node to know the neighbours’ information (role,link-status,id). The over
head incurred by control message should reduce significantly in comparison
with the related schemes.
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• Introduce an efficient clusterhead election mechanism that considers the
new relationship defined by a node with its neighbour
To find a feasible interconnected set of clusters covering the entire population,
several algorithms [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] have been proposed with the objective
of minimising the effects of topological changes and optimising the CH selection.
Although existing algorithms ignore the unidirectional link status when they come
to discussion, CH selection methods are independent thus can be adopted in the
clustering algorithm with new neighbour relationship.
3.4.1.1

Clustering Definitions

Both unidirectional and bi-directional link are considered to design cluster main
tenance mechanism, and existing oriented link between nodes is assumed. The
connection between a node and its neighbour is a fundamental relationship, and
novel concept of neighbour^ restricted as two hops maximum, is termed as:
Suppose a network including node A, B, C and D. There are several circum
stances under which the neighbour conception should be defined:
• If node A and B both in the transmission range of each other, then A and
B are Equal Neighbours^ simplified as EN. A is EAl of B and B is EN of
A.
• if A is in the transmission range of node B, but A can not transmit packet
to node B directly and must rely on relay node C. Then A is defined as
single-hop neighbour of node B, simplified as SN, and B is the double-hop
neighbour of node A, simplified as DN.
• If A is in the transmission range of node B, but B is out of the range of
node A or has to use more than one node to relay, then A is a SN of B and
A and B do not mutually have a neighbour relationship.
Apparently, if bi-directional links exist between A and B, they are mutually
EN. A unidirectional link between for A and B results in SN and DN. Figure
3.10 illustrates the relationship between a node and its neighbour. Red line
indicates a bidirectional link, and black line with arrow indicates a unidirectional
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Figure 3.10: Neighbour relationship in MANET communications

link. For example, node 1 and node 4 are ENs. Node 2 is SN of node 4, while
node 4 is DN of node 2. Meanwhile, the Figure S.IO considering bi-directional
and unidirectional can be viewed as a simple graph G — (V, E’), where V is the
set of nodes and E is the set of logical edges.
3.4.1.2

Clustering Algorithm

In the clustering algorithm considering link directions, if node A is in the trans
mission range of node B, edge < B, A > implies the unidirectional link from B
to A. (A, B) is used to imply the bi-directional link between node A and B. It
is apparent that:
(A, B) =< A,B > F < B,A>= (B, A)

(3.2)

If node A is the SN of node B, the link from 5 to A is expressed as < B, A >,
and the indirect link from node Ato B can be expressed as < A, C > -F < C, A >,
where C is the router node.
Role denotes a node’s status in the network. Three types of roles are defined:
NULL, CH, ORD, where NULL denotes that a node has not determined its
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status yet, CH denotes clusterhead, and ORD stands for ordinary node. N{x)
is the set of neighbours of node x, EN[x) is the set of equal neighbours of node,
SN{x) is the set of SNs of x, and DN{x) is the set of DNs of node x. For example
A(4) = 1,2,3, 5,6, 7, EN{4) = 1,3,5, SN{4) -2,7 and DiV(4) = 6. ID{x) is
a function that returns the ID number of node x. Each node in the network
has a unique ID number. Degree{x) is a number return function. ENDegree{x)
returns the number of ENs of node x, SNDegree{x) Sz DNDegree{x) returns the
number of SNs Sz DNs. i.e. Degree{4) = 6, ENDgree{4) = 3, SNDegree{4) =
2 and DNDegree{4:) = 1. Weight(x) is a function that returns the weight node
X and it is defined as:

\V{x) = 3x EN Deg'ree{x)+2x SN Deg7'ee{x)-\-l X DN Degree{x)

ID(x]
(3.3)
N

A node with more EN is likely to be selected as the CH due to its larger
l)ower range, and a node with more SN also has a larger transmission range,
hence higher priority is assigned to SNDegree{x). The current selection weight
factor 3, 2 and 1 is to facilitate more RXs to be selected as cluster head. When
two neighbour nodes have the same weight value, the last item makes the node
with smaller ID has the higher priority to be clusterhead. A node is called a
transmitting node if it only transmit but not receive packet, and likewise a node
called a receiving node. In Figure 3.10, node 17 is a transmitting node and node
16 is a receiving node, both of which can not participate CHs selection as they
have no neighbours.
Link status information in a network can be accessed through an Adjacent
Matrix (AM). The AM is defined as n x n matrix M, where n is the total number
of the nodes M = (an)
V
/ n*n is defined as:
‘‘j

a ij

1 < x,y >e E
0 < x,y
E or

X

=y

The AM explicitly reflects the link status of every two nodes in the network.
< x,y >G E indicates that there exists a link between node X and node Y.
A node searches the AM table to know direct link status with any other node.
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Figure 3.11: Example of node D

Self-multiplying of M results in matrices that reprcvsent multi-liop information
on two nodes. Information exchange difficulties may happen thus a resourceexhausting flooding niechanism and a collision control are needed for system
global management. In the novel clustering algorithm, a node only acquires
information of its neighbour nodes with bi-directional and unidirectional links.
Suppose in a scenario, where a null node A with ID 1 acquires information of its
neighbours. It first initialises the message packet transmission with the format
as in Figure S.l 1(a).
The first field NodeJD denotes the node ID. The second field is the node
status: Null, CH or ORD. If a role is ORD, the node must have a clusterhead.
The third field records CH'’s ID, if a node is Null that does not belong to any
cluster, the Node-CH field is set to 0. If a node is CH, Node^CH is equal to
its own ID. The forth field Hop-Count determines maximum number of hops
that this packet should be relayed in the network. Each time a node forwards
the packet, it decrements the Hop-Count field. A node relays the packet to its
adjacent nodes only if Hop-Count > 0 and Hop-Count value is set to 3. Type
field marks whether the message is an ordinary format, or used in the message-
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driven algorithm where the Type held of the message is 1. Here the type is 0
and the packet that node A transmits should have the content and format as in
Figure S. 11(h).
If node B with ID 2 is in the transmission range of node A, then upon receiving
a message, node B hrst decrements Hop^Count to 2. It does not register A as
its neighbour immediately as link status between them is unknown. Node A
information is buffered while node B expands the message packet with its own
information that have the same format as the initial one, then node B retransmit
the packet to its adjacent nodes. The packet is expressed as in Figure 3.11 (c).
Here node B is assumed as an ordinary node with a clusterhead whose ID is 3.
Hop^Count is still in the last held which has a value 2. If A receives the packet
directly from node B, that is, the packet node A receives has the Hop^Count
value ecpial to 2, there is a bi-directional link between A and B. Then node A
will register node B as its EN. A also notihes B via a conhrin packet to inform
it of the relationship information. When node B receives the conhrin message,
it will register A as its EN and updates the neighbour table. If some node C
in the coverage range of node B receives the packet, it hrst checks out that the
packet is destined for node A. Then node C decrements the HopJJount to 1
and retransmits the packet to its adjacent nodes. If A receives the packet relayed
b\' node C, i.e, the reply packet A receives has the ElopXlount value equal to 1,
meanwhile, node A has not yet received the reply packet directly sent by node
B . Hence A knows that it is not in the transmission range of node B, but
it can receive packets relayed by a node C as the router from node B. Node
A registers B as its SN, and sends a conhrin message to inform B of the link
status between them. When node B receives the conhrin message, it registers A
as its DN and refreshes the neighbour table with the information of node A. If
node A has received the reply packet from node B directly before A receives the
packet relayed by node C, it will discard the latter. If some node D in the ad
hoc network receives the packet routed by node C and verihes that the packet
has no relation with it, it will decrement the Hop-Count held to 0 and discard
the packet. Therefore, a maximum 3 hops is required to transmit the packet for
the message exchange between a node and all its diherent types of neighbours.
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A time limitation for packet transmission is introduced. As regards a node,
after transmitting the first message packet, it will enter the waiting.state by
starting a timer. All reply packets from its neighbour that arrive before the timer
expires are eligible. The message exchange between a node and its neighbours is
activated on-demand in order to save node power.

3.4.2

Relay Node Placement Algorithms

Plans have already been proposed to select sites for the RNs in other infrastruc
ture, the solutions depend on the varied network performance objectives [119].
For example, the network spectral efficiency was taken by [119] as the objective
to optimise RN positioning. The paper made the assumption that the quality
on the links connecting BS ^ RN is always better than the link between RN
RN. This assumption can be satisfied by establishing Line of Sight (LOS) links
between BS and RN or by designing links with enhanced antenna gains. In this
research it is also assumed that good quality links exist between BS
RN and
between RN ^ RN. Two RN positioning algorithms are proposed, named pack
ing based R.N placement and heuristic RN placement. The objective of the two
algorithms is to use a minimum number of RNs to enable maximum of traffic
under medium contention from both cellular and ad hoc perspectives.
The packing based RN placement plan is simple and straight-forward. The
algorithm is only suitable for ideal HWN* deployment scenarios where the BSs
site are also planed and packed with similar p)rinciples, the geographical site
availability issues are not considered for both BS and RN packing plans.
It is well known from planar geometry that to cover a two dimensional district
with equal sized circles, the best possible packing solution can be obtained by
surrounding each circle by six circles as shown in Figure 3.12 left. But to have
connections between the RNs to form a virtual RN backbone, an overlap is needed
between relay cells. The framework therefore considers a situation where the
location of the RNs are centered with maximum coverage. The deployments
shown in Figure 3.12 left are two examples of such pre-engineered approaches
with a specific number of RNs in an HWN*. The first deployment tries to cover
the entire area and the second one tries to cover densely populated regions.
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Figure 3.12: The packing based RN placement and heuristic RN plaoit

As the research addresses radio resource management, routing and ] mo
bility problems, a practical j)lanning approach should not be designed tiealistic such as in packing based RN placement or should not consider onie or
two parameters. For example, in the ad hoc relaying proposal [20], onlysical
distance between the transmitter and sink and Signal to Interference RaSIR)
are used. The novel heuristic RN placement considers both physical dise by
multi hops distance and SIR by channel availability and the algorithm i/ised
in three steps described as:
1. Identify ideal RN locations based on radio resource management MT
mobility behaviour, then generate a set of RN position candidates
2. Further formulate the RN positioning as a constrained optimisatfroblem, of which the goal is to maximise the overall network througl. the
potential of MANET RN based services and minimize the hop dist and
delay, so that more MTs can be served with guaranteed QoS.
3. Test RNs positioning sites combination recursively and update eRN’s
position based on performance result.
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Figure 3.13: The RX node test scenarios 1, 11 and Ill for the cellular network,
the test scenario IV for the MANET and virtual RN backbone scenario V for RN
positioning evaluation

These three procedures are executed recursively until the algorithm converges.
By imposing such a plan, in practice, one can expect the system performance at
disadvantaged locations should be improved with enlarged network dimensioning.
In order to provide fixed RN assistance for both cellular and MANET interfaces
radio resource management and routing, initial RN placement site candidates
and possible topologies are considered in the following scenarios as presented in
Figure 3.13. The scenario I, II and III cover the mobility management problems,
scenario IV discusses the routing problem and scenario V is concerned with the
relay structure.
When RNs participate in cellular resource sharing and traffic handover along
with the BSs and MTs (BSON RN mode), the situation is a little more com
plex than the BSON mode as more hops are involved during resource transfer,
although RN does not have the traffic admission functionality. The heuristic al
gorithm first proposes to place RNs in positions within the coverage of several
BSs, such as the shaded area presented in the Scenario I where the RN is located
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within the coverage of both BSi and BS2- The RN can assist advanced commu
nication mechanisms such as cell breathing traffic balancing and TDMA based
soft handover. For example, suppose that in Scenario I the RN is associated with
both BSi and BS2- If BSi reduces signal coverage radius to improve interfer
ence and capacity in considered area, the RN will lose its association to BSi,
and it can transmit data to BS2- The BS2 may at this stage reduce or increase
its coverage radius based on the information and traffic condition. The software
handover support is similar to load balancing since the RN also acts as data re
layer. Suppose a MT is moving from BSi to BS2 and it currently receives data
from the RN. If the received signal from BS2 becomes larger than it from BSi,
the MT performs an intra cellular network handover from one cell to another cell
without changing the serving R,N.
Scenario II places together two R,Ns at the coverage edge of BS[ and BS2
to facilitate the communication between two cells (It is assumed each cell has
only one BS). From the SIR^ values combining with Shannon's formula, if the
bandwidth allocation Xfj ratio to BS transmissions and the bandwidth alloca
tion ratio to RN transmissions Xr together is 1, Scenario II can have a slightly
better system capacity performance compared to Scenario I because the average
received signal power strength in Scenario I is lower than in Scenario II. However,
the sites deployment of Scenario II can introduce much larger latencies, service
interruption time and equipment cost, while most cellular coverage overlaps. To
conclude, the shaded area in Scenario I is considered as a better site candidate
plan other than Scenario I. Scenario III is also considered as a ideal location can
didate. The RN at this position extends the cellular coverage to places without
fixed infrastructure support.
As the attractor points mobility model is used to model MT movement, the
MTs at some stage converge to the attraction points, dwell for a certain period of
time and move within a short radius. In order to mitigate resource contention in
the “hot spot”, reduce service interruption time and latencies for ad hoc commu
nications, a RN should be positioned where more MTs can associate to the RN
within one or two hop distance as illustrated in Scenario IV. It is also important
to place RN in places based on MT traffic density prediction. Scenario V presents
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the RN candidate sites combination topologies, it is preferred that RNs can (Com
pose a mesh like service layer with virtual backbone connections using ad hoc
frequencies thus Scenario V topology right is recommended other than Scenario
V topology left. The scenarios will be evaluated integrally as the heuristic RN
plan in Chapter 5 and the results will be compared to maximal packing based
RN placement scenario.
The next step of the heuristic algorithm is to decide the number of RNs needed
to assist traffic relaying with guaranteed QoS, and the RN number used for further
simulation studies is actually estimated through network dimensioning analysis
discussed in Chapter 5. As shown in Figure 3.11, the strategy first updates system
traffic load information and initialises the HWN* system. MTs then continue
moving using attraction point mobility model. As BSs and attraction points sites
are pre-dehned by the system so only MTs trajectories are needed to be used for
Scenario IV analysis. A system performance result for a RN site combination
is recorded and compared with theoretical analysis. The RN’s location will be
changed at disadvantaged locations if the result is not satisfactory. The algorithm
runs recursively until an optimal solution is found. Meanwhile, In the final sites
selection, a hard distant limit 6 is introduced to solve BS RN overlapping problem.
If distance between one RN candidate site and any BS is smaller or ecpial t;o S,
this point will be eliminated from the hnal list.

3.5

TDD Link Radio Access Algorithm

Time Division Duplex (TDD), other than FDD has gained favour gradually over
recent years because of its simplicity and cost-effective implementation [83]. The
TDD links accomplish communication by allowing each party to communicate
over the same frequency band by alternately transmitting and receiving. It has
advantages over FDD since time slots can be entirely dedicated to uplink or down
link which coin asymmetric and optimised bandwidth utilisation requirements for
high capacity HWN* transmission requirements. It also benehts from the channel
reciprocity between the uplink and downlink of TDD links.
TDD link itself suffers a disadvantage when multiple infrastructure nodes are
operating in a close proximity, especially the synchronisation problem becomes
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Figure 3.14: Flowchart of heuristic RN placement algorithm

more difficult when RN has been introduced in the HWN* and regarded as the
same-entity node of BS. All nodes are experienced with interference both from
same-entity nodes and other communicating nodes. Therefore in this section, a
time division duplex link scheduling algorithm implementing Genetic Algorithms
(GA) is proposed to optimise the data arrangement performance and reduce the
interference impact. The section will not cover GA rationale as directly applied
to TDD link scheduling. GA knowledge with GA based engineering problems
and GA optimisation techniques will be detailed and discussed in Appendix B.

3,5,1

Time Division Duplex Link

Figure J.15 presents an example TDD link between the BSs and MTs. Through
out the TDD link scheduling discussion, messages associated with transmitting
packets are named TV, RV, TH, RH, TW, and RW. These abbreviations stand
for Transmitted Voice Packet, Received Voice Packet, Transmitted H.263 Packet,
Received H.263 Packet, Transmitted WWW Packet and Received WWW Packet
respectively. The adopted traffic model, after the research of 3GPP standards.
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Base station TDD link 1

#

Base station TDD link N-2

Base station TDD link N-1

Base station TDD link N

Figure 3.15; Presentation of base station time division duplex links

in combination determine the number of Tx and Rx packet generated in a TDD
frame.
Interference and noise happen during packet scheduling on TDD link. Except
for thermal noise, other typical interferences occur both on the uplink and the
downlink. Figure 3.16 illustrates a dominating one, named same-entity interfer
ence (co-channel interference), which occurs both between MTs, between BSs,
and between MT and BS although it is very small [84]. A RN is regarded as a
BS in terms of TDD link scheduling as the HWN* system assumes RN uses the
same uplink/downlink patterns as BS for transmission between the source and
the sink.
As illustrated by Figure 3.16, for example, the MTs same-entity interference
occurs if MT2 is transmitting and MTi is receiving on the same frequency in
adjacent cells. The BSs same-entity interference occurs if BSi is transmitting
and BS2 is receiving in the same frequency in adjacent cells. The BS and MT
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Figure 3.16: Link gain between base station and mobile station

same-entity interference is very small thus can be ignored. In order to gain insight
with the same-entity interference and avoid the performance degradation, the
same-entity interferences are separately investigated by genetic algorithm fitness
function, other than consider same-entity interference and general interference as
an integrated interference.

3.5.2

Distributed TDD Link Scheduling

If one wants to establish an asymmetric TDD link in a centralised scheme, a MT
must send probing messages to surrounding BSs on which it accesses wireless
link status information. Likewise, to avoid interference and packet collisions, the
BS’s downlink packet scheduling request is centrally organised. However, the
centralised system control can lead to the following problems:
• Asymmetric uplink and downlink traffic are scheduled and coordinated by
centralised control. In most congested environment, the TDD link setup
process can be delayed due to overloaded central controller.
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• Large volume signaling overheads on link setup and link status exchange
are produced, which waste bandwidth and reduce system throughput.
• When the network becomes larger and more ad hoc features are introduced,
scalability issues become a problem where the network can not adaptively
change its configuration. The worst case may cause system level collapse or
failure.
Given the problems stated above, instead of central control, the HWN* frame
work w'orks on a distributed pattern where Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio
(SINK) is measured by local estimation, and BS (R,N is seen as a BS) is assumed
be able to acquire SINR information is calculated using a local scheduler and
received power levels [127]. This procedures can be generalised as:
1. Individual MT in an uplink looks for surrounding BSs for the value of Signal
to Noise ratio (SNR) and Signal Interference Ratio (SIR) by queries, and
BSs measures the SNR and SIR. On receiving the recpiest, in the downlink,
the corresponding BS answers the searches.
2. A distributed BS only acquires its own uplink downlink reciprocity infor
mation, but is not aware of any other BSs’ uplink downlink reciprocity.
No packet scheduling status is coordinated centrally, and each BS operates
selhshly. A MT chooses a BS that scores the highest in terms of SIR and
SNR.
3. If the communicating TDD link becomes congested or large same entity in
terference presents between the source and the sink, within HWN* context,
three options are provided: 1. Based on previous query result, try to access
another sub-optimal BS or the serving BS associated RN, then immediately
transfer the trafhc, 2. Rearrange the TDD link queue until the packets are
transmitted 3. Block traffic. Apparentl}^, option 1 is the resource manage
ment traffic handover issues, where the TDD queue congestion be a trigger
for HWN* traffic management operations. Therefore it is temporally not
considered within link optimisation context. Option 3 should be avoided
as much as possible. In option 2, the rearrangement of TDD link is also
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subject to a predefined search expiry time. If a time expiry is met but the
packets are not transmitted, it is seen as a link insertion failure. The use
of a fixed expiry time as a hard deadline in link scheduling may be not
acceptable when increasing or decreasing the traffic load, thus the expiry
time may increase or decrease according to the size of the system.
It is also assumed that for the TDD link algorithm simulation and evaluations.
The HWX* cells are synchronised and TDD packets transmission collision is free.

3.5.3

Genetic Algorithm TDD Scheduling

Genetic algorithms have been successfully used for optimising resource and schedul
ing in various engineering domains. It repeatedly modifies a population of indi
vidual solutions. At each step, the GA selects individuals in a random fashion
from current population to be parents and uses them to produce children for the
next generation. Over successive generations, the population evolves toward a
suboptinial solution. More details on GA principles can be found in Appendix B.
The GAlib [86] is inherited and it is a C++ library of GA objects that includes
tools for using genetic algorithms to do optimisation in any C++ program using
any representation and any genetic operator. Figure S.Fl plots a simple GA
working procedure. A random population of TDD traffic representation of the
population is selected, then the elite selection, crossover and mutation operations
are processed successively to find an optimum time slot order for generated various
packets.
Individual messages of different types are encoded. Allocation of M messages
of different types among TV time slots is represented as a chromosome in a GA
environment. Figure 3.15 also shows the chromosome representation or the pack
ing order of 6 message types among 9 time slots. In a GA environment length of
a chromosome determines the number of messages in the system, chromosomeup
and chromosome down represent two different ways of message type allocation
among 9 time slots. Chromosome length is 9 or the number of free messages
waiting in the resource pool for service allocation. chromosomCup gives multi
ple time slots to message type TW, RW and TV, and chromosomedown allocates
multiple time slots to TW and RH. If there are M messages requesting a time
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Figure 3.17: The genetic algorithm flow chart presentation

slot, then there is more than one way of allocating time slots among the resource
pool. Each feasible solution represents a unique chromosome in the search space.
The fitness value is evaluated for each BS TDD Link using a fitness function. The
value of fitness function reflects the measurement of how good a combinations of
traffic sequence is. Here, we introduce priority i of time slots for the convenience
of slots count. Several main parameters are taken into account in this fitness
function:
1. The capability of reducing transmission delay on TDD link,
2. The capability of maximising system capacity,
3. The fitness of minimising same-entity interference and other transmission
interference.
Therefore, the fitness function implemented in for TDD link scheduling is
expressed as.
F = AxS-\-Bxe + Cxs
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A, B and C are constants which weight the importance of function S, e and e
respectively. In a specific generation n, suppose there are K time slots in a TDD
link and G BSs,
and By stands for BS x and BS y, the fitness for the
time
slot scheduling priority list is evaluated as:

G

Fi(n) = A

DB^A'n) F B Y
Sx = l
Ba: = l
a

^

+

G

X] X]

(3-5)

m=i

where Db^a stands for transmission delay of TDD link, laB^.ii'^) the other
transmission interference and IsBx.ByA{B) represents the same-entity interference.
Individual BS is responsible for reporting delay and interference. For example,
BS X is arranged to determine transmission delay Db^ai other interference value
Gb:c i
same entity interference value IsB^.ByA- hB^^.ByA^
A there
is no same-entity interference between B^ and By, otherwise it is represented
between 0 to 1. For 1 <= i <= K, the overall fitness function can be expressed
as:
F(n) =

(3.6)
Z=1

where uji is the weight of each T[(n) and is a constant.

3.6

Conclusion

The chapter has contributed algorithms, protocols and HWN* topology design
methods to support the proposed HWN* management framework. Time division
duplex systems provide great flexibility that can be used to implement asymmet
rical links, therefore a TDD-TDMA cellular interface and 802.11b based MANET
interface are proposed to be implemented on HWN*.
The study of the framework mobility management has been carried out in Sec
tion 3.2. Different handover techniques are discussed, and an integrated handover
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scheme is proposed which combines inter-network handover and intra-network
handover to improve the handover blocking probability and the overall chan
nel utilisation in this heterogeneous environment. As the provision of quality
of service becomes the prerequisite in any communication network, mechanisms
are proposed to balance different user classes within the service oriented HWN*
context.
The adaptive distributed cross layer routing algorithm for the HWN* frame
work is proposed in Section 3.3 regarding routing issues for HWN*, which is
composed of cellular, ad-hoc and relay components. ADCR employs three sub
transmission modes, respectively, to effectively reduce its resultant communica
tion overhead to acquire delay-constrained communication paths. ADCR also
employs a service class based approach to discourage applications from using
any route that is heavily loaded with low priority traffic. Simulation results will
demonstrate that the performance of ADCR meets the design goals. Moreover,
this cascaded routing algorithm can also be used to support cost-effective routing
with differentiated user classes, referred to as fligli profile users. Normal profile
users and Low i)rofiles users, which are based on differentiated service require
ments.
Section 3.4 presents the network topology design. The packing based RN
positioning strategy associates BS positions to cover most areas but is idealis
tic. The heuristic RN positioning considers HWN* system resource management
issues, routing and node mobility model. The design tries to cover as much as
research focuses as possible and concludes a practical and flexible RN placement
plan. The novel clustering algorithm is proposed that considers the situation
where unidirectional link and bidirectional link coexist in self-organised parts of
the framework, ft is an important step as previous algorithms ignore this ba
sic issue when studying system formation and maintenance. A new concept of
neighbour is defined to describe the relationship between a node and its adja
cent nodes. Adverse interference conditions easily arise, however. Especially if
different asymmetries are required in neighbouring cells.
Section 3.5 discusses the performance of TDD scheduling problem and pro
posed a genetic algorithm based optimisation technique. The algorithm focuses
on the solution for interference and noise happened during packet scheduling on
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TDD link, named same-entity interference, which occurs both between MTs, be
tween BSs and between BS and RN. The genetic algorithm is applied on this
packet queue optimisation problem to generate better TDD link considering the
interference.
In next Chapter 4, system analysis, computer simulation and modelling for the
evaluation of HWN* infrastructure and proposed algorithms will be presented.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Environment
4.1

Introduction

Accurate modelling of communication networks often results in models that a:
intractable to mathematical analysis and computer simulation beeonies the optic
for modelling and analysis of complex systems [130]. This chapter provides
description of the modelling concepts, simulation technicpies and tools that ha^
been used in the modelling and evaluation of the HWN* system.
Most algorithms proposed in conjunction with the HWN* have been evah
ated using OMNET++ [67], which is a discrete event simulation environmei
with GUI support. OMNET++ is an object-oriented simulation tool, which co]
sists of hierarchically nested modules written in C++. Nested modules are use
that implement comprehensive and accurate modelling, which can reflect a goo
estimation of the actual system performance. In order to introduce events sue
as discontinuous transmission, session arrival & departure and etc, it is necessai
to introduce the notion of time into the simulations. Events are triggered at son
time instance in the simulation. Eor example, the event of session arrival at or
node usually triggers the event of the arrival of that packet at a downstreai
node. Indeed the time delays are often random variables but events allow sessio
arrival and departure processes to be modelled.
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4.2

OMNET Modeling Concept

Tools are provided by OMENT++ for modelling complex system incliK
erarchically Nested Modules^ Modules are Instanees of Module Types^ >’
Communicate with Messages Through Channels, Flexible Module Paramt
Topology Description language [68].
OMNET++ implements hierarchically nested modules and module
stances of module types. Modules communicate with messages through (
The network topology of OMNET++ is described using the NED lanjpresenting GUI. The NED language first defines a number of coinpo
scriptions and the descriptions can be imported to another network det
Simulation sets can be run with two interfaces named Tkenv, a Tcl/t
graphical window based with interface and Cmdenv, a command-line
for batch execution [68]. Simulation configuration and input data are c
in a configuration file and entries of a configuration file can be applied i
and Cmdenv. C-h+ networking class library can be used when inipk
modules and a typical project development process is depicted in the 1
of Figure 4N [67].
OMNET-f+ has a basic class responsible for basic event processing
send / receive/ schedule/ cancel messages/events and terminate / acce;
nect module. Classes are derived from a basic object and functional,
conventions that come from the object are: name attributes, copy /dupl
object ownership, control containers and inspect / support GUI.

4.2.1 OMNETH—h and Other Simulators
The HWN* is a dynamic communication system with fast topology
the main reason to select OMNET-(-+ for the simulation is that it en?
placement of modules at any place. Node mobility modelling, TDD link
ing, cascaded routing algorithm and HWN* system handover manage]
conjunction with mobility modelling and QoS have been evaluated thoi
NET-h+ with features such as pre-engineered RN location plan, simuh
city mobility and changing of traffic migration pattern. The research <
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Figure 4.1: OMNET++ network project development process illustration

OMNET++ to generate and model multimedia traffic input in supporting the
needed differentiated service provision.
802.11 protocols and ad hoc routing are carried out through OPNET, which
is an industrialised simulator. It is also a modular object-oriented simulation en
vironment which is similar to OMNET-f-F. The proposed resource management
and routing algorithms modelling process can be also carried out in MATLAB,
which is comparatively easier on implementation as more assumptions were made.
Although sometimes fast result can be drawn for small scale problems, the prob
lem is that the simulator implements interpreted language which means most
of code is not compiled before execution, when network complexity increases to
system level, MATLAB’s speed decreases largely.
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4.3

Physical Layer Modelling

The HWN* physical layer needs to calculate the Bit Error Rate (BER) based
on the SIR and SNR variation influenced by path loss, shadowing and fading
models. The simulation of HWN* mainly considers packet level and session level
modelling, but not bit level. Fast fading such as multipath fading is averaged out
or captured in the BER and Packet Error Rate (PER).

4.3.1

Propagation Models

The propagation characteristics change from place to place when a MT moves.
Thus, the transmission path between the transmitter and the receiver can be
modelled from simple direct line of sight (LOS) to one that is severely obstructed
by buildings, foliage and other terrain [30]. Three mutually independent propa
gation phenomena are:
• Path Loss; signal attenuation determined by tlie geometry of the path
profile in its entirety.
• Shadowing; medium time scale field strength variations affected by large
scale obstacles in the propagation path.
• Multipath Fading: short time scale effect which leads to rapid fluctua
tions of the phase and amplitude of received signal.
4.3.1.1

Path Loss Gain

Suppose there is a MT is currently located at distance r, ideally, the product of
three components ': multipath fading, shadowing and distance dependent average
path gain can be used to describe the received power at distance r [30]:
Prx

PtxG avgG sG mp

(4.1)

then is dB scale;
Prx

Ptx T Gg -|- Gavg “b G-p^p

Mhe three components correspond to three different granularities in the distance r
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(4.2)
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where Prx stands for received power at distance r, Ptx stands for trad
power, Gs stands for distance dependence of shadowing, Gavg is the disipendence of global average and G^p is the distance dependence of multif
a system introduces the exponent 6 as empirically determinations from rnents for different land types. Gavg can be expressed as:
Gavg — G

106^1g r

where C is a constant, which mainly depends on antenna parameterss
antenna gain, elevation, height etc.

4.3.1.2

Shadowing

A common shadowing model is the log-normal distribution characterisee
probability density function expressed as [31]:

p[G,) =
(T 5

2(7 2

\/^

For average terrain, a logarithmic standard deviation (j^ is about r
VHF and is about 12 dB for UHF frequencies [32]. Shadowing effect in s
to a Gaussian process X{r) [33], it also can be derived that:

G(r) = lOlgG'(r) = X{r) P G — 10Q;lg(r)

)

The log-normal shadow fading will certainly be correlated where G(r) ta
ilar values for small variations of r. The shadowing is modelled corre^
distance.

4.4

Random Number Generation & Statil
Evaluation

Random numbers in simulation are never random. Rather, they are pi
using deterministic algorithms. Algorithms take a seed value and perfoB
deterministic calculations on them to produce a “random” number and '
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seed. Such algorithms and their implementations are called railom number gen
erators (RNG), or sometimes Pseudo Random Number Geneitors (PRNG) to
highlight their deterministic nature. Starting from the same sed, RNG always
produce the same sequence of random numbers. This is a ueful property and
of great importance as it makes simulation runs repeatable. ING produce uni
formly distributed integers in some range, usually between 0 ( 1 and 2^^ or so.
^^athematical transformations are used to produce random nmbers from them
that correspond to specific distributions.
As complicated simulation models are evaluated, each simlation run may
consume random numbers from several streams, wliich shoul be from several
independent RNG instances. Therefore different random streais or say simula
tion benches have been use for different tasks. For example, i random stream
for generating packets and another random stream for simulatig packet delivery
rates in the transmission are different and not overlap. For te algorithm and
system evaluation, the simulation implements the Mersenne Ivister RNG [69].
This generator has a period of
— 1, and 623-dimensional qual-distribution
property is assured. Due to the long sequence of this RNG. le seeds selection
is not difficult to guarantee the generated sequences don’t oveap, therefore the
simulation results are not correlated. Another RNG option is linear Congruential Generator (LCG) with a cycle length of 2^^ — 2. However, his RNG is only
suitable for small-scale network simulation with little compiitaonal complexity.
As most simulation evaluation are Monte-Carlo simulation and RNGs drive
the simulation models, to produce statistically reliable and trmable results, the
issues considered include:
• Discard of the initial transient time results when the mulation is still
“warming up”.
• Collection of statistics to adequately reach the required smple size.
• Observation of the criterion given by the confidence le^l and its width
relative to the mean.
A multiple replications in parallel method provided by OM'ET-h+ is imple
mented. The simulator runs independent replications of the vhole simulation
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process with the same parameters but different seeds for the RNGs i generates
statistically equivalent streams of simulation output data. These ta streams
are fed to a global data analyser responsible for analysis of the finresults and
for stopping the simulation when the results reach a satisfactory auacy.
The independent simulation processes run independently of onnother and
continuously send their observations to the central analyser and ccol process.
This process combines the independent data streams and calculatfrom these
observations an overall estimate of the mean value of each parametefhe Akaroa
method provided by OMNET++ [68] is also used which halts a siiation. It is
decided by the 95% confidence intervals for all simulations to precis/hether the
result has enough observations.

4.5

Node Transmit Power Models

In order to facilitate algorithm evaluation and present realistic simrion results
in the HWN*, which includes both cellular and MANET compoit. Mobile
terminals in HWN* considers power management models. The op/close loop
power control is simulated for each mobile terminal. The initial per of MT in
Ft is gotten by the following formula
Ptx — LP + Pj.

(4.6)

LP is the path loss, Pre is the received power within the cell undsvaluation.
Based on 3GPP [38] TS25.224, a carrier to interference inner loop ver control
method is adopted in the simulation. Power control step is set to 1 , no power
control error is assumed, and delay is set to 0 s. For outer loop ver control
implementation, in every 20 ms, both uplink and downlink deteerhether the
20nis packet frame is correct. If it is correct, the C/I target used inner loop
PC will decrease by 0.01 dB.
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4.6

Source Traffic Modelling

This section presents the probabilistic models applied to generatdce traffic,
multimedia traffic and web traffic in the simulation environment.

4.6.1

Voice Traffic Model

Voice traffic can be modelled at different levels. For example, fromJl activity
level down to a packet activity level, depending on the type oinsmission
technology employed. Voice traffic can be also modelled with a drnt degree
of granularity. Speech traffic modelling at a call activity level, shown by
Figure 4.2, mainly necessitates from the adequate characterisation co random
variables, namely the inter-call arrival time and the mean call dural Over the
years there have been many series of measurements on traffic frorbscribers,
and is widely accepted that call arrivals can be modeled by a Poisscocess and
the mean call duration can be described by a negative exponenticstribution
[10]. Consecpiently, at a call level, voice traffic has been modelled bsans of an
exponentially distributed call duration random variable with mean, equal to
3 minutes.
Packet based voice source traffic models incorporate a voice arty aspect,
which allows transmitting speech data when voice frames are detd, and fa
cilitates discontinues data transmission. Hence, the voice source lei has to
include a higher degree of granularity and is represented as a sequeof consec
utive talk spurts and silence periods within each call. The duratioithe active
and inactive periods w^as studied in [11], revealing a negative expodal distri
bution for the duration of both active and inactive periods. The vs applied
for the investigations of this thesis are, a mean duration for the as periods,
Tactive-! of 1-35 seconds and a mean duration for the inactive pGiioCinactwei of
1.70 seconds. The activity factor of the source is defined as the pro ion of the
time that the source is active. For negative exponential distributiome activity
factor is defined as:

Zactive

zactive + T,inactive
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Call Level

Packet Level

T active

Figure 4.2: Voice source traffic modelling

4.6.2

Video Traffic Modelling

Several factors impact the nature of multimedia traffic and its transport require
ments such as target quality, compression technique, coding time. The data rate
dynamics of video, for example, is a major problem of multimedia traffic mod
elling, which are strongly influenced by the compression efficiency. To maintain
constant-quality picture, the encoder must generate more bits during high action
scenes than during low action scenes [13]. Many compression techniques such
as H.263 and MPEG4 [15] are available today. However, the features exhibited
by all of them differ providing diverse trade-offs between compression efficiency,
encoding/decoding delay and error resilience.
The purpose of OMXET-f+ with video traces is to facilitate algorithm eval
uation with respect to QoS. As modeling the video sources always requires the
original trace to be fully evaluated first [14], a simpler approach adopted in this
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Figure 4.3: Modeling & evaluation vs. trace based approach, and video trace file
format

research, with focus on resource management other than video traffic modelling,
is to incorporate these traces directly into OMNET-f + [17]. Another benefit from
incorporating the video traces directly into network simulators is the vast amount
of video source models. An overview of the necessary steps for incorporation of
video sources is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Direct utilisation of video traces in OMXET++ facilitates the fastest method to incorporate video sources into existing
network models.
Figure 4.3 also presents different video trace file formats to work with OMNET4-+. An interface provided by [17] for video trace is implemented, which is
capable of detecting the different video trace file formats and to feed the data
into the OAINET++ simulator accordingly. For particular environments and ser
vice types only specific traffic have to be instantiated. Whereas the evaluation
of routing and inter-system traffic balancing of HWN* has instantiated all voice,
multimedia and web services.

4.6.3

Web Ti'affic Modelling

Web traffic modelling can be represented by a generic model with three levels
[37]: session, activity and packet level.
Session level consists of pages visited in a web session where a client starts
an application, uses it for a time and then disconnects from the system. The
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Table 4.1: Web model parameters

Parameter

Distribution

Mean

Variance

Page Number

Normal

10

5

ON size (KB)

Pareto

200

400

OFF duration (sec)

Pareto

30

60

moments when sessions arrive can be described by a Poisson model with average
rate of arrivals 1 and a life time of /r. The duration of sessions in real time
applications depends on applications and in non real time is controlled by TCP.
Activity Level consists of a set of object applications such as images, sound,
applet, HTML and XML. The density of information in one application depends
on the application itself. To describe this ])roperty, the activity level represents
the application as a detailed succession of activity and inactivity periods in an
ON/OFF model [85] [42]. ON represents page downloading time followed by an
OFF period for the reading time. However, it can use a more complex model
where page downloading time can be divided into sub-ON periods to reflect the
presence of inline images, sound, applet, HTML and XML applications. Packet
Level decides the transmission of IP packets. If the UDP protocol is used, the
packet inter arrivals can follow any distribution with packets following a truncated
version of distributions to respect transmission limitation. In case of TCP, inter
arrivals of packets are determined by a TCP Pareto distribution [37].
Using these level descriptions and parameter definitions, a web model traffic
input model has been developed. Table 4.1 details the mean values and distribu
tion of the characterisation parameters used in the ON/OFF model [85], and it
has one activity level with ON period for the page downloading time and OFF
period for the reading time.
In the evaluation of HWN* framework intra and inter network handover and
cascaded routing algorithms, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is imple-
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merited as most web services consist of TCP flows and it is reasonable to assume
that traffic due to MX web services will not deviate from this behaviour.

4.7

Node Mobility Modelling

The mobility model reflects MT movement characteristics. Various mobility mod
els [116] are designed to be applicable to many different simulation scenarios such
as ad hoc military operation, cellular urban city environment, in-door environ
ment, car to car ad hoc coimnimication etc.
All models usually have a similar behaviour of movement when approaching
simulation map borders, they are Rebounding Behaviour that makes the nodes to
change the move direction accordingly to the elastic impact theory and Toroidal
behaviour that makes the nodes leave the map from one side and re-enter from the
opposite side. In order to model continuous movement in a discrete simulation,
a MT schedules an ACK message to itself in the simulator. When the message
is delivered, the MT calculates a new < x, y > position accordingly to the host’s
actual position. These values are stored in two parameters of the newly created
MOVE message. After saving the messages, the node sends MOVE to the physic
layer and reschedules the ACK to be delivered in pre-defined intervals.
The Random Waypoint Model [116] [117] is a widely used model. A node
chooses a destination point within the movement count, the speed of the node
is uniformly distributed between the parameters [minSpeed, maxSpeed] and it
moves towards its destination after a short period of time. Once the node has
reached the chosen point, it stays there for a given time named Pause Time and
then repeats the random waypoint movement process again.
However, this scheme was subject to criticisms because of the high node den
sity in the center of the simulation map [22]. The choice of the mobility model
determines the resulting spatial node distribution. Although the initial posi
tioning of the nodes is typically taken from a uniform distribution, the mobility
model may change this distribution during simulation. This behaviour usually
occurs if the simulation area has borders. Those described negative effect oc
curs because the model does not use an angle for direction control but chooses a
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Figure 4.4: Random Waypoint mobility distribution of sixteen hosts moving on
a GOOni xGOOni map in twenty hours of simulated time. The node moves with a
speed of 3m/s in Figure 4.4(a) and lOni/s in Figure 4.4(b)

destination point in the system area. Nodes in the middle of the area have a uni
formly distributed angle, but nodes at the border are more likely to move back to
the middle. The resulting spatial node distribution is not uniformly distributed.
However, as the Figure 4-4((i)
Figure 4-400 shows, there is big difference
between having different average speed. Figure 4 4(^0 indicates that more new
destinations can be chosen and reached by the nodes and the result is a more
uniformly distributed, when having a move speed of 10 m/second compared to a
move speed of 3 m/second.
The random waypoint model was modified and implemented for ad hoc nodes.
In each step, the algorithm chooses a new direction and speed picking a value
from a fixed range of values surrounding the former speed and direction value.
It gives the nodes more uniform motion that keeps on “shaking” around the
initial direction angle. However, the modification still won’t adapt to the HWN*
environment due to its completely random destinations.
-

4.7.1

Attraction Point Mobility Model

To also include cellular network node movement characteristics, routing and han
dover algorithm evaluation of the HWN* system implements an Attraction (At
tractor) Points oriented Mobility Model (APMM) [G] [7] [115] based on the ran-
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doin waypoint model. The algorithm first selects N attractors that are distributed
at points where MTs will originate from or progress towards. Prior to heading for
attraction points, nodes are grouped together using Cell Type Transition Proba
bility proposed in [7], each subscriber selects a destination area with probabilities.
The Speed Control mechanism of node movement micro control is introduced.
The speed continuously increases or decreases. In each step, a new speed sample
v{tk+i) for a MT is calculated according to:
y{tK+i)

—

y {tK) + a*(^/c+i — tj^)

(4.8)

where v(tpc^i) is speed the next sampling time, Vitx) is the current speed,
accelerating speed a* is a non-linear variable associated with the distance between
a MT and its destination attractor point (a* decreases usually when approaching
the attractor point) and At = (^ ^+ —t^) is the sampling period. Different nodes
may start with various speed, therefore we introduce another two parameters
a

i

which are 'Vupper an-d vlower to regulate speed behaviour, the equation 4.8 applies
to a MT only if viower S ^(tK+i) ^ ^Upperi otherwise at the next sampling point,
the speed will remain unchanged.
Figure 4.r)(a), Figure 4.5(b) Figure 4.5(c) and Figure 4.5(d) show a typical
MT movement changes with Attractor Point Mobility Model (APMM). To show
how the user mobility pattern within a simulation set can be shaped, at the
beginning, all MTs are scatted around in this metropolitan environment as in
Figure 4.5(a). After 100, 150 and 200 simulated minutes which present in Figure
4.5(b) 4.5((;)and Figure 4.5(d). The trend of MTs have been moved to one of hve
predefined attractor points which locate in the middle of northwest, northeast,
southwest, southeast and centre. Since the northeast and southeast regions are
defined have higher attractor probability than the rest of hot spots, more MTs
are gathered at the right hand side. It is flexible to change the geographical
location of hot spots by revising the attractor points. Meanwhile, the current
speed v{tK+i) is conhgured correlated to the previous speed value u(^a') while
the speed control mechanism is well-implemented, a smaller sampling time can
make the speed change more smoothly.
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Figure 4.5: MT movement behaviour presentation

4.8

HWN* Framework Architecture

As HWN* includes both cellular and MANET medium access techniques, this
section presents cellular and MANET components medium access techniques of
medium access layer, which is deployed in the core HWN* evaluation. HWN*
configuration deals with message exchange, core network layer structure and in
dividual algorithm implementation issues.

4.8.1

Cellular Component Multisple Access & Interface

The multiple access systems of the cellular component in HWN* deal with the
inter-cell and intra-cell interference caused by common access to a shared band
of frequencies [21]. The mutual interference happens between BS and MT, RN
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cellular interface and BS, and RN cellular interface and MT. A TDMA based
standard interface has been modelled. Each session is assigned a time slot within
a frame which it keeps until it is handed off. No other sessions within the same
cell are assigned the same slot, and thus users within a cell do not interfere.
The cellular interface is modelled that constitutes the physical layer of the
links. The main attributes of this TDMA based cellular interface are [41]:
Access with 8 time slots.
• 128 radio channels in a paired band.
• frequency hopping.
• Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK) modulation.
The time slots and their associated slots form the physical channels of the
cellular interface. TDMA ensures that there will be no interference from si
multaneous transmissions and provides MTs with an extended battery life in
heterogenous HWN* system, since it transmits only portion of the time during
conversations. The proposed handover management and routing algorithms are
evaluated based on the TDMA based system for the HWN* cellular component.
The primary focus of the work was concentrated on the MAC and network lay
ers so standard radio interfaces were considered, such as FDD-TDMA described
above. It is not the objective of this work to develop a new radio interface but
rather show the HWN* can work with existing off-the-shelf air interfaces. As
an aside to this work, the concept of optimising physical layer scheduling was
considered. To evaluate the proposed scheduling algorithm, TDD is modelled as
TDD outperforms FDD and reasons were analysed in Chapter 2. This TDD link
scheduling algorithm can easily be used with the TDMA to form a TDD-TDMA
HWN* cellular interface.
A high data rate TDD interface is considered to support a link-rate of 20
Mbits/s. The signalling mini slot duration is 10 % of the time-slot duration.
Given the mini slot time of 0.143 ms, a transmission bit rate of 20 Mbit/s,
and 80 bits of signalling information, there is a guard interval of 0.139 ms for
receiver turn-around time. It is also assumed that the time slots in different
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cells have some time offset Toff. Small Toff corresponds to the case where the
uplink transmissions occur at the same time in adjacent cells and no overlapping
of uplink and downlink occurs. Small Toff leads to low BS-to-BS, low MT-toMT, high MT-to-BS and high BS-to-MT interference. High Toff leads to high
BS-to-BS, MT-to-MT, low' MT-to-BS and BS-to-MT interference. The Tgiot is
the duration of one time slot, the frame synchronisation error is given by:

T.

-

(4.9)

Toff/Tslot

The value
of defines the relation between the interference caused by MTs
and the interference caused by BSs during the time slot under consideration. The
TDD link packet queue changes and different packet transmission time changes
result in different same entity interference and other interference such as noise
level in the cell of interest at a time slot. All interference caused by the other
MTs in the cell of interest and the other cells is considered as an increase in
the noise level at the receiver. Therefore, the process gain after GA algorithm
implenientation is G{es). The packet energy-to-noise density ratio is defined as
[64]:
Prx • Gieg)

,

.

p = jrr—
/4^(m - 1) + 6
where Prx is the signal pow'er received from desired MT, m is the number of
MTs and e is the other interference.
if mo stands for the single cell capacity wuth considering same entity inter
ference and other interference. The TDD link capacity in percentage can be
expressed as the remain capacity give by the ratio:
m
'"0

= 100(1--------- .
Prxll +

1

(4.11)
- e

A bigger value of TDD link capacity indicates that the interferences do not
reduce much the capacity in the cell of interest, whereas a smaller value during
evaluation means that the capacity is largely destroyed in the time slot under
consideration.
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4.8.2

MANET Component Multiple Access

The MANET component employs the CSMA/CA [43] for the multiple access,
between MT and MT, and MT and RN MANET interface, as it is the most
adopted access protocol for MANETs and 802.lx networks [65].
CSMA/CA with exponential backoff was introduced in Chapter 2 along with
the exposed terminal and hidden terminal problems. Slot time is set to 20 fis.
The sender is responsible for: receiving frame from upper layer; going to Backoff
(BO) procedure; transmitting frame; waiting for ACK (Acknowlegement) and
going back to BO procedure. And receiver node is taking care of: Checking if
received frame is ok; waiting for Short Inter Eraine Space (SIFS) and transmitting
ACK. In BO procedure, if the time is due to timeout, the sender either doubles
contention window (CW) or waits until channel is idle plus an additional DCF
Inter Frame Space (DIFS). CW is adjustable and simulation parameter is listed
as:
• SIFS: 10 //,,s.
• DIFS: 50 p.s and DIFS = SIFS + 2 A slot time.
• BO: variable backoff (within one CW) and CW min: 31, CW max: 1023.
When regarding the RN MANET interface as a MANET node, if MANET
node clusterhead selection is performed and along with RN provide the time bea
con for synchronisation, a syncronised CSMA/CA can support fast data transfer,
adopts ACK for successful transmissions and implements the handshaking mech
anism between RN and MT to reduce collisions.

4.8.3

HWN* Configuration

The connections are created dynamically based on the closest distance, best radio
signal between MT and BS/RN or other MT in ad-hoc mode. Every time when
a MT moves away from its previous position, a inter-distance check for the MT
is performed. If a MT moves close enough to a new neighbour, a new connection
is created for both sides, the successful physical link includes properties such as
delay, throughput, error probabilities etc. The physical layer can receive messages
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from other nodes and also, it can receive messages from mobility layer. If the
message comes from another node that does not contain errors, the message is
sent directly to the higher level layers. If the message comes from a mobility
layer, parameters such as node position or link delay will be updated in physical
layer. When a higher layer tries to send a message, the message will go down to
the physical layer that takes care of accurate delivery.
In order to define network topology of HWN*, the NEDs are classified into
three hierarchical NED layers, at the bottom hierarchy rnobilehost.ned, relaynode.ned and basestation.ned are created to specify functions such as nodes posi
tion and parameters used in the node mobility, physical, MAC and NETWORK
layer modelers, layer.ned in the middle hierarchy defines functions such as inter
layer connection gates and inter layer pre-defined delays. The world.ned on the
top hierarchy controls the appearances of what one can see on the graphical user
interface.

4.8.4

HWN* Deployment Strategies

From system evaluation level, two plans which are maximal packing based RN
placement and the heuristic based R,N placement are deployed for evaluation.
The maximal packing based RN placement depends on the deployment of
TDMA based BSs. Therefore the algorithm is based on a combinatorial approach
where BSs are firstly planed and RNs are overlaid based on the idealistic cellular
BSs plan. Each BS with same transmission range are circles by other 6 other BSs
and RN is overlaid in the centre of three BSs. With the same number of BSs and
RNs, in the heuristic RN placement optimisation plan, the BSs has been placed
based on the cellular plan [108] considering the fact that BSs can not be placed at
arbitrary locations, such as protected buildings, difficult geographical locations
and so on. The placement of RNs considers the constrains posed by scenarios
discussed in the previous Chapter 3. The best group of BSs and RNs required to
fulfil the target the constrained optimisation requirements is selected among the
initial groups.
To quantify the benefits of RNs, traffic intensity of 20 Erlangs/cell is assumed
as the highest capacity the BS oriented cellular mode can handle. A RN is a
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simple repeater-type structure which communicates with MTs as well as BSs
using cellular frequencies. It also includes a MANET access point structure,
which communicates with each other and MTs using MANET frequencies. Each
relay node is dedicated to one BS and communicates with the BS through wireless
link.
For the cellular interface, the number of cellular channels available in each
cell is assumed to be equal to the number of time slots. BSON with RN commu
nication mode becomes available only when a cell is fully loaded. In other words,
in that particular cell the BOSN communication mode can not provide further
space to accommodate communication request. A relaying channel has to be
chosen among the already used channels in the adjacent cells. For the MANET
interface, the number of channels available in each R,N is contention based. The
meshed RN can reserve AIANET channels to improve the performance of MANET
with RN coinmiinication mode. However in MANET connnunication mode, the
channels access are contention based using synchronised CSMA/CA.
Algorithms under evaluation are coded using C-^-F to make them compatible
with 0MNET-!--(-. As OMNET-l--f- has already supplied basic classes in facili
tating network physical, MAC and NETWORK layers algorithm development,
proposed algorithms are developed using some common properties of basic OMNET-f-h classes. Default simulation parameters for the evaluation of the HWN*
system, if not otherwise specified in Chapter 5, are summarised as: the log-normal
standard deviation as is set as 10 dB, shadowing correlation distance
is set to
50 m, and the mean SIR value
is set to 17 dB. The attractor point mobility
model is used for all MTs.

4.9

Conclusion

In analysing and evaluating the HWN* system and proposed algorithms and pro
tocols, a computer simulation was used. This chapter has discussed computer
simulation modelling and described the constituent models used to implement
HWN* framework simulator developed as part of this study. When designing a
computer simulation environment accurate modelling must be used, as crude sys
tem modelling will not capture the significant characteristics of the real system
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and will generate misleading performance evaluations. A selection of suitable
simulation tools is also important in networking research as most comprehen
sive and accurate results are desirable, which can maximally emulate real-word
performance.
Physical layer characteristics for HWN* communications are reviewed and dis
cussed. Important issues for network modelling such as multi-user systems with
various radio propagation model, node power transmission, simulation seeds se
lection, multimedia traffic input, MT mobility algorithms, HWN* multiple access
schemes, HWN* core network conhguration and system deployment strategies to
incorporate proposed algorithms are also presented.
In Chapter 5, the thesis will discuss simulation evaluation and result of pro
posed algorithms for HWN* framework including dynamic handover performance,
adaptive routing performance and link scheduling for TDD packets in terms of
system throughput, network delay, QoS and etc.

no

Chapter 5
Framework Architecture and
Algorithm Evaluation
5.1

Introduction

The novel HWX* infrasi.rueture proposes niiniinal impact on existing cellular and
MANET structures, and defines a cellular and MANET interfaced relay node,
which has the fnnctionalities to support micro cellular cell coverage, cellular &
MANET inter-network load balancing and HWN* cascaded routing assistance.
The key system performance metrics left to be proven are summarised as follows:
Network Topology Design In order to maximise the spectrum usage and fa
cilitate load balancing, this thesis proposes heuristic relay placement con
sidering three HWN* components characteristics as well as node mobility
pattern’s impact on system performance. The simulation results will prove
the benefit of this in terms of system throughput and network fairness when
compared to single strategy based relay placement and a maximal packing
based relay placement.
System Capacity Increase The capacity increase in a single HWN* cell is
largely dependent on the level of inter and intra cell interference in cellu
lar mode, the same-entity interference in cellular mode and multiple access
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interference of the MANET mode. The inter network load balancing, cas
caded routing over three HWN* components and TDD link packet schedul
ing methods have been proposed to increase HWN* per cell capacity and
per node capacity in both cellular mode and MANET mode.
Packet Transmission Delay For large scale networks, where more components
are added to the network, simple route management algorithms may pro
duce larger transmission delays, which results in a slower application re
sponse time. The design of cascaded routing has contributed a novel ap
proach to deal with complex systems over several layers. The algorithm
includes several route change triggers, reduces protocol overhead and con
siders cross layer design, layered networks, self-organisation and QoS.
Quality of Service The HWN* is expected to provide multiple service classes
with varied QoS requirements compared to normal 3G networks and other
multi-hop cellular networks without user classification. The research con
tributes tlie user classihcation strategy with three differentiated service class
profiles for the evaluation of traffic admission, mobility management, han
dover management and cascaded routing. For inter-network handover, con
gestion control between service classes lias been introduced, which discour
ages applications from using heavily loaded cellular resources and encouragers MANET medium usage.
Algorithm Optimisation The research contributes two optimisation techniques,
a genetic algorithm based TDD link scheduling and a neural network based
HWN* system optimisation, outlined in Appendix A. As will be demon
strated by simulation evaluation, signihcant benefits can be obtained after
optimisations. As an initial attempt towards flexible HWN* system man
agement, a conceptual autonomic computing managed HWN* is presented
in Appendix A in order to realise system self-conhguration, self-optimisation
and partially realise self-healing and self-protection. To reduce the cost on
human operation, the HW'N* conducts a self-learning process on the imple
mented algorithm behaviour. System configurations are adjusted accord
ingly using feed forward neural network based autonomic elements.
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This chapter presents a computer based simulation evaluation of the HWN*
framework and associated algorithms. Inter-system mobility management and
distributed route/path finding algorithms for HWN* are related issues as they
both deal wdth node mobility but from different perspectives. Section 5.2 focuses
on resource management aspects. It presents HWN* system handover perfor
mance in terms of traffic blocking, QoS oriented service provision and system
capacity, when compared to other hybrid systems and network algorithms. Sec
tion 5.3, focused on cascaded routing aspects, investigates the system end-to-end
delay, network capacity, per node capacity and also QoS oriented service provi
sion. Meanwhile, the number of relay nodes is addressed and Pv.N topologies are
evaluated to present an efficient relay placement plan. The HWN* radio access
evaluation in Section 5.4 demonstrates improvements on average packets waiting
time to get into the TDD link queue and mean packet waiting time of the queue
insertion, after genetic algorithm optimisation.

5.2

HWN* System Handover Management Eval
uation

In the evaluation of HWN* inter network and intra network handover manage
ment, the proposed traffic classification strategy is used with differentiated service
profiles. Voice traffic, web traffic and video traffic are modelled as specified in
Chapter 4 and transmitted through packets. It is generalised that video stream
ing is a real-time service, while all web transports are referred to as non real-time
services. Table 5.1 presents a moderate QoS profile used, consisting of 30% 64
Kbps streaming video, 45% general voice calls and 25% non real-time web ser
vices according to the 3GPP [121] specihcation. The service request portion is
distributed and shared among these three user classes. The voice, video and
web traffic cell dwell times are all determined by the attractor mobility model
implemented.
The MTs are randomly distributed in 13 regular hexagonal cells (Ikrn di
ameter, 2.6 kw? )in an 8 km X 8 km grid. With maximal packing based RN
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Figure 5.1: Total load carried and effective load carried against GOS.

placement place described in Chapter 5 and 4. The BS is located in the cen
tre of each cell. The MT i,ravels between 0 and 80 km/h which reflects typical
user behaviour for the attractor point mobility model implemented. On the other
hand, the 802.11 based networks propagation model has limited compensation for
Doppler shift[122]. They do not have the equaliser or rake receiver and therefore
the performance result can be largely affected by the MT’s high relative speed.

5.2.1

HWN* Traffic Management Performance

For the comparisons, a TDMA cellular system is simulated to serve as a sys
tem comparison benchmark. The handover procedures of the TDMA network is
referred to as plain handover, which operates as follows: a MT establishes com
munication with a specific BS on a particular channel. When the MT travels
to another cell, and if there are channels free in the target cell, the MT then
transfers the communication to this BS, otherwise this attempt at handover is
marked as a failure. In order to enhance the plain handover performance and
make system comparison fair, the TDAIA system intentionally reserves a number
of channels for servicing handover requests. In the event that a request for han
dover from one of the other cells into the target cell can not be serviced due to
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a lack of channels, reserved handover channels will be activated. The number of
reserved channels is dynamically adjusted upward and downward based on sys
tem traffic input. The channel reservation handover algorithm produces similar
system performance results when compared to more sophisticated algorithms e.g
traffic prediction based algorithm [23]. Two channel reservation levels are used in
simulation, namely TDMA R-Level One and TDMA R-Level Two. In level one
a maximum of 3% of the channels are reserved, while in level two a maximum of
5% of the channels are reserved.
Figure 5.1(a) and 5.1(b) show the load carried per cell and the effective load
carried per cell against the grade of service (GOS) for the three haridoff algo
rithms, which are HWN* traffic management without dedicated cellular mode
handover channel reservation, TDMA network using R-Level and TDMA net
work using R-Level Two. Each system has the same amount of resource in terms
of system bandwidth. Both traffic types that terminated normally and those that
failed prematurely due to a handover failure contribute to the total load carried.
Normal traffic' account for the effective load carried. The GOS is dehned as:
GOS =

T A/)/A
An + A/,

(5.1)

where A„ is the mean new session arrival rate. A/, is the mean handover session
arrival rate. Bn is the blocking probability of a new session, and Ph is the proba
bility of handover failure. The results have shown that in layered HWN* system,
traffic management performs significantly better than the other two channel reser
vation mechanisms. At a GOS of 0.03, which is a typical system performance goal,
the total load carried by HWN* is approximately 11.6 Erlangs, compared to 9.7
and 9.1 Erlangs for TDMA R-Level two and TDMA R-Level One. The TDMA
R-Level two performs slightly better than TDMA R-Level One since more traffic
handovers are involved in simulation when compared to real-world scenarios. It
also yields major gains in the effective load carried, at a GOS of 0.03, the total
effective load carried by the HW'N* has improved by approximately 1.6 and 2
Erlangs as compared to the TDMA R-Level Two and TDAIA R-Level One. It
has been noticed that increasing GOS (> 0.3) in Figure 5.1(b) leads to a reduc
tion in the effective carried load since the handover overheads greatly increase.
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therefore the handover upper limit in the HWN* should be defined to mitigate
this problem.
Figure 5.2 shows the session blocking probabilities for Poisson modeled MTs
entering the simulated stand alone MANET with RN mesh mode, the base station
oriented TDMA network and the HWN* scenarios, under various traffic loads. To
make sure each system has the same amount of resources, the theoretical system
overall capacity for the three systems is configured to the same level through an
increase or a decrease of BS or RN numbers. Optimisation techniques are used
in order to improve traffic admission in the MANET with RN and the TDMA
networks. For the MANET with RN, each node is under the signalling coverage
of one RN and a number of channels are reserved at each RN. In the event that
contention happens and a node communications with its peer, the node will start
looking for channels from its associated RN. For the TDMA network, a number
of guarded channels are reserved for traffic admission. It is observed that the
MANET with RN presents the worst performance followed by the TDMA network
and the HWN* has the lowest session blocking probability. Even after dedicated
traffic admission enhancement where RN stablises relay links and makes more
resources available for session admission, the ad hoc system with RN support still
presents unsatisfiable result which can be attri])uted to unstable links, medium
access contention and service inconsistencies. HWN*’s low session blocking rate
also indicates that more resources have been utilised via coordinated cellular and
MANET interfaces.
Simplified traffic management processes from the WINNER and the SO
PRANO projects are simulated, respectively. For WINNER, handover is reg
ulated by a cooperative relaying algorithm and the RN operates full resource
management functions. The RN handover management function is thus sim
ulated using the same standards as BS. Packet multicasting has been realised
where arranged traffic can be sent to a sink from multiple sources, and vice versa.
For distributed SOPRANO, instead of BS coordinated handover management,
new route calculation is solely determined by the local MT. The traffic manage
ment of SOPRANO resembles the RN supported MANET scenario of HWN*,
with the difference that a recommended minimum energy routing protocol is im-
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Average Traffic Intensity (Erlangs / Cell)

Figure 5.2: Session blocking probabilities

pleinented in [79]. For all three systems under comparison, the available cellular
radio bandwidth and simulation traffic mix input uses the same setup.
Figure 5.3(a) shows the probability curves of the handover blocking for a new
session against the average load offered. It is observed that there is a significant
improvement in the handover blocking performance for the HWN* traffic man
agement, compared to the cooperative handover in WINNER and the minimum
energy routing in the SOPRANO. From Figure 5.3(a), at 15 Erlangs average of
fered load, the corresponding session blocking probabilities are 0.023, 0.037, and
0.059. Figure 5.3(b) illustrates the probability of a forced termination against av
erage load offered. A forced termination is defined as when a session is forced to
terminate due handover failure and media access failure (typically caused by traf
fic congestion). The HWN* system exhibits the best performance when compared
against WINNER and SOPRANO, in which no congestion control mechanisms
are implemented. For example, at 15 Erlangs average offered load, the forced
termination probabilities are approximately 0.056, 0.128, and 0.153, respectively.
This represents an almost threefold improvement over the performance of the
other two systems. The results also suggest some dedicated congestion control
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Handover blocking probability

Average Traffic Intensity (Erlangs / Cell ]

Average Traffic Intensity (Erlangs / Cell ]

(a) A

(b) B

Figure 5.3: Performance comparison of the HWN*, WINNER and SOPRANO

must be used in the other hybrid wireless networks, otherwise the forced termi
nation probabilities can be unacceptable.

5.2.2

User Classification Evaluation

Experiments are conducted to verify that the proposed mobility management
meets the goal of providing QoS differentiation among different users based on
their class profile. To setup a comparison benchmark, a simple HWN* system
is simulated without any dedicated handover management mechanisms and user
classification. In this system, each traffic class has the same privilege in terms
of trafhc admission and inter and intra system handover, arriving packets are
accommodated on first-come-first-serve basis until all channels have been occu
pied. A MT either uses cellular mode or MANET mode. A MT terminates the
handover process when it can not find an alternative route, or no free channels
are available at the BS a MT roams to. A maximal packing based RN location
plan is deployed where RN is placed at the centre point of intersection of the 3
hexagonal cells.
Figure 5.4 shows the results for handover blocking performance for HWN*
with trafhc QoS diherentiation, and HWN* without QoS diherentiation and mo-
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Average Traffic Intensity (Erlangs / Cell)

Figure 5.4: Overall Handover blocking probabilities

bility nianagement. Apparently, HWN* utilises existing medium resources effi
ciently and ensures the required level of service. Meanwhile, it again indicates that
the HWN* handover nianagement mechanisms balance the traffic load between
cellular and MANET components. This improvement becomes marginal after
the system is heavily loaded; this is an interesting result since dynamic channel
balancing usually presents even or worse performance compared to fixed channel
balancing place under high traffic load [40]. Two main reasons contribute to this
phenomenon: The inter network handover for each service class is not frequent
even under high traffic load as HPUs and NPUs mostly use cellular mode and
LPUs use MANET mode; the MANET with mesh RN support assists each service
class with reliable links thus the communications no longer need to be shifted to
another access. On the other hand, the HWN* without QoS differentiation and
mobility management treats each packet the same, there is a high probability that
instant traffic types will use up the available bandwidth. Furthermore, MANET
and cellular resources are not mutually accessible, thus the “hot spot” traffic can
not be diverted to cells with available resources, which results in severe resource
contention.
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Figure 5.5: Traffic class handover blocking probabilities

This research is also interested in examining whether each traffic profile is sat
isfied with the QoS in terms of handover blocking probabilities. Therefore Figure
5.5 presents the results for each traffic profile with increasing traffic loads. The
performance of HPUs and NPUs are as expected, under any traffic load, the two
premier traffic users are mostly guaranteed with QoS in terms of handover traffic
blocking. Even under high traffic load, the blocking rates for HPUs or NPUs are
less than 1 percent. Most traffic blocking attributes to LPUs, with a slightly high
2.7 percent under high traffic load. The major reason contributing to this obser
vation is that the excellent performance of HPUs and NPUs is attributed to the
sacrifice of LPUs which use unstable ad hoc based services with a comparatively
higher route change rate, when compared to cellular services.
The handover delay can be obtained in two ways and depends on whether
service differentiation is considered or not. Without differentiation, handover
delay includes the original communication mode detachment time and destination
mode association time. The original mode and destination mode can use the same
access interface for intra-system handover while they can be different for inter
system handover. However, when considering traffic differentiation, handover
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Figure 5.6: Traffic class handover delay performance

delay not only includes the mode detachment and association time, but also
includes congestion control time and user class negotiation time. The average
congestion control time is 0.1 seconds and the class negotiation time is 0.2 seconds.
Figure 5.6 exhibits the average handover delay of three traffic profiles, HPUs,
NPUs, LPUs and HWN* traffic without differentiation versus increasing traffic
loads. When traffic differentiation is not used, less control and negotiation over
head is introduced, the simple traffic class performs a similar result to LPUs at
low and medium traffic loads between 5 to 15 Erlangs. However, the handover
delay of this class is increased after 17 Erlangs since the handovers become largely
influenced by the increasing traffic load. The medium access contention for both
cellular interface and MANET interface is tense between ongoing sessions and
handover sessions without coordination. Although with the control and negotia
tion overhead, the HPUs and NPUs still exhibit better results than traffic without
differentiation and LPUs.
Still, after the traffic differentiation, node per node handover delay and per
node fairness in terms of handover delay can not be indicated through an averaged
result. Figure 5.7 presents the cumulative distribution function for various traffic
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative distribution function of delay predominance at target 0.7
seconds

profiles at target delay value 0.7 seconds. As the traffic load increases, for HPUs,
one can see that over 90 percent of users show a mapping of 20 Erlangs/cell or
better and about 85 percent of users still reach a satisfactory handover delay per
formance within 0.7 seconds at high traffic load 25 Erlangs/cell. Eor NPUs, over
86 percent of users achieve target handover delay within 20 Erlangs/cell and still
80 percent of users present a mapping of high traffic load at 25 Erlangs/cell or
better. However, the per node handover performance for LPUs or simple HWN*
traffic profile is unsatisfactory. The simple HWN* traffic can only guarantee
around 60 percent of users without QoS differentiation with this high delay per
formance target at medium 15 Erlangs/cell traffic load. More than 80 percent
of LPUs can not delivery the target delay performance at 20 Erlangs/cell traffic
load. Again, the result indicate the HPUs and NPUs exhibit largely better per
node delay performance results when compared to traffic without differentiation
and LPUs.
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5.3

HWN* System Analysis with ADCR Rout
ing

The purpose of the advanced routing algorithm proposal is to fully utilise both
cellular and MANET radio resources, increase capacity and avoid large delays.
For the cellular network component of HWN*, the capacity is increased through
the use of channel reuse at different cells. MANET capacity is also determined by
spatial reuse. However, in general the node capacity depends on the node density.
If nodes are mutually connected and route length is dependent on the number of
nodes, the more nodes in a MANET, the less capacity each node has [78]. The
capacity analysis for the HWN* framework is a complicated issue, thus a static
snapshot case study (see Figure 5.8) is first analysed for HWN*, based on link
interference. The RN in this situation is treated as a static node with message
forwarding functionality, for example, the node number 4 in Figure 5.8. Two
wireless links interfere with each other when the end-nodes are in interference
range of the other link’s ends. The channel capacity C gives the upper bound on
the aggregated data rate over all mutually contending links thus, a maximal set of
mutually contending links sets can be regarded as a clique-flow matrix problem.
A clique of a graph is its maximal complete subgraph. The problem of finding
the size of a clique for a given graph is an NP-complete problem [70]. The data
flow is denoted in the wireless link as a sub-how. As shown in Figure 5.8, there
are two multi-hop hows fi and /2, fi starts from node one to node seven and /2
starts from six and hnishes at node three. Let L^j denote the sub-how from node
i to node j. 1/2,3 is the most contentious link which, is interfered by Li,2, ^2,6,
^3,4, ^4,5 and L4J. If we denote Bij as the aggregated bandwidth over the clique
resource. It can be implied that:
(5.2)
ij^ct

For example, if the data rates of fi and /2 are ri and 7^2 respectively, then B12 = ri
and ^2,3 = +7"2- If is simple to imply from equation 5.2 that 5i,2 + i^2,6 + -S2,3 +
-^3,4 ^ C and ^2,3 + -^3,4 + ^4,5 + ^4,7 < C for the cliques Ci and C2 respectively.
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Figure 5.8: Wireless link snapshot and contention graph

Using three scaling approaches proposed in [105], the HWN* framework is able
to determine the dimensioning solution to the problem. For example, the number
of RN entities increases and decreases based on the number of MT entity changes.
The three parameters are; the number of R.Ns m, the number of MTs n and the
system capacity C. Depending on the growth of the number of infrastructure
nodes, m relative to the number of ad hoc nodes n, the asymptotic scaling for
the per user throughput as n becomes large [105], when:
m < yjn/ log n
The per user throughput is of the order of Cj yjnj logn and can be realised
by allowing only ad hoc communications which does not necessarily need RN
support, when:
\/n/ logn <m< n/logn
The order for the per user throughput is Cm/n, therefore the total additional
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bandwidth provided by m RNs is effectively shared among n MTs. Finally, when:
n / log n <171
the order of the per user throughput is only C/ log n which implies that further
investments in relay nodes will not lead to an improvement in throughput and
bandwidth optimisation.

5.3.1

HWN* Capacity Analysis

For the fiWN* capacity evaluation, the service request portion is distributed and
shared among these three user classes and the ffWN* attractor Point Mobility
Model (HPMM) has been implemented on each MT. A BS is located in the centre
of each cell. The MT travels between 0 and 80 km/h. In order to increase ffWN*
system capacity, two simulation scenarios with different RN positioning plans
have been evaluated, which are the packing based RN plan and the heuristic RN
placement as proposed in Chapter 3.
The simulation iinplements a modified AODV [19] model for the multi-hop
cellular network to be fairly compared with the proposed ADCR based HWN*. In
the multi-hop cellular network, when paths are needed by MTs, which is demanddriven, the path query messages are unicast to the BS. If MTs do not obtain
paths from the base, then path query messages will be flooded as in AODV. It
is also configured so that only the MANET chisterhead can act as traffic relay
nodes in the evaluated multi-hop cellular network. Similar to traffic inter-network
handover management evaluation, video streaming is generalised as a real-time
service, while web transports are referred to as non real-time services. The default
QoS traffic input profiles used consisting of streaming video, general voice calls
and non real-time web services are exactly the same as the ones used in Table
5.1.
The first experiment is to show two pre-engineered RN positioning strategies’
influence on the HWN* capacity under various traffic input. In order to simulate
traffic load increase, the MTs are added from 0 to 500 gradually as an input
parameter to increase the offered load.
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Figure 5.9: Average capacity comparison of the heuristic RN HWN*, packing RN
HWN* and multi-hop cellular network

When the heuristic and packing based RN positioning schemes are imple
mented in HWN*, the per cell capacities are expected to be greater than the
multi-hop cellular network, especially under high traffic volume. This is because
MTs, not serviced in a cell, can use the optimised RN assistance of heuristic plan
or packed relay path to access other media resources. As the traffic input is be
ing increased, the relay nodes, after packing RN scheme implementations almost
achieve complete connectivity considering both cellular service relay and MANET
service relay. Figure 5.9 records per cell capacity performance of three scenar
ios as traffic load increases. The capacities of both heuristic and packing based
HWN* increase until maximum throughput is reached at around 5.7 Mbps and
5.6 Mbps, respectively. As can be seen from the trend of the capacity lines, when
the traffic load increases, the heuristic RN based HWN* outperforms the packing
based RN HWN* largely at medium traffic load, and its maximum capacity is
approaching the theoretical gain. The traffic is adaptively routed through both
heuristic and packing plans while only the heuristic RN plan improves the system
capacity at disadvantaged locations and reduces service interruptions, ft also in-
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Figure 5.10: The heuristic R,N positioned HWN*, packing RN positioned HWN*
and multi-hop cellular network node average throughput versus offered load

dicates that the heuristic plan, which considers realistic BSs arrangement, has
been successfully adapted in HWN* system. In contrast, although the packing
RN scheme’s performance is fair, it is too idealistic and has difficulties in terms
of implementation, which does not respect realistic BSs placement and installa
tion. The RN BS association in practice is not well-packed due to site availability
problem.
In order to analyse packet the delivery ratio of the HWN*, the Node Average
Throughput (NAT), as one presentation of packet loss rate during the transmis
sion, is defined as:
NAT

Efm 100%

E;

DSr

(5.3)

Totally, there are N MTs in the system and n stands for a particular node,
I < n < N. DRn is the total amount of data received in AIT n and DSn is the
total amount of data sent in AIT n.
Figure 5.10 shows the impact of increased traffic on the node average packet
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delivery ratio where all nodes are sending data with full capacity during the
simulations. It indicates under whichever traffic load, the proposed ADCR with
heuristic and packing based RNs placement plans give a higher throughput than
the multi-hop cellular system. The curve of heuristic RN HWN* corresponds
to the case where all the transmitted packets are almost successfully received,
which can be considered to be an upper throughput bound on this proposed
scheme. One can see that the increase of traffic load does not dramatically affect
of this scheme’ performance. When the maximum traffic load input achieves, the
heuristic based RN structure outperforms the packing based structure by 3%.
Overall, the node average packet delivery ratio decreases when the traffic load
increases, this is mainly due to the congestion and routing failure. However, even
the packing RN based HWN* outperforms the multi-hop cellular network by 21%
in average at maximum traffic load, which is significant.

5.3.2

Packet Transmission Delay

The average packet transmission end-to-end delay of a traffic flow should be
directly proportional to the number of hops traversed by the flow, and inversely
proportional to the flow’s end-to-end throughput, this is an interesting metric to
study since the HWN* system itself has complicated transmission models, which
can be seen as hybrid traffic migration of MANET, cellular network and enhanced
packet relay services. UDP, not TCP has been used as UDP transmits without
connection setup delays, flow control and retransmission, it is more efficient than
TCP and meets the requirements of delay-sensitive real-time applications with
transmission error checking [18]. The Average End-to-end Delay (AED) is defined
as:
AED =

(5.4)
N
Totally, N packets are send during transmission and n stands for the packet
ID, 1 < 7T, < A. DTn is the packet delivery time of packet n. Simplified WINNER
and SOPRANO infrastructures are therefore simulated with traffic routing func
tionality. As stated in traffic handover analysis, WINNER realises packet switch
through cooperative relaying, the RN is thus simulated to operate the same traffic
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switching functions which resemble cellular BS switching. For SOPRANO, route
path calculation is exclusively carried out in the local MT. A minimum energy
routing protocol, as recommended in [79] which maximally saves the transmis
sion power, is simulated. Figure 5.11 shows the average end to end delay versus
quantised load offered for four hybrid networks. The HWN* system deploys two
different deployment strategies which are maximal packing based RN placement
HWN* and heuristic based RN placement HWN* plans. It is observed that there
is a significant improvement in the delay performance of both heuristic RN and
packing RN based HWN* using ADCR routing, compared to the cooperative
relaying of WINNER and the minimum energy routing of SOPRANO. At 15 Er
langs average offered load, the corresponding average end-to-end delays are 0.09,
0.11, 0.21, and 0.033 seconds and the delay in other systems is mostly two or
three times larger than the HWN* ADCR under various traffic load. The pro
posed ADCR scheme adaptively selects paths with better quality and prevents
wasting transmission time. Compared to the packing algorithm, the heuristic
algorithm has a slightly better packet delay performance. It is proved that due
to location advantage, the RN in this scenario assists more optimal routing path
using the scheme.
The node power conservation in SOPRANO does not necessarily result in
better transmission delay performance since the time has been wasted on next
hop power adjustment. The minimum energy protocol also selects the route that
uses minimum energy for the total path. It may increase system capacity but
the tradeoff is a longer average hop distance. For the cooperative relaying of
WINNER, the delay performance is very much dependent on RN cooperative
relay policies. Since only a simple policy is deployed, which is based on minimal
multi-hop distance [132], the delay performance is slightly worse than the HWN*
system with policies that each packet has four communication modes to select
from, AIANET with meshed RN mode provides reliable communications and the
network includes service fairness consideration. A better RN policy which takes
into account the potential cooperative gains should improve WINNER system
routing performance.
Figure 5.12 presents the end-to-end delay comparison of HWN* without RN
supported MANET mode and HWN* using ADCR. The purpose of this experi-
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Figure 5.11: Average end to end transiiiission delay of HWN* two RN placement
scenarios, WINNER and SOPRANO

inent is to verify the impact of HWN* ad hoc mode access on delay performance.
The heuristic RN placement plan is deployed. Interestingly, overall the HWN*
with ADCR, does not show a significant negative impact on system performance
under all traffic loads. HWN* without ad hoc access outperforms HWN* with
ADCR under low and medium traffic loads. The main reason is that less packet
transmission overheads were produced and time has been saved from mode selec
tion. However, the delay performance of HWN* using only cellular and cellular
with RN transmission modes increases quickly under heavily loaded traffic due to
network congestions. The test again proves that in HWN* system, the routing
path is adaptively selected and the number of route hops and routing overhead
are maximally kept as small as possible.
Apart from the RN placement plan, the number of relay nodes is a critical
parameter which affects the HWN* system performance. The packing based
RN placement HWN* is chosen as the test scenario because the random RN
numbers cut-off heuristic algorithm may cause large transmission delay in hot
spot situations. Suppose there are N RNs planned in the network. Figure 5.13
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Figure 5.12: Average end to end transmission of various HWN* seenarios

presents the delay performance of fully loaded RN, 2/3A RNs loaded and 1/3A
RNs scenarios under increasing traffic load. The packing based RN placement
plan is deployed for network fairness using ADCR routing. The result clearly
indicates that the delay is much less for the fully loaded RN plan, compared to
the other two scenarios with less infrastructure nodes. One can estimate that an
increase of one RN reduces end-to-end delay and improves HWN* throughput by
at least 3% on average in a small domain including seven cellular BSs. However,
excessive installation of RN may not be preferable because there is a tradeoff
between management cost and expected system performance.

5.3.3

QoS based Routing Analysis

Experiments are conducted to verify that the proposed ADCR algorithm meets
the goal of providing QoS differentiation among different users based on their class
profile. To setup a comparison benchmark, a simple HWN* user profile without
traffic differentiation is also simulated, which represents the average of all users
and each packet has the same privileges when accessing the medium resource.
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Figure 5.13: Average end to end transinissioii under various RN loads

A simple routing algorithm has been devised for the HWN* for the comparison.
Packets first search for available cellular resource and the arriving packets are
first accommodated on a first-conie-first-serve basis until all available channels
have been used. If packets can not get channels from the cellular interface, they
then search for the MANET interface and the RN is treated as a normal ad hoc
node. The routing decision is made by an individual MT and a MT terminates
the routing process when it can not find an alternative route.
It is defined that all the medium access failures and routing failures contribute
to the route acquisition success ratio. Figure 5.14 presents the route acquisition
success ratio with increasing traffic load. The ADCR based HWN* scheme largely
outperforms HWN* without ADCR in all traffic loads because the ADCR always
returns a path on-demand and balances the traffic load between two networks
with RN assistance. The ADCR continuously strives to provide an alternative
route that will minimise the probability of route acquisition failure. The perfor
mance improvement is marginal when the system becomes heavily loaded. More
traffic in the simple HWN* cannot find the route, the problem of this simple rout
ing algorithm lies in its limitation on route selection, alternative paths provision
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Figure 5.14: Comparisons of success route acquisition ratio between HWN*
ADCR and HWN* without ADCR

and R,N assistance. The result has also proved that the cascaded routing algo
rithm considering cross layer issues can be well-adapted to the HWN*, or may
be deployed with modification for other hybrid wireless networks with multiple
interfaces.
Table 5.2 shows the individual class profile successful path acquisition proba
bilities against traffic load using heuristic RN placement plan. It can be seen from
the result that different route acquisition ratios are experienced by different ser
vice class profiles. The simple HWN* unclassified traffic exhibits similar results
as NPUs and outperforms LPUs because HPUs and NPUs get route acquisition
priority at the expense of LPUs. Under low and medium traffic intensities, the
success rates are similar among HPUs, NPUs and LPUs, since sufficient routes are
available and LPUs are not largely affected by HPU and NPU communications.
However, in the high traffic intensity case, HPU and NPU application encounter
large resource competition in the MAC layer, which consumes a considerable
fraction of the radio resource. This may adversely affect the route finding perfor
mance of LPUs, in particular when a HPU and NPU traffic hot spot occurs, LPUs
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Table 5.2: Successful route acquisition ratio comparison between diffenr
classes in heuristic RN placement HWN*

HPUs

NPUs

LPUs

Simple
HWN*

5 Erlangs/cell

100.0%

100.0%

98.0%

99.2%

10 Erlangs/cell

98.1%

93.2%

91.9%

92.7%

15 Erlangs/cell

97.3%

87.0%

86.7%

89.6%

20 Erlangs/cell

96.1%

84.4%

82.-5%

85.6%

25 Erlangs/cell

95.0%

77.1%

72.1%

78.3%

are pushed to use the ad hoc communications mode, where the routings
is comparatively unstable compared with the infrastructure based mode
Table 5.3 presents the result of successful path acquisition probabilitiest
traffic load for each traffic profile using the ideal maximal packing RN pit
plan. Similar to the previous scenario results, different ratios are experity
different class profiles. The simple HWN* traffic still exhibits similar rto
NPUs and outperforms LPUs. The HPUs largely outperform the LPUse
most of their sessions are served in the cellular interface and the celluimunication modes frequently become unavailable to LPUs due to the e
of relay nodes and the mobility model implemented. When comparing o
tables, it has been noticed that the heuristic RN plan largely outperfce
maximal packing RN plan for every traffic profile under all traffic loaie
coverage extension with ADCR routing brought about by the additio.e
optimised RN position plan is clearly visible and the other packing bN
HWN* has disadvantage at remote locations with a high possibility of res
or route absence.
However, for both Table 5.2 and Table 5.3, NPUs were expected to pa
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Table 5.3: Successful route acquisition ratio comparison between different user
classes in maximal packing RN placement HWN*

HPUs

NPUs

LPUs

Simple
HWN*

5 Erlangs/cell

98.1%

96.3%

93.1%

96.3%

10 Erlangs/cell

96.4%

90.6%

83.8%

89.7%

15 Erlangs/cell

91.3%

86.0%

77.0%

81.5%

20 Erlangs/cell

85.1%

79.5%

70.5%

78.5%

25 Erlangs/cell

81.0%

69.3%

60.0%

68.3%

similar result to HPUs since their traffic includes a large amount of voice services
which is critical. The slightly inferior NPUs route acquisition result is attributed
to the mode selection algorithm implemented. For NPUs, the reference selection
method of MHCT > CT > OHAHT is used, while for the HPUs the sub-routing
selection method is CT > MHCT > OHAHT. Therefore, a large number of ser
vices have been finished in the MANET with RN support based MHCT routing,
where there is less bandwidth and less traffic coordination when compared to the
cellular service based CT mode. The service preference selection can be changed,
implementing more reasonable policy in order to improve the NPUs performance.
In the end, an interesting scenario is investigated where the multi-hop ad hoc
communication (two hops maximum) is enabled along with ADCR routing, when
considering route acquisition ratio. It means once route acquisition fails when
using ADCR, the packets search for the destination node directly with ad hoc
communication. Certainly, the incorporation of direct ad hoc communication
introduces routing and resource sharing overhead, but this evaluation only tries
to prove the capability of direct ad hoc communication in terms of MANET
medium utilisation. The system configuration is slightly different, 15% of the
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MTs are configured to reside in places outside infrastructure support, while the
remaining MTs still migrate using the attractor point mobility model. Simulation
parameters such as user profiles, traffic input, etc. are kept the same as the
parameters used in QoS based routing analysis. Figure 5.15 presents the results
comparison between ADCR based HWN* and ADCR based HWN* + multi hop
ad hoc. Different levels of route accusation ratio degradation happen in both
scenarios. However, under maximum traffic input, the HWN* + multi-hop ad hoc
system outperforms the HWN* ADCR, without multi-hop ad hoc communication
by 11%. The performance improvement is large due to the reasons as follows:
1. Because the system configuration has been changed and the MT implements
the attraction point mobility model, nodes converge in a city environment
at some stage which facilitates ad hoc routing.
2. Under high traffic volume, more route acquisition failure takes place due to
network congestion and routing failure.
3. HPUs and NPUs have the route acquisition priority, leaving a large number
of LPUs unaccommodated.
To conclude, the ADCR may incorporate the multi-hop ad hoc communication
as a backup plan to be used under high traffic input.

5.4

GA based Radio Access for HWN*

This section presents the genetic algorithm optimised scheduling algorithm results
for TDD based HWN* as in TDD. Stated in previous sections, simulated traffic
input for the HWN* system can further include a variable number of parameters
that collectively defines the classification of a subscribes. However, this physical
layer algorithm evaluation has nothing to do with specific user classification such
as HPUs, NPUs or LPUs, but requires a varied traffic input models. Three packet
classes have been considered including voice traffic model, 64 Kbit/s H.263 video
model and web traffic model.
TDD packet transmission strategy requires unique a scheduling method be
tween transniitted(Tx) packet and received(Rx) packet. The evaluation carried
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Figure 5.15: Comparisons of success route acquire ratio between ADCR based
HWN* and ADCR based HWN* + multi-hop ad hoc

out here does not pay particular attention to the transmitted packet and received
packet. No slot reservation techniques are used for any traffic, whilst on both
uplink and downlink, packet admission to frame queue is completely “ad hoc”.
As described in Chapter 3, input traffic is subdivided into Transmitted Voice
packet (TV), Received Voice Packet(RV), Transmitted H.263 Packet (TH), Re
ceived H.263 Packet(RH), Transmitted WWW Packet(TW) and Received WWW
Packet(RW) categories, respectively. These traffic models in combination deter
mine the number of Tx and Rx packet generated in a TDD frame. For voice
traffic input, a typical binomial voice traffic model [111] is used. The packet ar
rival is distributed with parameters (rqp) and p{X = k} = (n, k)p'^{1 —
. As
n ^ oo and p
0, with np = \ moderate, the binomial distribution converges
to a poisson distribution with parameter A. H.263 video streaming and WWW
traffic as specified in Chapter 4 has been simulated.
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Figure 5.16: System throughput witli different numbers of relay nodes with “Voice
Mix”

5.4.1

System Capacity Performance

As the purpose of the GA based scheduling algorithm is to accommodate more
packets in a dynamical environment and contribute to HWN* system capacity.
In this evaluation, two mixed traffic input profiles are devised to be deployed sep
arately. The “Voice Mix” for traditional GSAf with GPRS like traffic represents
2G networks traffic, 85% of input traffic in this profile is binomial voice data
and 15% of input traffic is a H.263 represented data service request. The other
profile is named “WWW Mix” to represent dedicated analysis to web services,
which also represent one kind of popular network traffics, the profile is composed
of 50% web packet input, 25% binomial voice data and 25% H.263 represented
data service request. It is assumed that for both TDD uplink and downlink, the
packets are all asymmetric. Usually, the downlink bandwidth is larger than the
uplink and the data constitution of Downlink/Uplink could be between 3 and
5 [83]. The test HWN* system under evaluation includes 7 BSs, with a varied
number of RNs and the heuristic RN placement plan has been implemented.
Packets first enter into the TDD queue, then the GA optmises the link and
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Figure 5.17: System throughput with different numbers of relay nodes with
Mix”

constructs a newly scheduled link. The simulation carries on with the improved
radio access performance. Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 present results for sys
tem throughput under a varied number of RNs and traffic volume; the maximum
achievable throughput is defined as the percentage of transmitted packets against
traffic load. The results again prove HWN’s advantages on traffic balancing, traf
fic diverting and route management after GA based TDD link optimisation. Both
figures clearly indicate that when compared to a cellular network without dedi
cated link scheduling, resource management and routing algorithms, HWN * sys
tem throughput is marginally improved for both “Voice Mix” traffic and “WWW
Mix” profiles under various per cell traffic load.
Under “Voice Mix” traffic input, the RN presents very stable performance.
It is clearly indicated in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17 that in such a small ser
vice domain under high traffic load, an increase of one RN can improve system
throughput by 2 to 5 % in average. However, the installation of an excessive
number of RNs is not a preferable approach thus redundant RN installation
should be avoided. For the small scenario evaluated. 8 RNs are sufficient as
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the achievable throughput only apparently drops at a high traffic load around 21
Erlangs. In Figure 5.17, it has been noticed that the throughput performance
of the “WWW Mix” is comparatively worse than the “Voice Mix”. This is due
to scheduling burden imposed by the highly asymmetric nature of the “WWTV
Mix” traffic combination. The queue of the “WWW Mix” should be further op
timised through other techniques or algorithms. It is also believed that “WWW
Mix” profile is not the worst traffic input combination in heterogeneous network
ing environment. Either upstream or downstream traffic may occupy most frame
and different packets are at varied transmission speeds, which means that both
TDD uplink / downlink asymmetry can be extremely dynamic, and no diversity
is found on initial population or offspring. However, the genetic algorithm based
link scheduling algorithm improves medium access performance and optimises the
packet queue considering system conditions.
Further evaluation is necessary to determine the TDD link scheduling algo
rithm can be applied to any TDD based comimmication systems including TDD
HWN*. The throughput improvement of HW"N* for “Voice Mix” and “WWW
Mix” may largely attribute to the increase of infrastructure RN nodes. Therefore,
specihc TDD link scheduling performance will be evaluated in next section.

5.4.2

Link Scheduling Performance

For the evaluation of the TDD link scheduling performance, the HWN* system
is configured with 7 BSs and 8 RNs with the GA scheduling algorithm being
switched on and off. Considering same-entity MT-MT, BS-BS (RN is treated
as BS) and BS-MT interference, a simple heuristic TDD scheduling algorithm
is simulated to set a simulation benchmark. The heuristic scheduling method
first prevents a MT from overlapping a received downlink packet with a uplink
burst packet in a consecutive time slot. Adjacent cells are synchronised to avoid
large BS-BS interference. Packets are also arranged to prevent the same TDD
slot being used at the same time between BS and BS, BS and MT and MT
and MT. A HWN* system without any link scheduling control is also simulated
where the time slot is processed on a first come first serve basis. The GA based
algorithm controller works off-line. It first processes traffic input in a very short
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Figure 5.18: Maximal achievable throughput in percentage evaluation for GA
scheduling based HWN*, simple scheduling based HWN* and HWN* without
TDD link scheduling

time interval and then instantly makes a new arrangement of time slots at the
link.
Figure 5.18 presents three HWN* maximal achievable throughput perfor
mance and indicates that GA based scheduling outperforms the other system
scenarios. The MT-MT interference is small because the probability of two mo
biles in such a position and both using the same TDD time slot is small [64]. The
interference of BS-BS is large in HWN* without synchronisation as the proba
bility of two BSs in such a scenario is great, and the RN has introduced more
interference. The same entity inference affects all the MTs in such a TDD time
slot. Interestingly, the GA’s scheduling ability under heavier traffic is better than
when the traffic load is comparatively light. This is attributed to the high di
versity of the traffic input population and the large average distance between
individuals. Therefore, the proposed GA algorithm produces better offspring in
this case.
In Figure 5.19, the mean packet waiting time for TDD link queue insertion
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for the three system investigated above is presented. This delay is defined as the
duration from a source packet sending a communication request to the packet
being sent out from TDD link, which is formulated as:
'^i=i{Tipi + Tip^ + Tilp)
(5.5)
n
where 1 < n < 1000 as 1000 packet are sampled at a time. This average delay
time includes packet insertion time Tipi, packet waiting time Tip^; and link packet
arrangement time Tilp. The delay evaluation considers packet collisions while the
packet transmission delay is not considered. As can be seen from Figure 5.19, the
packet waiting time Tip^: in HWN* without dedicated scheduling is large, which is
unacceptable as approximately 0.1 seconds are wasted even under medium traffic
load between 10 Erlangs and 15 Erlangs. The Di performance of simple heuristic
HWN* and GA optimised HWN* all largely outperform the first come first serve
scheduling scheme. The average accumulated delay time is approximately 0.02
second and less than 0.04 second, respectively. The relay structure balances the
traffic flow which results in a faster packet delivery time, while the proposed GA
algorithm has been proved to have the ability of shortening TDD link setup time.
However, although GA based TDD scheduling presents improved performance,
the computation cost associated with online algorithm implementation is high.
To avoid GA central control, each mobile has to implement a module or update
software to use GA in a distributed pattern. However, this implementation can
be inefficient and the speed of GA algorithm calculation may be slow. Therefore,
the algorithm currently is used for offline system analysis purpose to reduce TDD
link real-time interference.
Dr

5.5

Conclusion

The simulation results in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 have proved the capabil
ities of the proposed intra-network and inter-network handover management in
facilitating cellular & MANET radio resource mutual balancing, the adaptivity
of cascaded ADCR routing and heuristic RN placement to prove network avail
ability, end-to-end delay performance and QoS delivery, when compared to other
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Figure 5.19; Performance comparision between GA scheduling based HWN*, sim
ple scheduling based HWN* and HWN* without TDD on mean packets waiting
time

hybrid wireless networks, systems and related algorithms. The results also indi
cate that the position of RNs, which composes the second meshed communication
tier, has a significant impact on the system performance. The heuristic algorithm
arrange RNs to cover disadvantaged locations and fairly use both cellular and ad
hoc medium resources. The use of a genetic algorithm is studied for TDD carrier
links to optimise packets scheduling of the cellular component of HWN*. The GA
based algorithm successfully maxmises the system throughput, while minimising
the delay of a system in a distributed offline fashion.
The next chapter discusses the main conclusion of the thesis with HWN*
system analysis and evaluation recap. It also provides future research outlook
and directions in which the present work can be extended.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions &; Outlook
To summarise, this dissertation has investigated a novel hybrid infrastrneture
towards 4G wireless commniiicatioii networks composed of a fully fnnctional cel
lular network, a distributed MANET and relay structure using both cellular and
MANET interfaces. A management framework for the infrastructure has been
proposed which highlights the importance of devising the radio resource man
agement and mobility algorithms. The major contribution of this work has been
the exploitation of the infrastructure and the development of related algorithms
and protocols. The RELAY node element has been utilised to assist spectrum
sharing and route conhguration, while most modern mobile terminals have dual
interfaces that can work under both MANET and cellular frequency bands.
The proposals of inter-network and intra-network mobility management, cas
caded HWN* routing, and HWN* topology design are to fulfill the objectives
of fair radio resource balancing, efficient traffic management and QoS guaran
teed networking for the management framework. The design of the TDD link
scheduling algorithm is to improve system capacity and delay performance with
genetic algorithm based optimisation. The dedicated and location fixed RN (that
supports celhilar-MANET hybrid wireless architecture, integrated cellular and
MANET co-development) and the proposed algorithms have not been investi
gated anywhere else and so are novel contributions as compared to other hybrid
wireless networks. For example, the WINNER architecture deploys a ubiquitous
interface for both BS and RN, the iCAR proposal focuses on multi-hop cellular
networks using location flexible RN, and the SOPRANO proposal, which is simi-
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lar to iCAR, deploys CDMA with pre-configured RN to IP network connections.
Another contribution of this thesis has been the use of computational intelligent
techniques and the concept of autonomic computing to optimise the algorithm’s
performance as well as the HWN* system operations.

6.1

Discussion

In the year 2010, the number of telecommunication subscribers will double com
pared to the year 2000 due to the economic growth of developing countries. The
increase will be a consequence of demand for improved multimedia and high speed
data services other than conventional voice communications. To contribute solu
tions towards coping with so many subscribers, this thesis presents a communica
tion infrastructure proposal, wTich combines the advantages of multiple wireless
communication networks into a hybrid wireless network, the HWN* system. The
research then proposes several novel algorithms to support this novel infrastruc
ture. The algorithms mainly address medium access, network and part of the
physical layer issues of the proposed HWN* system.
The concept of packet relay is not new but the dedicated and location hxed
relay nodes to assist integrated MANET-Cellular system is novel. It provides
several benefits as follows;
1. The RN improves packet transmission path loss performance and creates a
suite of micro cells for more resource reuse opportunities.
2. The RN assists MTs on robust routing and traffic balancing between two
radio access interfaces.
3. The security problem of the HWN* MANET component is improved in a
physical way as critical traffic can be routed through RNs instead of private
MTs.
4. The RN implementation is cost-effective since the RN prototype can be
based on an integrated 802.1 lx access point and cellular network signal
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amplifier, while limited modification is required on end user terminals as
most MTs now have dual interfaces e.g. cellular and 802.1 lx WiFi.
5. The location of RNs has been pre-engineered to support both cellular and
MANET communications.
In order to draft effective schemes for heterogenous HWN* with relay, the state
of the art of HWN* component characteristics had to be explored. The Chapter
2 reviews HWN* components, which are cellular networks, 802.11 MANET and
relay structure. It also reviews the merits of other hybrid wireless network infras
tructures and clarifies the difference between them and the HWN*. The benefits
and disadvantages of the three components are investigated and the chapter con
cludes with the HWN* infrastructure and research objective. This objective seeks
to maximally utilise both cellular resource and ad hoc resources and to devise
optimised communication path finding methods as well as improving QoS using
algorithm and protocol based approaches.
The radio resource managenient, routing and network topology planning al
gorithms proposed in the literature were mostly designed to tackle problems for
other network types. However, a simple strategy is usually used to adapt pa
rameters such as traffic conditions, route congestions or queueing delays in a
comparatively simpler networking environment. Existing proposals are however
lacking in flexibility to adapt to heterogenous network environments where a
lot more network parameters need to be considered and this flexibility can be
achieved through logical analysis. The HWN* management framework in Chap
ter 3 presents an inter network handover mechanism that considers load balancing
between a cellular interface and a MANET interface, a cascaded routing algorithm
with RN support, an heuristic RN placement plan considering HWN* networking
conditions and a TDD link scheduling scheme considering multiple interference
sources.
Discrete event simulation is the dominant method used in evaluating wire
less networks. The rational why this computer simulation is chosen is explained
in Chapter 4 with further investigations conducted at simulation physical layer,
medium access layer and network layer. The chapter concludes with the system
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physical environment, multiple access models, radio propagation niodFerentiated traffic input models and other simulation parameters for t^N*
framework evaluation. As the node mobility model directly influences tern
with related medium access and network layer algorithms’ performanceapter also briefly reviews the node mobility algorithms and discusses thedon
point mobility model used in HWN*.
After the simulation and modelling investigation, Chapter 5 cont the
analysis, evaluation, results and discussion for the HWN* infrastructuDroposed algorithms.
As already mentioned in Chapter 2, multimedia and high speed senust
be supported in HWN*. The services are packet-based and each S(ype
has distinct traffic characteristics such as data rate, delay requiremcket
length, and packet arrival distribution. Therefore, service differentiatfiles
are devised with three basic classes namely HPUs, NPUs and LPUs.i^oS
based HWN* evaluations are carried out in inter-network handover niient
and cross-layer ADCR routing.
Meanwhile, the HWN* must propose a well-engineered RN positioand
estimate the right number of RNs. The RN number estimation ived
through a mathematical three scaling approach based on link interfand
system capacity. The RN’s position should consider radio resource iment
requirement and MTs mobility model. The RNs should also mutually t to
each otlier and create a meshed virtual RN networking backbone ushoc
frequencies. Therefore this thesis proposes a heuristic RN placemeines
considering these issues. It also devises an idealistic maximal packingRN
placement scheme for comparison purposes. The simulation results iithe
heuristic RN based HWN* outperforms the packing RN HWN* in tenetwork fairness, and its maximum capacity is approaching the theoreticaThe
traffic is adaptively routed through both heuristic and packing plans nly
the heuristic RN plan improves the system capacity at
and reduces service interruptions. However, the packing
flexibility and it has implementation difficulties due to
RN BS association in practice is not well-packed due to
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The network handover management strategies have been evaluated in Chap
ter 5. The RN assists the handover process and traffic is adaptively balanced
between cellular interface and MANET interface. Prom results it is observed
that there is a significant improvement in the handover blocking performance for
the HWN* system compared to the cooperative handover in WINNER and the
minimum energy routing in SOPRANO proposal. It indicates that the forced ter
mination rate, which is defined as the communication termination probability due
to handover failure and medium access failure, has been improved using the pro
posed congestion control mechanisms when different user class profiles are used as
traffic input. The results again indicate that the HWN* handover management
mechanisms adaptively balance the traffic load between cellular and MANET
components using service negotiation. The improvement is marginal even after
the network is being heavily loaded. Most high and medium profile users are
satisfied with their QoS inter of handover blocking and handover delay, while low
profiled users use are guaranteed QoS with best effort. Interestingly, the inter
network handover for each service class is not frccpunit even under high traffic
load as HPUs and NPUs are mostly accommodated in cellular mode and LPUs
are accommodated in MANET mode where the MANET with mesh RN support
assists each service class with a reliable link, thus communication is no longer
needed to be shifted to another access.
The cross layer traffic routing method for HWN* is also evaluated in Chapter
5. The cascaded ADCR take several issues into account including distributed
control, resource sharing, load balancing and QoS. It integrates three sub trans
mission modes and dual interfaced RN to effectively reduce communication over
head and acquire cost-effective delay-constrained paths. It also employs the ser
vice class based approach to discourage applications from using any route that
is heavily loaded with low priority traffic. Simulation results demonstrate that
the performance of the cross-layer routing meets the design goals. Moreover, the
ADCR routing algorithm has been proved through simulation to support differ
entiated user classes. In terms of routing delay, one important result has been
observed from simulation evaluation. The ADCR largely outperforms other hy
brid networks e.g SOPRANO and WINNER. The node power conservation in
SOPRANO does not necessarily result in better transmission delay performance
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since the time has been wasted on next hop power adjmt. The minimum
energy protocol also selects the route that uses minimuergy for the total
path. It may increase system capacity but the tradeoff onger average hop
distance. For the cooperative relaying of WINNER, the d^erformance is very
much dependent on RN cooperative relay policies. Since a simple policy is
deployed, which is based on minimal multi-hop distanccBployed, the delay
performance is slightly worse than the HWN*. A better )ohcy which takes
into account the potential cooperative gains should be for the WINNER,
project. However, as stated previously, the WINNER reaon requires a total
change of existing cellular communication infrastructure i is expensive.
To address the hybrid wireless network TDD link sched problem, this the
sis proposes a genetic algorithm based approach to maxinie link throughput
while minimise the link traffic delay. The results in Chao indicate the MT
MT interference is small because the probability of two nn in such a position
and both using the same TDD time slot is small. The iirence of BS BS is
large in HWN* as the probability of two BSs in the sainey interference sce
nario is great and the RN has introduced more interferencN' is also treated as
a BS in TDD link evaluation). The same-entity interfereffects all the MTs
in such TDD time slots. Interestingly, the GA’s scheduhrhty under heavier
traffic is better than when the traffic load is comparativeht. The main rea
son behind this is attributed to the high diversity of the t input population
and the large average distance between individuals. Ther the proposed GA
algorithm produces better offspring in this case.
In computing, optimisation is the process of inodifyiBystem to make it
work more efficiently. The study on autonomic computing iples is carried out
in Appendix A. The implementation of an autonomic ccing based HWN*
system is to improve the system level cooperation capabind draw a guide
line for future research, where manual operation is largeluced. Simulation
results indicate that it is possible to achieve a certain le^ self-configuration
and self-organisation, which are required by AC self-manent criteria using
computational intelligence techniques in telecommunicatiystem. Appendix
B provides details on two AI based optimisation techni( Neural networks
unsupervised learning, reinforcement learning and super learning are first
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studied. It also provides an overview of GA and machine learning followed by
an explanation of GA parameters such as mutation rate, crossover, population
concept, etc. Typical engineering examples of using these techniques are also
briefly discussed.
Overall, this research has developed a HWN* infrastructure and manage
ment framework with key related algorithms. The framework addresses the inter
network traffic handover and cross layer routing algorithms for the HWN*. Node
mobility models, the HWN* system topology design, the HWN* time duplex
multiplexing link scheduling scheme and an ad hoc node clustering scheme for
the HWN* MANET component have been developed to increase current commu
nication system capacities, improve Quality of Service and optimise transmission
delay limitation and packet delivery quality.

6.2

Future Work

Many problems in hybrid wireless networks and relay structures are still open.
Researchers are working on vertical handover betw'een 802 networks and non802 networks due to the benefit of higher bandwidth and lower delay and cost.
The next step towards this research direction is the media independent handover
investigation, which could be standardised by IEEE 802.21.
With primary focus on network resource management, routing and optimisa
tion, there are several specific topics that can be further investigated as follows:
1. The routing algorithm should be improved again considering more con
strains posed by physical layer and medium access layer, especially the MT
geographic location identification and resource allocation information to
meet individual user QoS requirements.
2. The GA based scheduling algorithm costs computational power has difficul
ties for online real-time implementation. A heuristic TDD link scheduling
can be proposed considering the link pattern analysed by GA TDD link
scheduling algorithm. A bio-inspired neural network based link training
may be also promising if online traffic prediction can be realised.
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3. As the multi-hop self-organised MANET ean also be integrated to HWN* as
a communication type, research should be conducted on the inter-connection
between pure MANET and HWN* since the traffic can be further balanced
using the multi-hop MANET.
Another topic worthy of further investigation is the feasibility of using auto
nomic computing elements as discussed in Appendix A to monitor and manage
overall HWN* system behaviour. Essentially, with this approach the relay node
can act as an autonomic element where resource sharing and routing information
is shared and managed in an on-demand and cost-oriented manner. MTs will
be allocated appropriate services based on the decision made by the autonomic
element. The promising part of this approach is that most computational work is
accomplished in RNs instead of BSs or the MT itself. Hence the speed of decision
making is expected to be improved wutli reduction on HWN* system complexity.
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Appendix A
Autonomic Computing
The Appendix A discusses the use of Autonomic Computing (AC) principles for
supporting intelligent networking of HWN* framework. A self-management in
frastructure is idealised with conceptual function statement, which is essential for
supporting self-configuration, self-optimisation, self-protecting and self-healing.
The appendix starts with autonomic computing policy discussion, then HWN*
performance after autonomic computing implementation is preliminarily evalu
ated at system level to prove AC advantages.
AC is a concept where information technology systems manage themselves
in accordance with objectives. The concept, not completely new and similar
to neural network, is inspired by the autonomic nervous system of the human
body. This nervous system controls functions such as respiration, heart rate, and
blood pressure without any conscious intervention [73]. The vision motivates this
research apply the new paradigm to HWN* framework and investigate solutions to
answer how mobile terminals can interact with each other and positively influent
network performance in a self-adaptive manner, presumably in application layer.
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A.l

Autonomic Computing Principles

Tangles of protocol, hardware and software from multiple service providers and
manufacturers, heterogenous systems are becoming increasingly difficult to inte
grate, install, configure, switch, and maintain. A most skilled telecom engineer
may find it is impossible to fully administer the system. Endow systems and
the components that comprise them with the ability to manage themselves can
be a viable solution of this dilemma. Particularly for HWN*, in system level,
self-management can be automatic control task of network entities including BS,
RN and MT, using self-organised protocols/algorithms.
The research of IBM AC [74] provides an approach to solve automatic control
problem. Inspired by AC, HWN* self-inanagement is first divided to four princi
ples namely self-optimisation, self-conhguration, self-protecting and self-healing.
New network entities, regulated by software (Algorithms), can be integrated ef
fortlessly as a new cell seamlessly establishes itself in the massively complex
human body [73].
As specified by IBAI AC, an autonomic architectunj is composed of interac
tive collections of Autonomic Elements (AE) [80], and the HWN* should therefore
virtually include AE component, see Figure A.l. AE manages both external rela
tionship with other AEs and internal behavior according to established policies.
An AE typically consists of one or more managed elements coupled with a sin
gle autonomic manager that controls and represents them [73]. The autonomic
manager is responsible for monitoring and managing the knowledge-based pro
cesses such as monitor, analyse, plan and execute in managed elements. AEs,
in computer systems for example, function at many levels from disk drivers to
workstations to entire systems. It is envisaged that as AEs with self-managing
properties become general components of a computer system, they will merge
into a super powerful intelligent system.
However, one can find that the realisation of AE draws upon a number of tech
nologies including monitoring, event correlation, rule execution, modeling, opti
misation, planning, feedback control, and machine learning. AEs need to share
common methods for collecting and representing monitored data, and therefore
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Figure A.l: Structure of an autonomic element. Elements interact with other
elements witli autonomic managers

the challenges are mainly the standardisation. One notable effort to define a con
sistent, common format for monitored events and log file formats is the Common
Base Event (CBE) format [80], which is being developed under the auspices of
the Services Distributed Management Technical Committee (SDMTC).
Apart from standardisation, another problem is bringing monitor, analyse,
plan and execute functions all together coherently to create a single autonomic
element. In an ideal scenario, AEs can be agents in application layer that concur
rently and asynchronously execute multiple threads of activity that are directed
by goals that are either intrinsic to the element or derived from service rela
tionships with other elements. A typical AE might simultaneously be providing
service to several other elements, consuming services from several others, and
planning tasks associated with these service relationships. The agent proposal
is similar to agent assisted communication network which requires an effective
cooperation of technology with architecture.
Inspiringly, several frameworks or initial ideas have already been proposed
in the engineering research industry. W. Trumler et. all propose a smart door-
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plate using AC principles for a completely distributed application [75], where
AC self-configuration is achieved by reducing manual operations to the absolute
minimum. S. Whiteson and P. Stone investigate adaptive network routing and
scheduling toward AC [76]. The results show clearly that machine learning meth
ods offer a significant advantage in self-optimising the performance of complicated
networks. Yu-Han Chang et al. provide a reinforcement learning approach based
mobilized ad hoc network within the context of AC [77] where self-optimising
and adaptive learning (self-conhguration) make this an adaptive algorithm for
controlling movement and routing for ad hoc networks.

A.2

Network Self-Management

It is proposed that AC based self-management in HWN* context is to better
coordinate system entireties through radio resource management and routing al
gorithms. As the implementation of AE at nodes level is costly, it has been
envisaged to realise a scenario where HWN* framework is managed at network
layer level through AE. Each layer is monitored by multiple AE in place and the
interacting between layers are also monitored selected AEs. In addition, a feed
back loop which can be iinplemented to train and learn from the past experi
ence in AE. This design expands research focus of resource management in MAC
layer and routing control in NETWORK layer. AE data input are gathered from
algorithms of call admission, channel allocation, channel handover and route se
lection, then AE makes further optimisation to let more MT entities seamlessly
accommodated by HWN*.
Layer self-awareness and environment-awareness are final objectives handled
in AE. AEs are required to have information on:
• In layer level, performance of each algorithm and performance’s impact on
network entities.
• The algorithm’s impact on other communication layers and network entities,
the current
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Self-configuration is achieved through interaction between network status and
strategies adjustment. For example, when traffic congestion happens, entities
are competing for the radio resource. AE managed MAC layer can divert traffic
adaptively. Traffic resource will be allocated to proper request and alternative
resource will be utilised through inter system handover or channel borrowing.
Another example is cell breathing, as in this case network status are busy and
entities are also competing for medium. Base on monitoring results, AE managed
MAC layer using cell breathing approach will reduce or enlarge cell size and re
configure service radius to indirectly balance communication requests to idol cells.
Self-optimisation is achieved through the use of optimisation techniques. For
example, the topology of multi-hopped HWN* changes fast with both soft and
hard relays appearing and disappearing. Congestion or link failure increases with
the number of node. AE managed NETWORK layer can implement an automatic
parameter tuning approach via a self-learning circle of explore, learn and explore
again. When a relay becomes congested or fails, base on the past experience, the
technique hnd an alternate path or change service type to reduce congestion, link
failure and fault rate.
Self-healing from faults and failures can be accomplished using components
detection, diagnosis and repair process. For example. As AE managed PHYSI
CAL layer is responsible for end-to-end error recovery. With the process, it is
more reliable in providing transparent transfer of data between two network enti
ties, thus relieving the application software from any concern with data transfer
errors.
Self-protection protects attacks and prevents system failures, and it is achieved
through both proactive and reactive protection mechanisms. In formal approach
AE managed APPLICATION layer mitigate reported problems and the other
approach respond urgent problems. The “double-lock” practice is particularly
useful for HWN* and communication networks since it largely reduce encrypted
channels from unauthorised access and maintain overall system stability.
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Figure A.2: Autoiioinic computing based hybrid wireless network with dedicated
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A.3

AC based HWN* Framework

Envisaged HWN* framework with autonomic computing layer level implementa
tion is showed in Figure A.2. It is first assumed that in this system, all data,
control and information exchange traffic is sent in a reliable environment where
network security issues are free. With focus on MAC and NETWORK layers AC,
the self-configuration, self-optimisatioin, self-healing and self-protecting features
realised in the system are mapped and concluded in Figure A.3.
Environment-awareness requires layer control AE exchanges data with other
AEs. Interaction between layers is proposed to be accomplished through spe
cialised interfaces [82]. The monitoring function of AE, which provide data input
for interfaces, is responsible for testing and inspecting services of other AEs. For
example, once a life cycle interface implemented, it is in charge of determining the
life cycle state such as started and paused in an AE procedures, and the states
are monitored by AE. Self-management policies are also used to communicate,
negotiate and bind between AEs.
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Figure A.3: The autonomic features of AC elements in hybrid wireless networks
with dedicated relay nodes

Computational intelligence techniques detailed in Appendix B such as neural
network, fuzzy logic, evolutional strategies and machine learning are all possible
candidates to facilitate autonomic operation in autonomic element manager since
they all capable of acting as a “BRAIN” of AE and meet the requirements of
network monitoring, analysing, planning and executing in different ways. Another
advantage of these techniques is that they all can be implemented as proactive
knowledge-based manager and learn from past experience.
The conception of automated telecommunication system is not new, as a mat
ter of fact, computational intelligence had been already used on communication
algorithms for many years. For instance, a back propagation feed-back neu
ral network based channel handover algorithm for cellular network [62] in some
degree had achieved self-optimisation and self-configuration properties. In the
proposal, data channels are configured to be fairly shared by handover traffic and
ongoing traffic, in an optimised and self-adaptive fashion using neural network
learning. What considered novel of AC and AE implementation is that a sys
tematic standards can be realised which thoroughly considers self-optimisation.
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Self-management policy

Figure A.4: Self-Management polices of hybrid wireless network with dedicated
relay nodes

self-protecting, self-configuration and self-healing scopes, and computational in
telligence can be standardised as a modular of AE.

A.3.1

Self-Management Policies

Self-management functions are represented by directives to be translated into spe
cific actions to be taken by autonomic element based layers. Therefore, policing
the behaviour is of great importance.
In order to archive self-awareness and environment-awareness of communica
tion networks, three interrelated policy types are considered in accordance [82].
In Figure A.4, action policies, goal policies and unity policies are arranged from
lowest level to the highest level with examples. Action policies in the lowest
level are typically of the form IF (condition), THEN (action), which means AEs
must execute the stated actions whenever the condition is satisfied. Goal policies
specify the conditions to be obtained but not tell how to obtain them. Goal
policies are situated at a policy level above action polices which means it has
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Figure A.5: Radio resource management algorithms behaviour implication

more influence than action policy because AEs can make a rec^uest to other au
tonomic elements without detailed knowledge. Utility functions polices are at
the top level, they automatically determine the most valuable goal in any given
situation, thus they have most control over the behavior of system as a whole.
Machine learning approach is proposed to make automated decisions at each
of three police levels. Simplified decisions making process can be formulated into
three steps:
• The policy server first analyses the current information state and determine
whether the goals are met or not,
• After information exchange through Light-weighted Directory Access Pro
tocol (LDAP), a list of candidate rules is generated by directory services,
• The policy decision point decides the combination of rules to be invoked
from amongst the list of candidate rules and finally makes the decision.
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A.3.2

Autonomic Element Self-Learning Policy

This section presents initial conception of the cooperation and adjustment be
tween resource management algorithms and network entities, using AC with AE
standards. The resource management algorithms, when translated into AE recog
nisable policies, have different level of impact on the overall system entity perfor
mance as concluded in Figure A.5, where the conclusion results have been drawn
upon intensive simulations. The simulation results on the other hand also proved
that the algorithms, not only make positive impact on system performance, but
also produce negative ones. The algorithms also mutually reflect, influence and
correlate to other algorithms’ performance. For example, the load balancing al
gorithm of MAC layer directly affects system Cost and Throughput. And as
channels are rearranged, it indirectly influences the decision making of channel
allocation and route selection. A self-learning approach is first conducted on can
didate algorithms’ performance to maximise overall benefit, and to achieve the
goal of self-configuration and self-optimisation. System configuration parameters
are adjusted in accordance of self-learning result. The result also helps the AE
to refine the behavior implication vector such as QoS and in the form of;
(A.l)
j = l,n

Where S[G] stands for total system gain after self-learning and the com
posite function {g) is learnt by neural network, (5 stands for current behavior
value, y is workload characteristics when the state change was invoked, g is value
of past experience, and n is the number of algorithms deployed in the system.
All tasks monitoring, analysing, planning and executing are finished at AE. For
example, if load balancing at MAC layer is deployed, f3 can be presented as
LB = (0.4)Throughtput + (—0.3)Cost O.lQoS -H (0)Reliability + (0.2)Latency
where 7 is calculated through 0's impact on n — 1 algorithms and 77 is a new value
concluded after 0 and 7 change. Here, behaviour implication factors are defined
ranging from 0 to 1. For example, the Max-Min gain of Throughput is between
0 and 1. It can be inferred that Max gain of 0 is 5.
The behaviour implication vectors analysed are defined as:
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System load balancing gain

Figure A.6: Load balancing gain presentation

• Throughput: The amount of traffic sessions accommodated in BS entity,
• Cost: Tlie total spend and associated cost for managing the system using
linear rough estimate,
• QoS: The monitoring of quality of service in a traffic session,
• Reliability: A vector which depends on the call dropping rate,
• Latency: The system only takes call admission Latency and response time
into consideration in defining this vector.
Fox example, in the evaluation of the AC based HWN* cellular component,
if the call blocking probability is set to less than 2 % as an acceptable level, the
average system Throughput in the cellular component is 11 erlang/cell. From Fig
ure .4.5, it can be seen that load balancing approach allows the system improve
the availability of network resources, increase Throughput and reduce end-toend Latency. Through the installation of dedicated relays nodes, the effect of
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System load balancing gain

Figure A.7: Soft handover gain presentation

degrading signal quality is alleviated and communication QoS is improved. How
ever, the increased Cost on the installation of dedicated relays should be taken
into consideration. This tradeoff is investigated by testing different levels of load
balance gain p with system Throughput, Latency, QoS and Cost. The system
Reliability is not considered as the issue is not tightly related to load balance
issues. After simulation experiments, the result presented in Figure A.6 indicates
that 16.berlang/cell hot spot traffic input and 39 % Loading balancing config
uration have been advised to be implemented in practice and deal with tradeoff
between system capacity and latency.
Another interesting experiment for improving system self-management is through
the analysis of soft handover parameters. Once soft handover implemented, the
communication QoS is improved and system Reliability is slighted improved due
to the channel diversity provided by the extra path at the cell border. How
ever, the operational Cost of software and hardware is added to the system in
order to support this procedure, and system Latency is increased due to the
well-known “Ping Pong” effect, which results in a delayed channel handover.
Furthermore, if guard channels are reserved to serve customers with higher QoS
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Figure A.8: Two algorithms produced system gain

requirement or emergencies, common channel reuse probability is reduced thus
system overall Throughput has been jeopardised. AE automatic manager carries
out self-learning process to verify a value of guard channels percentage out of 128
communication channel pool. Figure A. 7presents the levels of soft handover gain
p considering Throughput, Latency, QoS, Reliability and Cost. It has been no
ticed that the maximum gain occurs when 10.6% of channels are reserved, which
equals 13 or 14 channels.
Distributed channel allocation algorithm, adaptive routing algorithm and
adaptive power management scheme improve most all of the behavior implication
factors. The algorithms thus are not monitored through self-learning. Algorithms
co-simulation for handover algorithm and load balancing has been carried out to
produce data for AE implication data management. A back-propagation neural
network, which will be detailed in Appendix B, is used to train a more robust set
of resource prediction and optimisation data. Figure A.8 presents the system gain
after learning of load balancing and channel reservation’ data. It can be seen that,
after neural network self-learning, 41% load balancing and 10% reserved guard
channels are advised as optimum system configuration.
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Appendix B
Artificial Intelligence
Artificial intelligence (AI), also referred as computational intelligence in comput
ing science, is a methodology to learn and to deal with new situations using gener
alisation, discovery, association and abstraction [52]. Computational intelligence
systems comprise hybrid of paradigms such as artificial neural networks, fuzzy
logic systems, and evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms, augmented
knowledge elements, which are often designed to mimic one or more aspects of
biological intelligence.
AI techniques applied on optimisation are promising. However, it has been
also noticed that the performance varies in degrees. For example, neural network
has learnt to recognise patterns of handwriting, it still produces good results
when part of its nodes and links are deleted. In next section, neural network
optimisation rationale will be detailed with principles and application examples.

B.l

Neural Networks

Neural Networks (NN) seek to explore into how the brain functions and how this
function may be related to human intelligence [53]. It is hoped that with a un
derstanding of the biological neuron and the role it played in the generation of
electrical activity in the brain, that an artificial neuron can be built to model this
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biological system. In practice, NNs are useful for classification and function ap
proximation, function mapping problems which are tolerant of some imprecision,
which at least have training data available. However, hard and fast rules such as
those that might be used in an expert system can not easily be applied. Almost
any mapping between vector spaces can be approximated to arbitrary precision
by feed-forward neural networks if enough data and enough computing resources
are provided [54].
Neural networks consist of units, corresponding to neurons, and weighted
connections between them. The values of each unit are feed-forward via the
weighted connections to other units. Each neuron receives a signal from the
neurons in the previous layer, and each of those signals is multiplied by a separate
weight value. The weighted inputs are summed, and passed through a limiting
function which scales the output to a fixed range of values. The output of the
limiter is then broadcast to all of the neurons in the next layer. To use the
network to solve a problem, the input values are applied to the inputs of the first
layer, allow the signals to propagate through the network, and read the output
values [55]. Figure D.l (a) illustrates a simple neural network. Stimulation is
applied to the inputs of the first layer, and signals propagate through the hidden
layers to the output layer.
Each link between neurons has a unique weighting value. Figure B.l (b)
illustrates the structure of a neuron. Inputs from one or more previous neurons
are individually weighted, then summed. The result is non-linearly scaled between
0 and 1, and the output value is passed on to the neurons in the next layer.

B.1.1

Neuron Models and Functions

In practice, NN neuron is functioned as an information processing unit. A set
of connecting links, or synapses characterised by weight is summing up in a
linear combiner. An activation function unit for limiting the amplitude of the
output of a neuron is connected by the linear combiner. Inputs from one or more
previous neurons are individually weighted, then summed. The result is nonlinearly scaled between 0 and 1, and the output value is passed on to the neurons
in the next layer. Apart from weights, the behaviour of a NN also depends on
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Figure B.l: A generalised artificial neural network

transfer function that is specified for the units. This function typically falls into
one of three categories, which are,
functions are:
• Hard-limit transfer function
• Linear transfer function
• Log-sigmoid transfer function
The hard-limit function illustrated in Figure D.2 can be defined as.
1 if n > 1
0 if n < 1
the output should be set at one of two levels, depending on whether the total
input is greater than or less than some threshold value.
N stands for network output and A is network input The pure-linear function
described in Figure B.3 can be defined as.
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Hard-limit Transfer Function

Figure B.2: Hard-liinit Transfer Function

W.n
The output activity can be applied proportional to the total weighted output.
The log-sigmoid function described in Figure B.4 can be defined as:
1

1+

where a is the slope parameter. The output varies continuously but not
linearly as the input changes. Sigmoid units bear a greater resemblance to real
neurones than do linear or threshold units, but all three must be considered rough
approximations. As the slope approaches to infinity the sigmoid function becomes
a threshold function. It is important to note that sigmoid function is continues
and differentiable but the hard-limit function is not.
The approaches that the NN neurons are organised are closely linked to the
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Pure-linear Transfer Function

Figure B.3: Pure-linear Transfer Function

network models used to train the neurons. Therefore, several network architec
tures can be defined [55]:
Single-layer Feed-forward Network consists of one layer of neurons. Two
layers are arranged during the network initialisation phase, but only the
last layer makes an actual calculation. Feed-forward means the information
only spreads out from input to output.
Multi-layered Feed-forward Network is a universal approximator. Stan
dard networks with hidden layers are capable of approximating any mea
surable function from one finite dimensional space to any desired degree of
accuracy, provided sufficiently layers are available. Fully connected means
every node is connected to every node in the adjacent layer, otherwise it is
said to be partially connected.
Back-propagation Network as implemented on autonomic computing based
algorithm study in Appendix A, was created by generalising the WidrowHoff learning algorithm [53] to multiple-layer networks and nonlinear differ
entiable transfer functions. Widrow-Hoff learning rule is a gradient descent
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Log-sigtnoid Transfer Function

Figure B.4: Log-sigmoid Transfer Function

algorithm to minimise the error of the network. Consider linear network
with input f and correct output t, the error of the network can be written
as,

e = {W.f - tfiW.f - t)

The change of weight W is to minimise network error e. Inputs and the
corresponding targets are used to train a network until it can approximate
a function, associate input e with specific output f, or classify inputs in
an appropriate way as defined by you. Networks with biases, a sigmoid
layer, and a linear output layer are capable of approximating any function
with a finite number of discontinuities. The term back-propagation refers to
the manner in which the gradient is computed for nonlinear multi-layered
networks. There are a number of variations on the basic algorithm that are
based on other standard optimisation techniques such as conjugate gradient
and Newton method. Properly trained back-propagation networks tend to
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give reasonable answers when presented with inputs that they have never
seen. Typically, a new input leads to an output similar to the correct
output for inputs used in training that are similar to the new input being
presented. This generalisation property makes it possible to train a network
on a representative set of input pairs and get good results without training
the network on all possible input / output pairs.
Recurrent Network has at least one feedback loop. Fully recurrent networks
feed back the hidden layer to itself, and partially recurrent networks start
with a fully recurrent network and add a feed-forward connection that by
passes the recurrence, effectively treating the recurrent part as a state mem
ory. These recurrent networks can have an inhnite memory depth and thus
hnd relationships through time as well as through the instantaneous input
space.
Lattice Network is a structure of elements placed in orthogonal relation to
each other. It consists of a one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or higher
dimensional array of neurons with a corresponding set of source nodes that
supply the input signals to the array. The dimension of the lattice refers to
the number of dimensions of the space where the graph lies.

B.1.2

Neural Network Learning

Learning is essential for NNs hence the choice of a learning algorithm is a cen
tral issue. Three main kinds of learning frequently implemented approached are
named; supervised learning, reinforcement learning, and unsupervised learning.
In supervised learning, a “teacher” who in the learning phase tells the net how
well it performs and what the correct behavior would have been. The following
conditions much be satished as:
Target(k) = NN{x{k))
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where {x{k),Target(k)) are the input and output learning pairs in the training
set. and the sum of distances:
N

Q=

\\Target(k) — NiV(3:(/i:))||'

(B.2)

fc=i

should be minimised.
Reinforcement learning is different from supervised learning as the network
is provided with a global signal about network performance. The signal infor
mation act as a penalty or reward mechanism. The higher the value, the more
erroneous the behavior. Modern reinforcement learning uses the formal frame
work of Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [56]. The agent and environment
interact in a sequence of discrete time steps, t = 0,1,2,3,... On each step, the
agent perceives the environment to be in a state s^, and selects an action at- In
response, the environment makes a stochastic transition to a new state, St -F 1,
and stochastically emits a numerical reward St G C? See Figure B.5. The agent
seeks to maximize the reward it receives in the long run. For example, the most
common objective is to choose each action at so as to maximize the expected
discounted return:
^{d+1 + ^^i+2 + ^^D+3 + •••}

(B.3)

where T is a discount-rate parameter and 0 < T < 1, It is intended to capture
in a simple way essential features of the problem of learning from interaction and
thus of the overall problem of AI. It includes sensation and action, cause and
effect, and an explicit goal involving acting the environment. There is uncer
tainty both in the environment and about the environment. Simple extensions of
this problem include incomplete perception of the state of the environment and
computational limitations. Most theoretical results about reinforcement learning
apply to the special case in which the state and action spaces are finite, in which
case the process is called a finite MDP.
Unsupervised learning network is autonomous. It looks at the data it is pre
sented with, finds out about some of the properties of the data set and learns
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Figure B.5: The Reinforcement Learning Framework

to reflect these properties in its output. What exactly these properties are that
the network can learn to recognise depends on the particular network model and
learning method. Usually, the NN learns some compressed representation of the
data.

B.1.3

Neural Network Applications

N\s have various practical usage in science & engineering. First of all, prediction
of future values of a time series is a frequently used function. Foe example,
meteorologist can predict the weather based on recent changes in barometric
pressure and other data, anybody wants to be able to forecast stock market prices
and predict economic figures based on current and historical measurements. A
typical mapping of a time series to a network for prediction is showed in Figure
B.6. It demonstrates the use of six contiguous points in a time series to predict
the next point. A training series is used to generate a large number of individual
samples. Each sample for the model shown consist of seven points, which are
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Figure B.6: Neural Network Simple Time-series Prediction

the current point (Lag 0), five historical data points(lag 1-5), and the following
prediction point, which is used to direct the training of the output neuron.
Theoretically, any set of seven points can be used for training. The training
set could be very large and it is possible to make use of more than one training
series to generate training set as well. In practice, many models will involve some
separation. For an economic forecast based on monthly data figures, it might be
more reasonable to use six input neurons, one for each of the last four months,
one for same month a year ago, and one for the same month two years ago.
Annealing is a term for metallurgy [114] to ensure that the temperature drop
is slow enough and the metal will eventually stabilise into an orderly structure.
Simulated annealing is an important application of NN, and can be performed in
optimisation by randomly perturbing the independent variable. A high standard
deviation for the random number generator is used at first. After many tries,
the set that produced the best function values is designed to be the centre where
perturbation will take place for the next deviation. The standard deviation of
the random number generator is then reduced. Simulated annealing indeed is
a method for application optimisation. However, when more direct methods
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available, it is better to use them for the seek of computational speed. For
example, the genetic algorithm based optimisation illustrated in later section.
Nearly all standard statistical classification algorithms assume some knowl
edge of the distribution the the random variables used to classify [54]. In partic
ular, the multivariate normal distribution is frequently assumed and the training
set used only to estimate the mean vectors and covariance matrix of the popula
tions. Some deviation from normality is tolerated, a large deviations usually cause
problems. Another beauty of NNs is that they can handle even the most complex
distributions. For example, using a three or four layer feed-forward network as
an classifier.

B.1.4

Neural Network Networking Applications

Two neural networks have been used on resource management and routing algo
rithms [58] optimisation, they are;
• Feed-forward multi-layer Neural Networks,
• Optimisation Neural Networks.
Feed-forward neural networks provide adaptation to the changing conditions
while optimisation networks have tended to offer the intriguing possibility for
route management [57], medium resource and resource predictions.
The NNs based resource management proposed in [59] creates a neuron for
each channel at each cell with a cost function considering both channel-separation
and channel demand. The NN feed-forward learning increases channel sharing
oppotunities and thus makes full use of limited spectrum. [60] addresses the call
admission problem with NN reinforcement learning in a cellular scenario that han
dles several classes of traffic with different resource requirements. The problem
is formulated as a MDP process first. Then they use a real-time reinforcement
learning NN to construct a dynamic call admission control policy. The policies
are obtained using tw^o different implementations of the reinforcement learning
algorithms which provide a good solution and are able to earn significantly higher
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revenues than classical solutions such as guard channel. Simulation results illus
trate the robustness of the policies and shows how they improve QoS and reduce
call-blocking probabilities of handover calls even with variable traffic conditions.
The energy function E of the annealing NX has been used to optimise the
channel allocation, and it is highly possible to be adapted in HWN*, where re
source optimisation must be done on both cellular component and MANET com
ponent. E in [61] is expressed by,
E = ]-x^Wx +

(B.4)

where x is input vector (channel assignments) where an optimal solution is
sought, b is bias vector determined by constraints and W symmetric weight
matrix for the neural network. Under certain conditions, the energy function E
corresponding to a given input state always decreasing to settle down at one of
the local minima [62], and this property is exploited for use as a combinatorial
optiniiser.
NNs based resource sharing schemes using fast and parallel combinatorial
optimise!’ have also been proposed [63] with focus on computational time con
vergence. Distributed structure impacts on performance and resource allocation
time has been examined. The idea is that the centralised NN channel allocation
scheme can be mapped on to a distributed scheme by applying the same energy
function. Simulation results has proven that cell sizes, learnt byby NNs, provide
an adaptation mechanism for optimising signaling load and computation time of
a micro-cellular system without significant performance degradation.

B.2

Genetic Algorithms

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method for solving optimisation problems,
which is based on natural selection and biological evolution. The GA repeatedly
modifies a population of individual solutions. At each step, the GA selects in
dividuals at random from the current population to be parents and uses them
produce the children for the next generation. Over successive generations, the
population evolves toward an optimal solution or a sub-optimal solution [87].
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Optimisation problems that GAs can solve includes NP-complete, discontinuous,
non-differentiable, stochastic, and highly nonlinear.
Three main types of rules at each step to create the next generation from the
current population are:
Selection rules select the parents that contribute to the population at the next
generation.
Crossover rules combine two parents to form children for the next generation.
Mutation rules apply random changes to individual parents to form children.

B.2.1

Population and Reproduction

The diversity of population is important to optimisation results. The diversity is
high if the average distance between individuals is large and small average dis
tance results in low diversity. The right amount of diversity is a matter of trial
and error and there exists a tradeoff between computational cost and optimisa
tion performance. In a specihc problem one may know approximately where the
solution to a problem lies, then initial range can be specihed so as to contain the
guess for the solution. However, the GA can find the solution even if it does not
he in the initial range, provided that the populations have enough diversity. For
example, in the rastrigin optimisation function [88],
Ras{x) = 2{} + x\-^ x\ — \^{cos2tixi

x )

003271 2

(B.5)

Experiments have been carried out in MATLAB. If the initial search range is
setup as [1, 1.1], it can be seen from Figure B.7 upper plot that the best fitness
values at each generation shows little progress in lowering the fitness function.
The lower plot shows the average distance between individuals at each generation,
which is a good measure of the diversity of a population. In this case of search
range, there is too little diversity for the algorithm to make progress.
When the initial search range is setup as [1, 2]. Figure D.8 illustrates a
progress on both average distances between individuals and best fitness function
in this case of setup.
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Figure B.7: Initial search setup, range [1, 1.1]

Reproduction controls how the GA creates the next generation. Individuals
with the best fitness values in the current generation that are guaranteed to
survive to the next generation are called elite children.

B.2.2

Mutation and Crossover

The GA uses the individuals in the current generation to create the children that
make up the next generation. Besides elite children, which corresponds to the
individuals in the current generation with the best fitness values, the algorithm
creates [92]:
Crossover children by selecting vector entries, or genes, from a pair of indi
viduals in the current generation and combines them to form a child.
Mutation children by applying random changes to a single individual in the
current generation to create a child.
Both processes are essential to the genetic algorithm. Crossover enables the
algorithm to extract the best genes from different individuals and recombine
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them into potentially superior children. Mutation adds to the diversity of a
population and thereby increases the likelihood that the algorithm will generate
individuals with better fitness values. Without mutation, the algorithm could
only produce individuals whose genes were a subset of the combined genes in the
initial population. For example, if the population size is 20, the Elite count is
2, and the Crossover fraction is 0.8, the numbers of each type of children in the
next generation is as follows. There are 2 elite children. There are 18 individuals
other than elite children, so the algorithm rounds 0.8 x 18 = 14.4 to 14 to get
the number of crossover children. The remaining 4 individuals, other than elite
children, are mutation children.
The average amount of mutation that the algorithm applies to a parent in
each generation is controlled through the Scale and Shrink. Scale controls the
standard deviation of the mutation at the first generation and Shrink controls
the rate at which the average amount of mutation decreases. For example, in
rastrigin optimisation function [88], as in Figure D.9^ when Shrink achieves 1 in
upper plot, the average distance between points decrease to 0 at the end. The
lower plot displays a vertical line at each generation, showing the range from the
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smallest to the largest fitness value and mean fitness value. It shows reducing
the amount of mutation decreases the diversity of subsequent generations. As in
Figure B.IO, when the Shrink parameter changes to 1/2 of the maximum, the
average amount of mutation decreases by a factor of 1/2 by the final generation.
The average distance between individual applies the same effect. More details of
mutation and crossover operations can be found in [89].

B.2.3

Genetic Algorithms Applications

GAs have been used in a wide variety of optimisation tasks, including numeri
cal optimisation and combinatorial optimisation problems. Its ability for parallel
searching and fast evaluation distinguish itself from other decision and optimisa
tion algorithms [90].
A GA based optimisation algorithm has been proposed for wireless network
resource management in [91]. The objective of the proposal is to improve re
source utilisation, QoS and handover latency. In order to fulfill the objective, the
channel capacity, power consumption, signalling overhead and switching param-
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eters are captured as GA population input to devise a sophisticated handover
algorithm between infrastructures. These parameters are fed into a cost function
that is developed based on the Markov Decision Process, which is then opti
mised using GAs. The algorithm determines which network architecture the MT
would complete handover with respect to the minimum cost value. Simulation
results show that the GAs scheme achieves the minimum handover latency and
maximum resource utilisation under various senarios, compared to traditional
handover algorithms.
Study [93] introduces a fast method to solve the quadratic assignment prob
lem and presents better solutions with fast convergence method. The idea of this
work is to find a proper combination of radio resource when a communication
request arrives, and avoid various interference. The process of reassignment and
reconfiguration of radio resource is difficult to be accomplished by common re
source allocation methods due to the increasing complexity. A proper use of GA
generates adequate solution space, calculates cost function and finds adaptive
resource to accommodate communication request.
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